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1 List of Abbreviations 

ABM Agent-based modelling 

AJAX Asinhronous JAVA 

API Application programming interface 

BMP Bitmap image file 

CSV  File extension: Comma-separated values 

DEVS  Discrete event systems 

ESB Enterprise service bus 

FP7 The Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological 

Development.  

FUPOL Future policy modeling. Research project for developing advanced 

information and communication technology tools to support policy 

design and implementation. 

GIF Graphics Interchange Format 

GUI  Graphical user interface 

JAR  Java archive file format 

JAVA Programming language 

JPG/JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group (image file format) 

MAS  Multi Agent System 

OSM OpenStreetMap  

OSS Open Source Software 

PNG Portable Network Graphics (a bitmap image file format) 

SD Systems dynamic simulation 

SDD Software design document 

SRS  Software requirements specification 

SVG  Scalable Vector Graphics 

TIFF Tagged Image File Format 

XML Extensible markup language 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

The purpose of the deliverable is to describe the FUPOL simulators software 

prototypes versions development and finalization the modifications done in user 

manuals. Integration mechanisms and interoperability with other work packages are 

discussed. Usability asessement of FUPOL simulators and total sustainability 

evaluation is carried out. Deliverables D4.2, D4.4, D4.5, D4.6, D4.7 and other are 

main sources of D4.8. However specific requirements related with integration and 

interoperability are discussed with WP3 and WP5, but simulators assessment is done 

by WP8. The document is aimed mainly to other FUPOL work packages and partners 

consortium use. 

2.2 Target group 

The current deliverable is provided mainly for other FUPOL work packages and 

consortium partner’s use. However the document comprises finalized versions of user 

manuals which can be used by policy crafters. 

2.3 Benefits 

This deliverable contributes to summarization of policy modelling simulators 

designing experience under the FUPOL project framework. In laconic form there is 

described versions development and functionality changes in time. The results of 

final assessment of usability and total sustainability are provided. 

2.4 Structure of the document 

The document consists of following parts. The main part is FUPOL simulators 

versions development summary description involving the set of results of operating 

versions usability assessment. In the next part of D4.8 the final versions of user 

manuals are included. Integration mechanisms and interoperability with other work 

packages are discussed in further chapters, but finally the total sustainability 
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assessment of FUPOL simulators software is done using diffusion theory and IASAM2 

model. 

 

3 FUPOL simulators versions maintenance 

3.1 Yantai urban economics development assessment 

simulator 

3.1.1 Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to summarize the modifications during development 

of Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator prototype versions. 

Additional task is introduction to technical limitations and validation, and usability 

assessment results. The source for the functional requirements and simulation model 

algorithm are D2.11, D2.12, as well D4.7 software design and exploiting documents. 

Usability evaluation is done by WP8. The document is provided for software 

developers although can be used by policy crafters involved in industries 

development planning and management. 

3.1.2 Scope of coverage 

The developed Yantai urban economics simulator software prototype versions 

operate in the Internet environment. The simulator is accessible to all FUPOL 

consortium partners and other predescribed users.  

3.1.3 Product outlook 

This document contributes to Yantai urban economics simulator software prototype 

versions functionality changes summarization and final assessment of usability of the 

simulator. 

Objective of the Yantai Urban Economic Development Assessment simulator (see 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/yantai) is modeling the companies upgrade progress 

through time to understand the value and the costs of each company and its 
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influence on different regional resources consumption (Ginters and Aizstrauts et. al. 

2015). Yantai has total population 6.47 million and GDP 78 billions USD. The main 

objective was the development of software tools that offer the administration of 

Yantai the possibility to study the current situation of these industries in order to 

make decisions about a company’s upgrade or closure in order to decrease resource 

consumption and impact on the environment. 

The simulator helps the administration of Yantai understand the situation of the 

industry with a set of indicators and their significance, and the trend of a possible 

evolution of the industries depending on the expected percentage of industries for 

each considered sector. The Yantai Urban Economic Development Assessment 

simulator is based on an ABM/MAS model. The simulation model specifies industry 

evolution regarding energies consumption, pollution and other indicators, in order to 

decide which companies should be closed to reduce resource consumption.  

In the Yantai Urban Economic Development Assessment ABM/MAS model the 

enterprises (industries) are represented as the agents. 

     Any enterprise or agent  iE  belongs to the set of evaluated enterprises, i.e. 

EEi  . During simulation each industry agent has two level interactions – with 

other agents and with environment. Interaction with other agents, for example, is 

used to simulate demand and supply for goods among industries. Interaction with 

environment, for example, is used to simulate how labour market situation affects 

each particular industry. Each industry agent has many attributes that characterize a 

particular industry, for example, transport communication quality, technological 

capacity, financial capacity, resource consumption, etc.  

Enterprise has the following attributes  i

INDi

i

R

i

Rii SINDSLRE ,,,, , where iR - the set of 

resources allocated to iE , and n

i RR  , but each resource involved in the simulation 

session has an appropriate type. N - types of resources (indicators) are applied and

Nn ,1 in simulation task, where 1-electricity, 2-gas, 3-pollution, 4-oil, 5-water, 6-

waste, 7-taxes, 8-suppliers, 9-customers, 10-direct jobs. 
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     The resources n

iR can be used  51

iR or provided  106

iR . Each set iR has appropriate 

borders i

RL assigned to iE and the same time serves as indicators for calculating the

iRank of the enterprise as the simulation result. Each resource of iR  has specific 

significance 10  i

RS in the assessment algorithm. 

     All the enterprises belong to certain sector of industry IND . The set of the sectors

 
jINDIND  , where Jj ,1 . The set of sectors are defined as initial data for the 

simulation session in conformity with the set of E . However not all significances of 

the sectors %100%0  j

INDS are equal, because some sectors for the regional 

development would be more important than others. For each simulation period the 

sum %100
1




J

j

j

INDS . 

     The simulation time T (length) consists of equal simulation (decision making) 

periods kT , where



K

k

kT
1

, and K – total amount of periods, 1 kk TT and TTk  . 

    Any decision period all the enterprises have their attributes changed according to 

upgrading rules defined initially by the decision maker before the simulation session. 

The rating of every enterprise iE among competitors is calculated during each 

decision period kT and the iRank  is assigned

         tSRSRRank i

Ri

i

Rii maxmin 10761   , where  TTt k ,  and Kk ,1 . The 

enterprises with lower iRank can be closed after each decision period and new ones 

waiting in queue can be launched. 

The total amount of agents and industry sectors in the economic development 

sustainability assessment model are practically unlimited. 

The pool of functionality diagram (see Fig. 3.1) provided in BPMN2 is separated 

between two swim lines: Modeller (decision maker) and Simulator. The task of the 

Modeller is defining the initial settings for the simulation session and analyse the 

simulation results. 
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Fig. 3.1: Functional diagram of the Yantai Urban Economic Development 

Assessment simulator. 

 

After the company cost calculation and the rank determination, all the data about a 

month is written to the database. If decision time is over the last company in the 

rank list is closed, but the first company from the waiting list is launched. If the end 

of the year has arrived, the global statistical data records are stored. If the 

simulation time is running out, session results are generated, otherwise the 

simulation continues for the next month. 

3.1.4 Technical limitations and performance requirements  

Statistical and spatial data storage requires Open Stret map and PostgreSQL support. 

Autentification requires access rights and collaboration with FUPOL Core platform 

ESB or stand alone version of Yantai urban economics simulator prototype software 

with the same functionality can be used. 
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The following Internet environment standards are considered: 

 HyperText Markup Language 4.01 Specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401;  

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol 1.1 - http://www.w3.org/Protocols.  

 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/. 

 Cascading Style Sheets, level 1 - http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1. 

 

To ensure adequate performance, the storage of spatial and statistical data must be 
anticipated when planning the scenario of simulation. Till this requirement is no 
actual, because high resolution spatial data are not requested and main reason 
influencing simulation performance is visitor’s amount. Largest delays of response 
cannot exceed 40 sec for one year simulation cycle. 

 

3.1.5 Prototypes development 

The changes in prototype versions are agreed between WP4 and WP8 and are based 

on user assessment. Changes/corrections/upgrades are summarized in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: Yantai urban economics development simulator software versions 

development 

Version 

No./Date 
Changes/Correction/Upgrades 

1.0 

Sep2014 

In conformity with Software requirements specification (SRS) and 

Software design document (SDD) 

2.0 

Apr2015 

Location: http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/yantai/ 
 
Changed get industry rank function; 
Cannot set Decision period to 0; 
Added industry editing form descriptions; 
Fixed industry indicator chart axis labels; 
Fixed industry indicator chart tooltip; 
Added close button to Individual Company results block; 
Result page loads in faster with charts loading manually after click; 
Individual charts are AJAX loaded on their first click; 
Added individual rank AJAX posts for data extraction; 
Global charts and global rank loads on AJAX after first scroll; 

http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1
http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/yantai/
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Loading rank correctly and code cleanup; 
Faster results load and code cleanup; 
Fixed results view; 
Created custom layer splitters according to greatest values; 
Code cleanup from logs; 
Images upload for company icons shrinks image if it is larger than 
37x37pix; 
Removing company icon actual file from project directory when deleting 
Company icon; 
Hiding Run simulation button after a click to prevent from starting two 
simulations with double-clicks; 
Added zoom to company rank chart in results; 
Fixed dynamic layer splitter for map attributes with normal size map 
circles; 
Added possibility to add/edit configurations; 
Added dynamic Google analytics; 
Added Google analytics script to layout; 
Changed simulation waiting time to 3 sec; 
Simulation results loading map circles on load, not after showing first 
Company charts; 
Appropriate error message when trying to open non-existing simulation; 
Showing info when waiting for simulation launching (after button hiding); 
Added updated user manual. 

3.0 

Aug2015 

SemaVis connection with simulator. Few corrections of simulation 

algorithms.  

 

Two software versions are published, but version 3.0 will be issued by the end of 

Aug2015. 

3.1.6 Software technical validation 

The Yantai urban economic development assessment simulator software prototype 

versions non-functional validation was based on the principles mentioned below: 

 Verification errors registration and Yantai urban economic development 

assessment simulator software prototype changes management was carried 

out by Mikelis Baltruks (WP4-SocSim) (mikelis.baltruks@va.lv). He was also 

responsible for requests registration, verification and validation planning and 

scheduling; 

 Yantai urban economic simulator software prototype non-functional 

requirements validation is carried out by performance testing identified as 

mailto:mikelis.baltruks@va.lv
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most critical, because simulators does not use sensitive data and therefore 

security options are not so important. Expandability of functionality was 

ensured by using web services programming approach, OSS licensing and 

widespread Java use, which is compatible with Repast Symphony. However 

data integrity was ensured by using integrated PostgreSQL database; 

 Statistical validation (non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov two samples and 

Wilcoxon tests) of the Yantai urban economic development simulator were 

performed for each issued simulator software prototype version; 

 Two types of software prototypes non-functional validation tests: Border 

conditions and Random case were launched achieving confidence 95% around 

30-40 times on same technical conditions. Typical simulator use technical 

conditions selected for performance validation are: user has low-cost Internet 

access through HTTP around 1Mbps. 

Sample test (see Annex 2):  

Access: Admin; 

Simulation time: 6 years; 

Slot: 12 months 

Indicators significance: (see Annex 2); 

Simulation assessment: (see Figure 3.2). 

Measures: 30. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.2:  Non-parametric Yantai urban economics development assessment 
simulator performance 1-KS-sample test. 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that distribution of the simulation results perhaps 

is normal, because alfa=0.14>>0.05. It means that average simulation time is 

around 3.23 sec with deviation 0.64 sec at confidence 95%. 

3.1.7 Simulator usability assessment 

The Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator functional usability 

was evaluated by WP8 beneficiries from Yantai Municipality. The evaluation questions 

were divided in three groups: Input (5 questions), Simulation (7 questions) and 

Output (5 questions) (see Annex 1). Five point Lickert scale was used, and 17 

questions asked. The usability assessment results are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2: Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator usability 

evaluation results 
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Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator usability evaluation 

results shown that beneficiary are satisfied, although they asked for small corrections 

in simulation model and ranking algorithms. 

3.1.8 Further development 

Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator software prototype 

version 5.0 will be issued in Aug2015. SemaVis connection with simulator will be 

added. Few corrections of simulation algorithms will be carried out. 

 

3.2 Skopje Bicycles Intermodality simulator 

3.2.1 Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to summarize the modifications during development 

of Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator prototype versions. Additional task is 

introduction to technical limitations and validation, and usability assessment results. 

The source for the functional requirements and simulation model algorithm are D2.9, 

D2.11 and D4.6 software design and exploiting documents. Source of additional 

information is D4.5. Usability evaluation is done by WP8: Skopje municipality. The 

document is provided for software developers although can be used by policy 

crafters involved in transport routes and flows planning and management. 

3.2.2 Scope of coverage 

The developed Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator prototype versions operate in 

the Internet environment. The simulator is accessible to all FUPOL consortium 

partners and other predescribed users.  

3.2.3 Product outlook 

This document contributes to Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator software 

prototype versions functionality changes summarization and final assessment of 

usability of the simulator. 
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Objective of the Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator (see 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle) and (see 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/city) is assessment of possible occupancy of 

bicycle tracks on Skopje city. The overall goal is to increase the number of people 

that use bikes as a transport means, by taking several different measures, such as 

establishing bike intermodality, initiating the development of parking lots, rent-a-bike 

facilities, new bike paths, improving existing bike paths.  

The system would help the Administration of City of Skopje in improving the 

scheduling and resource planning, initiation and creation of new projects involving 

the bike stations and bike parking lots. The citizens of City of Skopje also are 

involved in the decision making process by constantly communicating and expressing 

their opinion to the authorities, making the whole process more transparent and 

efficient. 

Two simulations are proposed in the system: 

 Simulation 1 – visualizing a one year period, intended for master users, where 
all weather conditions will be simulated based on typical behavior; and 

 Simulation 2 – visualizing a one week behavior in a selected month with 
selected weather, intended for both master users and citizens. 

The users in the system are: 

 Administrator – creating and managing users. 

 Master User – setup (using import) of initial simulator configuration, change 
configuration, export configuration, and realize both simulation 1 and 2.  

 Manager – can list ticket reports, view and answer tickets sent by users, 
suggest new configuration and projects that will improve the biking 
experience in Skopje. 

 Public user – can access the visual simulation interface for simulation 2. 

The relevant elements of the Skopje Bicycle Inter-Modality model (D2.9 2014; D2.11 

2014) are the profiles of the people, the stations along the city, the tracks between 

stations, and the bicycle users. Following subsections present the data tables with all 

the necessary columns to correctly define these elements: Municipalities, Stations, 

Tracks, Profiles, Users Data, and Weather Conditions. 

The agents defined for the multi-agent systems (MAS) model are: Station, Track, 

User, and Observer. Each agent has its attributes and rules (methods). 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle
http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle
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The attributes defined to describe a station are the followings: 
 id: it is the identifier of the station;  

 description: name or small description of the station; 
 code: it is the area code of the station; 
 latitude: latitude of the station; 
 logitude: longitude of the station; 
 bikepath: indicates if there is a bike starting, ending or going through this 

station; 
 bus, train and point: different variables indicating if the station is a bus station 

and/or a train station and/or a point of interest; 

 rentingStatus: it indicates the status of the renting station (Existing, planned, 
possible, notPossible); 

 capacityRenting: if it is a renting station, it indicates its capacity; 
parkingStatus: it indicates the status of the parking (Existing, planned, 
possible, notPossible); 

 capacityPrivate: if it is a parking, it indicates its capacity; 
 occupancyRenting: number of renting bikes in the station; 
 occupancyParking: number of private bikes in the station; 
 occupancyExtra: number of private bikes parked outside station due to the 

lack of parking slots; 

 municipality: municipality it belongs; 
 oSatisfaction: satisfaction of persons living around this station. Summation of 

the satisfactions of each one; 

 bikeUsers: number of possible users around. 
  

There are not relevant methods. Therefore, just attributes are listed: 

 Origin: the origin of the track; 

 Destination: the end of the track; 
 length: length of the track; 
 occupancy: the amount of people in the track; 
 bikePathStatus: it indicates if the bike path exists in the track, if it is planned, 

if it is possible or if it is not; 

 bikePathQuality: it indicates the status of the track. 0 means it is not built, 1 
means it is a bike path in perfect conditions, and any value in between 
indicate the level of conditioning. This agent represents the users of bikes.  

 
The profiles will be useful to generate the correct amount of agents. They indicate a 

population percentage depending on the type and the age. Transport means 

indicates the percentage of times the profiles use bus, car, taxi, foot or motorbike. 

The Observer agent includes methods to initialize the model, the linking methods to 

reflect the interactions between agents, and other methods. 
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In Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator case (Ginters, Aizstrauts, Dreija et al. 

2014; Aizstrauts, Ginters, Baltruks and Gusev 2014) double cycled policy crafting 

model is realized (see Figure 3.3). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3: Double Cycled Policy Crafting Model. 

 

First conceptual model is simulated to validate and assess the trend and only after 

that the policy decision could be introduced. However all the time opinions of the 

society is monitored through e-ticketing mechanism to be sure that forecasts are 

right and justified. 

Further activities of Skopje Bicycle Inter-modality Simulator designing are related 

with enhancing the simulation model. 

3.2.4 Technical limitations and performance requirements  

Statistical and spatial data storage requires Open Stret map and PostgreSQL support. 

Autentification requires access rights and collaboration with FUPOL Core platform 

ESB or stand alone version of Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator prototype 

software with the same functionality can be used. 
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The following Internet environment standards are considered: 

 HyperText Markup Language 4.01 Specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401;  

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol 1.1 - http://www.w3.org/Protocols.  

 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/. 

 Cascading Style Sheets, level 1 - http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1. 

 
To ensure adequate performance, the storage of spatial and statistical data must be 

anticipated when planning the scenario of simulation. Till this requirement is no 

actual, because high resolution spatial data are not requested and main reason 

influencing simulation performance is visitor’s amount. Largest delays of response 

cannot exceed 40 sec for one month simulation cycle. However for master user for 

research needs (simulation 1) long batches simulation sessions designing are 

allowed, therefore it is recommended for experienced users only avoiding the system 

hanging! 

3.2.5 Prototypes development 

The changes in prototype versions are agreed between WP4 and WP8 and are based 

on user assessment. Changes/corrections/upgrades are summarized in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3: Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator software versions development 

Version 

No./Date 
Changes/Correction/Upgrades 

1.0 

May2014 

In conformity with Software requirements specification (SRS) and 

Software design document (SDD) 

2.0 

Oct2014 

Location: http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/  
and http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/city 
 
   - Fixed sim1 default simulation running simulation setting files copying 

ID; 

   - Albanian translation adjustments; 

http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1
http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/
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   - Edited station list sorted by titles; 

   - Fixed Simulation2 index view; sorted station list in new sim; 

   - Removed unnecessary explanations at sim1 results; 

   - Removed top project highlighting; 

   - Added new user manuāls; 

   - Results overall windows 100% height; 

   - SemaVis iframe in public results; 

   - SemaVis controller works; 

   - Fixed minor issues, updated design; 

   - Added albanian translation fixes; 

   - Change error page style; 

   - Change simulation loader position to see it after Start click; 

   - Used slider update function at new Simulation1; 

   - Station total occupancy changed to Average according to model 

changes; 

   - Changed sim1 screen; 

   - Changed </br> to <br>; 

   - Removed console.log; 

   - Code formatting; 

   - Arranged translation files, added timeline translations, fixed 

   BikeOwner text for simulation settings; 

   - Fixed simulation2 list view; 

   - Showing capacity suggestion also at result view accessed from city; 

   - Showing suggested parking and renting capacity for stations in public 

results; 

   - Added renting portion variable to Sim settings; 

   - Added Default config files to Simulation Settings index view; 

   - Added avg station utilization to station results info window; 
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   - Finished fixing DB issue; 

   - Fixed project saving issue for public database; 

   - Updated combination showing for sim1 results; 

   - Simulation1 results combinations sorted by bike users percentage and 

best affordable highlighted; 

   - File version always at the bottom of page (fixed); 

   - Changing project status in showProjects view changes them for 
projects in simulation1 results as well; 

   - Showing public simulation initial changes if simulation opened from 

master's view; 

   - Cleaning console logs; 

   - Fixed "project edited" showing 2 times on project name editing; 

   - Added Not possible tag in the legend; 

   - Added affordable count to sim1 results; 

   - Fixed not showing drawing track button after track editing; 

   - Simulation settings project crud show informative blocks; +bug fixes; 

   - Simulation1 loaded projects showing correctly bug fix; 

   - Added translations; 

   - Added project title to Projects list in sim settings; 

   - Code cleanup; 

   - Simulation settings show view styled; 

   - Finished with track and station translations on map; 

   - Finished project creation with project names and their correct editing 
at simulation settings; 

   - Validated Simulation 1 start to not throw errors on multiple starts, 

wrong affordable counts or no projects; 

   - Fixed broken simulation2 running/waiting page; 

   - Sim settings with simulations1 get archived; 

   - Upgraded sim1 show view fro BUP % data; 
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   - Fixed simulation1 show view, projects naming in new Simulation and 

track uploading; 

   - Fixed errors of identifying map views, showing/creating projects, 
editing station types and track qualities; 

   - Simulation1 includes default config simulation and shows all BUP % 

data needed in results; 

   - Sim 2 results showing station titles, not uIDs; 

   - Finished uID to title change in new Simulation; 

   - Public new sim shows track and station names, not IDs; 

   - Fixed styling for Cancel Editing button; 

   - Changed cancelling track drawing button and function; 

   - Changed time counting idea and info Windows; 

   - Simulation2 can choose only from not archived simSettings; 

   - Fixed simulationSettings deletion/archivation errors; 

   - Cleared unneeded Simulation1 views and C functions; 

   - Added track drawing Cancel button; 

   - Fixed not showing station/track info window after first change; 

   - Fixed userdata file 2 save; 

   - Fixed track import, ignore tracks with non-existing stadions; 

   - Fixed new projects issue (showing from different settings in new sim1) 
and fixed new track drawing issues; 

   - Added stuff to translations file; 

   - Fix track load with nonexisitng stations & updated track quality 

legend; 

   - Cancel track editing throws track back to it's old position; 

   - Changing track color on track quality change in new simulation; 

   - New sim changes marker icon on station status change; 

   - Finished adding projects at simulation settings on the map and 

   browsing table; 
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   - New trackQualities dropdown for newSim sim1 and add Projects 

views; 

   - Adding projects at simulation settings with map, design, layout, back 
buttons, deletion. fixed new sim1 project table links; 

   - Project statuses can be changed at full list + styled; 

   - Changed SimSettings Show view, upgraded project deletion; 

   - Fixed starting public and simulation2 + sim1 results shown better; 

   - Cleared project from logs and wrong info msgs; 

   - Fixed error info alert; 

   - Fixed simulation 1 project creation with results. Added loading gif after 
starting sim1; 

   - Added progress percentage to sim1 results; 

   - Simulation 1 running combos and showing results + reloading result 

page until finished; 

   - Added Link adding possibility for master; 

   - Simulation1: Can add projects, set affordable on map view. Simulation 

combinations and file copying created; 

   - Removed error in public results; 

   - Created project status change with dropdowns in a list; 

   - Added i18n to result pages and added combinations algorythm; 

   - Created new simulation1 creation forms for sim and projects; 

   - Fixed database issue; 

   - Finished track creation, editing, writing in files, showing in results; 

   - Upgraded track drawing. Editing tracks, showing info blocks, 

   validation and setting data to it; 

   - Removed unneeded Openlayers lib; 

   - Drawing tracks basics added; 

   - ESC button to close object's block on new simulation; 

   - Track list has each track in color as it's quality; 
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   - Updated simulation 2 fixed file copying bug; 

   - Fixed showing results from city side; 

   - Showing renting/parking status for stadions; 

   - Created choice parking/renting for stadions; 

   - Finished station capacity and quality, track status and quality changing 

on new sim and showing on finished sim; 

   - Created station list. togglable with track list; 

   - Added station capacity change to visual and csv files. Track quality 
can be changed, but not saved in files yet; 

   - Finished track and station quality changing option. Performance fixed; 

   - Created changed track and station status list inclusion in sim files; 

   - Sim settings and folder gets deleted if not used at all; 

   - Fixed not-showing-lang on first page; 

   - Added track list to new simulation; 

   - Fixed not showing tracks locally and status visual change for stadions; 

   - Fixed wrong map margins; 

   - Changed image sizes; 

   - Finished legend alignment; 

   - Changed legend; 

   - Design fix; 

   - New header design; 

   - Added legend to station types with pictures; 

   - Semavis integration; 

 Added updated user manual. 

3.0 

Apr2015 

 Simulation1 results showing station and track titles, not uID and 

translating them to needed languages; 

 Changed map legend and object block dispositions on map; 

 Adding block minizimation options; 

 Completed new map view; 
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 Simulation Settings can be deleted and station and track files 

reloaded; 

 Showing new drawn tracks for master in results; 

 Master can add drawn tracks to simulation settings; 

 Master can view data what to add to sim. settings to include new 

track; 

 Added text to translations for new drawn track feature; 

 Changed simulator map view design for info blocks and track 

drawing process; 

 Upgraded map view design; 

 Added icons for map design; 

 Adjusted map view from new simulation to both result views; 

 Changed sql queries to more dynamic deletion of Simulation 

settings; 

 Fixed sql queries; 

 Upgraded simulation results timeline player. Faster. Shows charts 

for stations on hours; 

 Adding labels to StationMarkers. Showing only at zoom>13; 

 Showing occupancy nodes on the tracks with colors accordingly 

 Result charts can be changed back to icons and track occupancy 

nodes removed if needed; 

 Added map status memory to results; 

 Finished work with occupancy data on the map by timeline; 

 Adjusted map status memory for all other map views; 

 Added avg station occupancy table to results block. Realised with 

tablesorter plugin; 

 Cleared tablesorted folder and avg occupancy table generated from 

query - results for each day; 

 Added translations; 

 Added station table to city results as well; 

 Simulation settings project adding implemented legend switcher; 

 Changed link design; 

 Added new track drawing in simulation settings; 

 Blocked result button and ticket button in results when detailed 

info block is open; 

 Icon to chart switcher correct switching; 

 Timeline changes doesn't open chart view automatically; 

 Fixed not showing track occupancy nodes after closing a track info 

block; 
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 Changed track legend showing buttons; 

 Added correct simulation result average occupancy table data and 

days can be switched right next to the table; 

 Added track deletion feature at simulation settings; 

 Fixed avg occupancy table data rounding; 

 Added avg occupancy table to public results; 

 Not showing charts in results just after timeline changes; 

 Added avg occupancy table sorting bullets; 

 Added chart legend to map. Adjusted map view; 

 Added new public and full user manuāls; 

 Added possibility to change start page text – multilingual; 

 Links at start page as menu – multilingual; 

 Added multiple missing translations; 

 Added ticket filetring memory, status translations, simulation2 list 

status translations; 

 Start page info and start page links editing bug fixes; 

 Added simulation settings back buttons; 

 Translated script hardcoded texts; 

 Added translations to statuses in map views; 

 Added dynamic translations to show projects view and add projects 

views; 

 Fixed ticket submiting translation bug; 

 Simulation ticket status translations and sortable table fixing; 

 Fixed FF resource chart bug; 

 Added dynamic translation to simulation 1 show (results) view; 

 Translated and adjusted simulation 2 waiting page; 

 Simulation 1 is not started any simulation, link to simulation in 

table redirects to new simulation, not results; 

 Changed station and track individual results chart with avg 

occupancy and capacity added to the chart; 

 Upgraded individual object info windows in results; 

 Adjusted results block for tracks as well. Fixed object centering for 

dynamically set map bounds; 

 Added, sorted translations; 

 Dynamically added google analytics to all views via filters; 

 Added analytics to missing page; 

 Fixed design changes, created new design example; 

 Design changes; 

 Finished design changes for new simulation and results; 
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 Analytics added to bootstrap. Design changes to track drawing; 

 Fixed simulation1 show view when some simulations not finished; 

 Bootstrap bug fix for google analytics; 

 Fixed simulation 1 show view bug; 

 Upgraded simulation1 deletion; 

 Fixed simulation 1 simulation status translations; 

 Added translations received from City of Skopje at 13.03.2015; 

 Fixed border sizes in sim settings; 

 Fixed Track adding to simulation settings [drawing]; 

 Added latest user manual. 

4.0 

Jul2015 
Simulation model and user manual corrections. 

 

Three software versions are published, but version 4.0 will be issued by the end of 

Jul2015. 

3.2.6 Software technical validation 

The Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype versions non-

functional validation was based on the principles mentioned below: 

 Verification errors registration and Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator 

software prototype versions changes management was carried out by Mikelis 

Baltruks (WP4-SocSim) (mikelis.baltruks@va.lv). He was also responsible for 

requests registration, verification and validation planning and scheduling; 

 Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype versions non-

functional requirements validation is carried out by performance testing 

identified as most critical, because simulators does not use sensitive data and 

therefore security options are not so important. Expandability of functionality 

was ensured by using web services programming approach, OSS licensing and 

widespread Java use, which is compatible with Repast Symphony. The data 

integrity was ensured by using integrated PostgreSQL database; 

 Statistical validation (non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov two samples and 

Wilcoxon tests) of the Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software were 

performed for each issued simulator software prototype version; 

 Two types of software prototypes non-functional validation tests: Border 

conditions and Random case were launched for public user and administration 

achieving confidence 95% around 30 times on same technical conditions (see 

mailto:mikelis.baltruks@va.lv
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Figure 3.4). Typical simulator use technical conditions selected for 

performance validation are: user has low-cost Internet access through HTTP 

around 1Mbps. 

Performance validation Simulation 2 (see Annex 3):  

Access: public 

Weather: bright 

Slot: week 

Month: May 

Measures: 30. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4:  Non-parametric Skopje Bicycles intermodality simulator 1-KS-sample 
test. 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that distribution of the simulation results perhaps 

is normal, because alfa=0.213>>0.05. It means that average simulation time is 

around 37.14 sec with deviation 1.85 sec at confidence 95%. 

3.2.7 Simulator usability assessment 

The Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype versions functional 

usability was evaluated by WP8 beneficiries from Skopje municipality. The evaluation 

questions were divided in three groups: Input (5 questions), Simulation (7 questions) 
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and Output (5 questions) (see Annex 1). Five point Lickert scale was used, and 17 

questions asked. The usability assessment results are shown in Table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.4: Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype versions 

usability evaluation results (May2015) 
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Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype versions usability 

evaluation results shown that beneficiary is almost satisfied, although during 

discussions they asked for significant corrections of simulation model. 

3.2.8 Further development 

Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator software prototype version 4.0 will be issued 

in Jul2015. SemaVis connection with simulator will be added. Corrections of 

simulation algorithms will be carried out. 

 

3.3 Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy 

analysis simulator 

3.3.1 Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to summarize the modifications during development 

of Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator 

prototype versions. Additional task is introduction to technical limitations and 

validation, and usability assessment results. The source for the functional 

requirements and simulation model algorithm are D2.8 (D2.8 2013) and D4.2 (D4.2 

2012) software design and exploiting documents. Usability evaluation is done by 

WP8: Skopje municipality. The document is provided for software developers 

although can be used by policy crafters involved in tourism resources planning and 

management. 

3.3.2 Scope of coverage 

The developed Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis 

simulator prototype versions operate in the Internet environment. The simulator is 

accessible to all FUPOL consortium partners and other predescribed users.  
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3.3.3 Product outlook 

This document contributes to Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources 

occupancy analysis simulator software prototype versions functionality changes 

summarization and final assessment of usability of the simulator. 

Objective of the Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis 

simulator (see http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje) and (see 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/city ) is assessment of possible occupancy of 

tourism resources on Skopje city Vodno Mountain area. The main objective of this 

project is the development of a software solution that will offer the City of Skopje a 

possibility to realize a better schedule of resources and plan of activities on Vodno 

Mountain. To its citizens it will offer the opportunity to simulate the occupancy of the 

recreational resources on Vodno Mountain and suggest new schedule, new ideas to 

the administration of City of Skopje. The system would help the Administration of 

City of Skopje in improving the scheduling and resource planning, initiation and 

creating new projects involving the recreational area at Vodno Mountain. The citizens 

of City of Skopje also are involved in the decision making process by constant 

communication and expressing their opinion to the authorities, making the whole 

process more transparent and efficient. 

The purpose of the Simulation is to simulate resource occupancy and generate 

conflict reports for a given period of recreation activities on Vodno Mountain. 

Two simulations are proposed in the system: 

 Simulation 1 – visualizing a one year period, intended for master users, where 
all weather conditions will be simulated based on typical behavior; and 

 Simulation 2 – visualizing a one week behavior in a selected month with 
selected weather, intended for both master users and citizens. 

 

The users in the system are: 

 Administrator – creating and managing users. 

 Master User – setup (using import) of initial simulator configuration, change 
configuration, export configuration, and realize both simulation 1 and 2.  

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje
http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/city
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 Manager – can list ticket reports, view and answer tickets sent by users, 
suggest new configuration and projects that will improve the recreation on 
Vodno Mountain. 

 Public user – can access the visual simulation interface for simulation 2. 

 

The Simulation 1 spans through the period of one year. Only hourly average data 

obtained by simulation are recorded and available for visualization. Simulation runs 

with random selection of input parameters within a defined range, such as, 

simulation of a weather condition, or agent behaviour. The input of this simulation is 

a complete simulation configuration. All parameters are simulated according to their 

behaviour and range of defined values. Citizens can initiate the Simulation 2. This 

simulation spans through a period of one week within a selected month. Users can 

change several parameters, such as desired weather, month selection, or number of 

persons in a certain user group. After simulation, the result data is available for 

visualization and users can see the effects of the changes. 

The Vodno Mountain is located close to Skopje city. It is expected that inhabitants of 

Skopje and other visitors will visit the mountain recreational zones. Skopje 

municipality has statistical forecasts about the possible number of visitors on 

weekdays and weekends. A typical visitor set a number of profiles has been provided 

by WP2 (D2.8). The set of activities have been determined to be implementable in 

Vodno Mountain resources. There are 84 resources where 36 activities can be done 

by 82 visitor types (Ginters, Aizstrauts, Baltruks, Nazemi et al 2014). There are 

simulated resource occupancy and potential conflicts in resource. Six different 

weather conditions (bright, sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, storm) are respected. 

For each profile has been appointed several most typical activities. These priority 

activities have been determined with a certain probability for each profile. The most 

likely time slot for visiting the mountain has been provided for each profile. All 

activities are distributed over the resorces on the Vodno Mountain. The use of the 

Vodno Mountain Activities simulator prototype software allows answering the 

following questions: 
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• What is the current situation on the mountain resources? 

• Are some potential conflicts or contacts related with incompatible activities 

predicted? 

3.3.4 Technical limitations and performance requirements  

Statistical and spatial data storage requires Open Stret map and PostgreSQL support. 

Autentification requires access rights and collaboration with FUPOL Core platform 

ESB or stand alone version of Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources 

occupancy analysis simulator prototype software with the same functionality can be 

used. 

The following Internet environment standards are considered: 

 HyperText Markup Language 4.01 Specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401;  

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol 1.1 - http://www.w3.org/Protocols.  

 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/. 

 Cascading Style Sheets, level 1 - http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1. 

 

To ensure adequate performance, the storage of spatial and statistical data must be 

anticipated when planning the scenario of simulation. Till this requirement is no 

actual, because high resolution spatial data are not requested and main reason 

influencing simulation performance is visitor’s amount. Largest delays of response 

cannot exceed 40 sec for one week simulation cycle (simulation 2).  

3.3.5 Prototypes development 

The changes in prototype versions are agreed between WP4 and WP8 and are based 

on user assessment. Changes/corrections/upgrades are summarized in Table 3.5. 

 

Table 3.5: Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis 

simulator software versions development 

Version 

No./Date 
Changes/Correction/Upgrades 

http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1
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1.0 

Jan2014 

In conformity with Software requirements specification (SRS) and 

Software design document (SDD) 

2.0 

May2014 

Location: http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/  
and http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/city 
 

 Added three language option - English, Macedonian and Albanian; 

 User configuration files are multilingual; 

 Improved simulation running time; 

 E-mail is sent to ticket creator after ticket creating and any 

changes; 

 E-mail for new ticket is set as optional; 

 User can search for simulations by IDs; 

 Master can filter tickets by date and statuses; 

 Simulation result view shows first hour with results as first; 

 Visitor edition is disabled for running simulation; 

 Login data remembered by browser; 

 Added help feature to inexplicable sections; 

 Added feature for city to set Like/Dislike status for each closed 

ticket; 

 Main page is more project descriptive; 

 Added ticket statistics for chosen time period; 

 Simulation result blocks are visually improved; 

 Hidden password for user editing; 

 Improved visitor editing table for new simulation; 

 Improved button visual for logged users; 

 Added updated user manual. 

3.0 

Sept2015 

 Created SemaVis controller; 

 Added function byDay to SemaVis controller; 

 Fix flags position city/simulation/results view; 

 SemaVis frame; 

 Advanced visualization button action; 

 New header design; 

 Fixed header design; 

 SemaVis advanced visualization; 

 Fixed SemaVis csv url; 

 New config param app_url for semavis csv urls; 

 Fixed import bug; 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/
http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/city
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 Upgraded map bounds functionality; 

 Code formatting; 

 Updated language panel design; 

 Correct Bootstrap for prod env; 

 Added translations to timeline and simple close button to edit 

visitor’s box; 

 Fixed language flags and flag highlight in login page. Changed 

opacity idea - transparent when active; 

 Added limitation to map in Skopje borders. sorted out lang. Files; 

 Links to start page created on Skopje coat of arms; 

 Showing info text when resource has no visitors; 

 Fixed top bar for results from city side; 

 Lang flags adjusted to new design; 

 Grails version text fixed at the bottom 

 Map bounds; 

 Added close button to visitor change in new sim; fixed simSettings 

delete issue; 

 Added latest translations; 

 Added link to Fupol logo to home page in New simulation view; 

 Added Link adding feature to start page; 

  Added default config files & fixed Simulation settings archivation; 

 Added latest user manual. 

4.0 

Feb2015 

 Fixed FF and IE resource chart bug; 

 Added description to user groups for each resource in new 

simulation; 

 Removing unneeded input choices on fixSchedule check when 

creating simulation from master view; 

 Added possibility to send multiple tickets for one simulation. In 

simulation result view there is a list of all sent from that 

simulation; 

 Added ticket tracking from start page, ticket filtering by topic and 

resource, ticket showing by idHash; 

 Added ticket count for each resource (in ticket statistics); 

 Added ticket statistics by each used topic; 

 Added correct email links; 

 Used simulation settings can be archived and deleted properly; 

 Simulation settings can be edited and new files loaded in existing 

settings; 

 Ticket view links to Home adjusted to user profile - master or 
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public; 

 If master opens from grid view, ticket also changes from SENT to 

OPEN; 

 Added correct link for all tickets; 

 Correctly closing ticket; 

 Public bug - user cannot answer closed ticket; 

 Fixed ticket sorting by resource issue; 

 Fixed result table mixed columns; 

 Fixed error message parsing bug; 

 Home page links like in a menu at first page; 

 Progress bar (%) showing for simulation; 

 Fupol logo and text leading to new simulation and start page; 

 Added missing translations; 

 Links are multilingual; 

 Start page info text is editable and multilingual; 

 Total results block opening with button same way as in Bicycles; 

 Added Map dimensions/bounds setting view for simulation 

settings; 

 Showing individual resource conflicts; 

 Added proper translations; 

 Fixed not sending ticket bug; 

 Added better error messages for ticket sending empty fields; 

 Last translations (received at 15.01.2015) included; 

 Simulation ticket filter remembers values; 

 Map loaded in the center of shosen bounds in for each simulation 

settings; 

 Ticket statistics topics and resources get filtered by dates; 

 Sending email from dynamically set email; 

 Finished simulation ticket filtering in all languages and 

remembering filter options; 

 Added email sender to Bootstrap; 

 Added Semavis visualization usage to user manual; 

 Fixed setting files approval/rejection block in simulation results - 

adjusted for multiple tickets; 

 Fixed IE redirecting problem; 

 Reseting resource for ticket (to default) for each new ticket 

opening; 

 Ticket list can be sorted after filtering; 

 Added latest user manual. 
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5.0 

Jul2015 

User manual will be corrected and few corrections of simulation 

model will be done. 

 

Four software versions are published, but version 5.0 will be issued by the end of 

Jul2015. 

3.3.6 Software technical validation 

The Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator 

software prototype versions non-functional validation was based on the principles 

mentioned below: 

 Verification errors registration and Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational 

resources occupancy analysis simulator software prototype versions changes 

management was carried out by Mikelis Baltruks (WP4-SocSim) 

(mikelis.baltruks@va.lv). He was also responsible for requests registration, 

verification and validation planning and scheduling; 

 Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator 

software prototype versions non-functional requirements validation is carried 

out by performance testing identified as most critical, because simulators does 

not use sensitive data and therefore security options are not so important. 

Expandability of functionality was ensured by using web services programming 

approach, OSS licensing and widespread Java use, which is compatible with 

Repast Symphony. The data integrity was ensured by using integrated 

PostgreSQL database; 

 Statistical validation (non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov two samples and 

Wilcoxon tests) of the Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources 

occupancy analysis simulator software were performed for each issued 

simulator software prototype version; 

 Two types of software prototypes non-functional validation tests: Border 

conditions and Random case were launched for public user and administration 

achieving confidence 95% around 30 times on same technical conditions (see 

Figure 3.5). Typical simulator use technical conditions selected for 

performance validation are: user has low-cost Internet access through HTTP 

around 1Mbps. 

Performance validation RL1: Sredno Vodno/Bright/April/Week (see Figure 3.5 and 

Annex 4). Measures: 29. Simulation: 2 (public access). 

mailto:mikelis.baltruks@va.lv
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Fig. 3.5:  Non-parametric Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources 
occupancy analysis simulator 1-KS-sample test. 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that distribution of the simulation results perhaps 

is normal, because alfa=0.248>>0.05. It means that average simulation time is 

around 7.57 sec with deviation 1.20 sec at confidence 95%. The testing results 

show that performance of the prototype is significantly increased in conformity 

with 28 sec in first version. 

3.3.7 Simulator usability assessment 

The Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator 

software prototype versions functional usability was evaluated by WP8 beneficiries 

from Skopje municipality. The evaluation questions were divided in three groups: 

Input (5 questions), Simulation (7 questions) and Output (5 questions) (see Annex 

1). Five point Lickert scale was used, and 17 questions asked. The usability 

assessment results are shown in Table 3.6. 

 

Table 3.6: Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis 

simulator software prototype versions usability evaluation results (May2015) 
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Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator software 

prototype versions usability evaluation results shown that beneficiary is satisfied, 

although they asked for few corrections of simulation model. 

3.3.8 Further development 

Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational resources occupancy analysis simulator software 

prototype version 5.0 will be issued in Jul2015. Corrections of simulation algorithms 

will be carried out. 

 

3.4 Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout 

planning simulator  

3.4.1 Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to summarize the modifications during development 

of Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

prototype versions. Additional task is introduction to technical limitations and 

validation, and usability assessment results. The source for the functional 

requirements and simulation model algorithm are D2.2 (D2.2 2012), D2.3 (D2.3 

2012), D2.5 (D2.5 2013) and D4.4 (D4.4 2013) software design and exploiting 

documents. Usability evaluation is done by WP8: Zagreb municipality. The document 

is provided for software developers although can be used by policy crafters involved 

in tourism resources planning and management. 

3.4.2 Scope of coverage 

The developed Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning 

simulator prototype versions operate in the Internet environment. The simulator is 

accessible to all FUPOL consortium partners and other predescribed users.  
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3.4.3 Product outlook 

This document contributes to Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and 

layout planning simulator software prototype versions functionality changes 

summarization and final assessment of usability of the simulator. 

Objective of the Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning 

simulator (see http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/) is implementation of two 

related tasks: general square planning through potential occupancy analysis and park 

layout design and exploitation. 

The Occupancy Analysis part and the Layout Design and Exploitation part can be 

used together or separately. The Occupancy Analysis Simulation model based on 

statistical data (typical visitor and accompanying person characteristics, time of 

arrival, list of desirable activities and probability of their choice), profile distribution 

on weekdays and weekends, as well as the minimal determined visitors comfort area, 

allows creating a rough and hypothetical distribution of park zones as described in 

D2.5. It is possible to ascertain the number of visitors in each zone in the simulated 

time slot, as well as determine the number of rejected visitors if the particular 

zone/activity was totally occupied. 

The above-mentioned information serves as a basis for the creation of a more 

precise Zagreb Green Park Layout Design. This simulator takes into account the area 

size of each activity/facility and allows specifying the size of zones by summing up 

activity/facility areas, as well as allows modification and creation the new visitor 

profiles during green park exploitation ensuring replacing theoretical assumptions 

about visitor distribution with real data and taking also into account weather 

information. Distances and possible conflicts between intermediary activities are 

being controlled. Activity/facility inspection and/or maintenance deadlines are 

determined to permit planning the work of support services and predict servicing 

costs. The results of the above-mentioned simulation can be used to statistically 

validate the first level Zagreb Open Green Park Occupancy Analysis simulation model 

after real opening the park. 

http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/
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The territory of Zagreb Open Green Park is approximately 20,000 square meters. 

Autism Centre patients and visitors from other neighbourhoods are expected to visit 

the park. Zagreb municipality has statistical forecasts about the possible number of 

visitors on weekdays and weekends (Ginters, Aizstrauts, Piera and Buil 2014). The 

Occupancy analysis simulation model is based on statistical data (typical visitor and 

accompanying person characteristics, time of arrival, list of desirable activities and 

probability of their choice), profile distribution on weekdays and weekends, as well as 

the minimal determined visitor comfort area. For each park visitor a corresponding 

profile is chosen according to recommendations of Zagreb municipality and Autism 

centre, and other statistical data. The set of activities have been determined to be 

implementable by visitors (see Figure 3.6). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.6: Zagreb Open Green Park Occupancy Analysis Simulation. 

 

All activities are distributed over the park zones. The potential maximum number of 

visitors (comfort area for visitor is defined) determines the required minimum area of 

a zone. If the initially determined zone area is too small, the disappointed visitor 

goes to another priority activity or leaves the park. If the presence of people with 
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autism as well as other visitors is detected within one activity, the possibility of 

contacts is predicted and registered. In order to facilitate the conceptual validation, 

all the agent behaviours are formalized by means of flowcharts to allow non-experts 

check if their previous knowledge about the socio-technical system is properly 

understood by the modeller (Piera, Buil and Ginters 2013). 

Layout Design includes park zone division in areas that can placed anywhere on the 

map showing its' real sizes. Each park area can be filled with park objects – activities 

and facilities (see Figure 3.7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.7: Zagreb Open Green Park Layout Design Desktop. 
 

The use of the Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning 

simulator prototype software allows answering the following questions: 

• Is the zones breakdown right and justified? 

• Are some potential conflicts or contacts related with incompatible activities 

predicted? 

3.4.4 Technical limitations and performance requirements  

Statistical and spatial data storage requires Open Stret map and PostgreSQL support. 
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Autentification requires access rights and collaboration with FUPOL Core platform 

ESB or stand alone version of Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and 

layout planning simulator prototype software with the same functionality can be 

used. 

The following Internet environment standards are considered: 

 HyperText Markup Language 4.01 Specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/html401;  

 Hypertext Transfer Protocol 1.1 - http://www.w3.org/Protocols.  

 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) specification - 
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/. 

 Cascading Style Sheets, level 1 - http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1. 

 
To ensure adequate performance, the storage of spatial and statistical data must be 

anticipated when planning the scenario of simulation. Till this requirement is no 

actual, because high resolution spatial data are not requested and main reason 

influencing simulation performance is visitor’s amount. Critical delays of response 

during occupancy simulation session cannot exceed 90 sec for one simulation cycle 

with border conditions.  

3.4.5 Prototypes development 

The changes in prototype versions are agreed between WP4 and WP8 and are based 

on user assessment. Changes/corrections/upgrades are summarized in Table 3.7. 

 

Table 3.7: Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning 

simulator software versions development 

Version 

No./Date 
Changes/Correction/Upgrades 

1.0 

Oct2013 

In conformity with Software requirements specification (SRS) and 

Software design document (SDD) 

2.0 Location: (http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/) 

 Validated text fields for new activity data form; 

http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS1
http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/
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Mar2014  Validated text fields for edit activity data form; 

 Object dragging - object cannot be dragged out of area; 

 When dragging object, it changes in zone block to new one; 

 If object moved incorrectly, it is put at it’s old position; 

 Saving area names only if changed and not empty field; 

 Filled facility list at each zone’s block; 

 Conflict list distances and lines update while dragging 

object in map; 

 Fixed editing problem (editing ‘stucks’ after editing 2 

polygons in a row); 

 „Save layout” saves weather and day of week; 

 Deletion after editing doesn’t leave marks on map; 

 Added constraint – only one activity on one kind in area; 

 Delete conflicts when deleting object; 

 When editing object, change it in conflict list; 

 Recalculating conflict lines when changing areas; 

 Showed list of all areas in zone block. With options to 

rename and delete; 

 When deleting area, it deletes all the corresponding 

objects; 

 Broken links open visual error page (not server error); 

 Saving facility lists at zone blocks; 

 Showing info if object report cannot be shown (because of 

the lack of data); 

 Design upgrade: Wider map, object adding, minimizable 

zone toolbox; 

 Moving area takes it’s objects with it; 

 Does not allow to edit area to leave object out of it’s 

bounds; 

 Does not allow to overlay areas when adding or editing; 
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 Added scalebar for the map; 

 Fixed crash possibilities (with wrong type of visitor profiles); 

 Simulation can be connected with one of the finished 

occupancy simulations; 

 Zone blocks show minimal area size and follows it according 

to occumancy simulation; 

 Information box showing area size while creating and 

editing; 

 Showing designed size for all the zone and for each of the 

activity; 

 If not connected to occupancy simulation, zones can have 

preferred size. Zone toolbox follows that size while 

designing; 

 Zone can have only those activities and facilities that were 

allowed for it at the Occupancy simulation; 

 Showing link to first simulation results (if connected); 

 Do not allow to add extra zones to connected Layout 

simulation; 

 Occupancy can be deleted only if all the connected Layouts 

are removed; 

 Occupancy simulation can be deleted; 

 All the deletions work faster; 

 In occupancy results max with rejected changed to ‘Min. 

zone surface with rejected visitors’ (explained in manual); 

 Zone input blocks are closable and unused can be left 

untouched (no need to input zeros at their initial size; 

 Allows inputting only valid data in all the data fields. Error 

messages are shown momentarily or at acception 

(depending on the input); 

 Park visitor profiles can cantain only letters and numbers 
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with no white spaces to avoid errors in Layout; 

 Zone color can be inputted from visual color box; 

 Cannot create multiple min distances with the same 

activities; 

 Min distance cannot be negative number; 

 Connected user manual. Added link to it at both 

simulations; 

 Added updated user manual. 

3.0 

Sept2014 

   -       Changed header; 

   -       Saving layout saves last coordinates; 

   -       Made vital changes from benefic list 2. Can add objects 

from FF, toolbar picture visible in FF. No errors there; 

   -       Changed pictures and fixed FF bug; 

   -       Layout Design opens toolbox when starts; 

   -       Added basic for extra info @ layout design; 

   -       Added area auto-resizing feature to layout design; 

   -       Changed default alerts to custom ones; 

   -       Fixed resize to exactly asked size; 

   -       Fixed conflict line changing and updating algorithm and it's 

   Distances; 

   -       Added activity and profiles information blocks to layout 

design with full information; 

   -       Added activity facility info list dynamically; 

   -       Fixed wrong zone sizes while running simulation; 

   -       Fixed slow loading occupancy newSim to 

results_not_ready; 

   -       Fixed sim1 date issue; 

   -       Changed user manual and added info block to new 
connected sim; 
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   -       Not showing info in regular lay. design; 

   -       Fixed no option bar on map and alerts z index; 

   -       Fixed deleting polygon on move on other polygon; 

   -       Fixed deleting area on move; 

   -       Fixed resizing; 

   -       Fixed show/hide toobar button position; 

   -       New manual and fixed 10K zone resize restrain; 

   -       Fixed pref zone size set; 

   -       Fixed crashing polygon after dragging on another polygon; 

fixed toolbox toggle; 

   -       Fixed add_zone overlay showing on FF onLoad; 

   -       Added manual link to sim1 results & width of charts; 

   -       Fixed sim1 result table widths; 

   -       Layout design fixed center shift and overlay problem for 

two areas (moving objects); 

   -       Fixed area resizing error messages; 

   -       Resize window has previous size in field; 

   -       Added Last modified date to user manual footer; 

 Added latest user manual. 

4.0 

May2015 

- Orthophoto images of terrain and plots are and simulator is 

linked with the Geoportal of APIS IT; 

- In occupancy analysis the input parameters - dates 

(Simulation start date and Simulation pariod) do not 

correspond to the dates shown on the graphs of simulation 

results. Fixed; 

- Terminology from manual is aligned with terminology of 

simulator; 

- Using the same names for the simulations is fixed; 

- More than one person at a time cannot work on the same 

simulation and edit it; 

- Complete review of zones, activities and users should be on 

one page. Screen is redesigned;  
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- It should be useful to have possibility to edit simulation 

even if it finished. Fixed; 

 Added latest user manual. 

5.0 

Jul2015 

User manual will be corrected and few changes is 

simulation algorithms will be done. 

 

Four software versions are published, but version 5.0 will be issued by the end of 

Jul2015. 

3.4.6 Software technical validation 

The Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

software prototype versions non-functional validation was based on the principles 

mentioned below: 

 Verification errors registration and Zagreb Open-green park occupancy 

assessment and layout planning simulator software prototype versions 

changes management was carried out by Mikelis Baltruks (WP4-SocSim) 

(mikelis.baltruks@va.lv). He was also responsible for requests registration, 

verification and validation planning and scheduling; 

 Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

software prototype versions non-functional requirements validation is carried 

out by performance testing identified as most critical, because simulators does 

not use sensitive data and therefore security options are not so important. 

Expandability of functionality was ensured by using web services programming 

approach, OSS licensing and widespread Java use, which is compatible with 

Repast Symphony. The data integrity was ensured by using integrated 

PostgreSQL database; 

 Statistical validation (non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov two samples and 

Wilcoxon tests) of the Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and 

layout planning simulator software were performed for each issued simulator 

software prototype version; 

 Two types of software prototypes non-functional validation tests: Border 

conditions and Random case were launched for public user and administration 

achieving confidence 95% around 30 times on same technical conditions (see 

Figure 3.8). Typical simulator use technical conditions selected for 

performance validation are: user has low-cost Internet access through HTTP 

around 1Mbps. 

mailto:mikelis.baltruks@va.lv
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Performance validation is carried out with upper limits of Visitors: 15000, Autists: 300 

and Accompanying persons: 300. Zones: 16. Simulation time: 30 days (see Figure 

3.8 and Annex 5). 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.8:  Non-parametric Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and 

layout planning simulator 1-KS-sample test. 
 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that distribution of the simulation results perhaps 

is normal, because alfa=0.107>0.05. It means that average simulation time is 

around 76.30 sec with deviation 4.36 sec at confidence 95%. The testing results 

show that performance of the prototype is satisfied because outstanding border 

conditions were selected. 

3.4.7 Simulator usability assessment 

The Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

software prototype versions functional usability was evaluated by WP8 beneficiries 

from Zagreb municipality. The evaluation questions were divided in three groups: 

Input (5 questions), Simulation (7 questions) and Output (5 questions) (see Annex 

1). Five point Lickert scale was used, and 17 questions asked. The usability 

assessment results are shown in Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8: Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning 

simulator software prototype versions usability evaluation results (May2015) 
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Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

software prototype versions usability evaluation results shown that beneficiary is 

satisfied. However beneficiary asked for minor corrections which will be defined after 

4.0 evaluation. 

3.4.8 Further development 

Zagreb Open-green park occupancy assessment and layout planning simulator 

software prototype version 5.0 will be issued in Jul2015. Corrections of simulation 

algorithms will be carried out. 

 

3.5 User manuals development 

Final versions on May 2015 of user manuals are added. 

3.5.1 Yantai urban economics development assessment simulator manual 

Yantai is a city with significant industrial area consuming a large amount of 

electricity, gas and water, making air pollution, creating waste etc. Administration of 

Yantai doesn't have a tool to identify which companies are working more effectively 

(according to mentioned factors) and which ones are less valuable and should be 

closed and replaced with new ones. 

Objective of the Yantai Simulator is allowing end user to modify input data (such as 

indicator weights or simulation time) and follow calculated company upgrade 

progress through time helping to understand value and cost of each company and its 

impact on different sources consumption. 

3.5.1.1 Software usage 

3.5.1.1.1 Login 

Yantai Urban Economics start page is available at  http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/yantai. 

As system has no publicly accessible content, first page has user login shown with 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/yantai
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standard username and password input fields (see Figure 3.9). Incorrect login will be 

informed with a message. There are no limits of incorrect login attempts. 

 

Fig. 3.9: Yantai simulator Login page. 

3.5.1.1.2 Start page 

Logged in user on the start page has menu bar for all the system sections. Main 

page also shows button for new simulation creation and a list of already created 

simulations with a possibility to click on them to see the results (if simulation has 

already been finished) or archive them (by clicking the 'archive' link; see Figure 

3.10). To switch from 'Active simulations' list to 'Archive' click on corresponding titles 

above the simulations list. 
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Fig. 3.10: Logged in user start page. 

3.5.1.2 Users 

3.5.1.2.1 User list 

To access Users section in the system, the corresponding link in the menu has to be 

pressed. In the  

Users section all users can be browsed (by clicking on their usernames), edited, 

deleted or new ones created (see Figure 3.11). 

 

 

Fig. 3.11: User list. 

3.5.1.2.2 New user 

New user can be created by clicking “New user” link in the Users section. 
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Then user creation view opens where username and password are required fields 

with enabled (if this user will be able to log in) checkbox and user roles (one user 

can have multiple roles) being optional (see Figure 3.12). 

 

 

Fig. 3.12: Create user. 

3.5.1.2.3 View user 

To view individual user profile, click on it's username in the users list.  

User's individual view has its basic information and option buttons for editing and 

deletion (see Figure 3.13). 
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Fig. 3.13: Show user. 

3.5.1.2.4 Edit and delete user 

When clicking on “Edit” button, editing view opens with the same form as user 

creation, but already filled with user's existing data. 

After clicking “Delete” button the confirmation pop-up appears for canceling or 

approving the deletion of the user. 

3.5.1.3 Simulation settings 

To open Simulation settings view, the corresponding link in the menu has to be 

pressed. There are only one possible simulation settings and opening this view, it 

opens settings' editing view. 

Simulation settings include fully detailed data about simulation time, decision period, 

companies opening and closing numbers, company indicator weights, sectors, 

companies and sector weights. 

All the information to input is grouped into different sections by their logical 

affiliation. 

3.5.1.3.1 Simulation time and decision period 

All the data set in simulation settings is saved automatically except the sector 

weights table that needs 'Update' button click to update it. 
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Simulation time is set using slider, indicating how many years will be simulated 

within the range of 1 to 15 years. 

According to preset simulation time, decision period can also be set using slider. 

Decision period is number of months in each loop after which the decision (about 

which company to close) is being made. Decision period cannot be higher than 

simulation time. If, for example, simulation time is set to 5 years and decision period 

would be 6 months then there would be 10 decision periods of 6 months after which 

companies would be closed (see Figure 3.14). 

 

Fig. 3.14: Simulation settings: Simulation time and company open/close blocks. 

3.5.1.3.2 Number of companies to close and open 

In this section user can set how many companies have to be closed until the end of 

simulation time and how many in each decision period. All these numbers are also 

set by sliders (see Figure 3.14). If after last decision period there are still left some 

companies to be closed, simulator closes them all at the end of simulation time. 

After each time a company is closed, new one is opened (if there are new companies 

in the list). The way of company opening is the same as their closing. 

3.5.1.3.3 Company indicators weight 

Each company has its indicators/attributes that are used to calculate their position in 

the rank. Indicators weight radar chart (see Figure 3.15) can be used to apply 
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different weights to different attributes in the range of 0 to 1 with 1 being the most 

important. 

Each radar peak indicates one indicator's weight. Value can be changed by dragging 

the peak or by clicking on the line to jump the peak to desired value. 

 

Fig. 3.15: Simulation settings: Indicator weights radar chart. 

3.5.1.3.4 Sector list 

Sectors are a way of grouping companies. Sector list shows all the sectors with their 

editing and deletion options and link of adding new sector (see Figure 3.16). 

Each sector has only one attribute – its name. Creating new or editing existing sector 

can be done by clicking on the representing links and filling the form for the title. 

After clicking the “Delete” button for the sector pop-up appears to confirm the 

deletion. If sector is connected with some companies, it cannot be deleted and 

informative message is shown on the screen. 
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Fig. 3.16: Simulation settings: Sector list. 

3.5.1.3.5 Companies 

Lower in the simulation settings page companies are located in their block in the 

table with option of editing and deleting (see Figure 3.17). 

 

Fig. 3.17: Simulation settings: Company list. 

 

New company can be created by clicking "Add company" above their list. 

Each company has detailed information about it, so its upgrading attribute values 

could be correctly calculated by the simulator. Data about each company is grouped 

into different sections by their logical affiliation: 
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 Basic data: Basic data (see Figure 3.18) input includes its name, icon and 

sector as well as an attribute, if it is new company (new companies are the 

ones waiting to be opened after least valuable ones are closed in the 

simulation). Icon and sector can be chosen from the list. 

Also each company is represented on the map and its correct location can be 

edited by dragging the marker on the map to the needed position. 

 

Fig. 3.18: Create company: Basic data. 

 

 Consumption: In Consumption block it has input fields for all five resources 

that company consumes (see Figure 3.19). There the values for a full year has 

to be inputted (for example, how much electricity the company consumes in 

12 months period). Consumption includes water (m3), electricity (kW), gas 

(m3), oil (bbl) and pollution (mg/m3). 
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Fig. 3.19: Company creation: Consumption block. 

 

 Trade: Trade includes input fields for financial attributes for the company – 

export (USD), import (CNY bn) and import/export revenue (CNY bn) for a 

whole year (see Figure 3.20). 

 

Fig. 3.20: Company creation: Trade block. 

 

 Taxes: This block includes input fields for local and national taxes (CNY bn) 

and GDP affect in a year period (see Figure 3.21). 

 

Fig. 3.21: Company creation: Taxes block. 
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 Employment: this block includes input fields for data about directly provided 

jobs and the ones created indirectly from manufacturing leftovers, 

consumptions etc (i.e. garbage collectors) (see Figure 3.22). 

 

 

Fig. 3.22: Company creation: Employment block. 

 

 Upgrade: In upgrade block (see Figure 3.23) there are values for company 

upgrading during the simulation time. If company is not meant to be 

upgrading, its “upgrading” checkbox should be left unchecked. Upgrading 

capacity shows percentage of how far can company upgrade. Company can 

upgrade in two ways – technically or financially – ratio of which upgrading 

type will be dominant, can be set using upgrade ratio slider. Also maximal 

percentage of improvement and percentage of upgrade progress can be set 

using their slider. 

 

Fig. 3.23: Company creation: Upgrade block. 

 

When all these attributes are set, the company can be created by clicking “Create” 

button.  

 Suppliers and clients: Suppliers and clients cannot be added while company is 

being created. When editing existing company suppliers and clients can be 

added, edited or deleted in suppliers & clients block, where each of the lists 
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contain according companies (see Figure 3.24).  

User can click on the company names to open the connection information or 

click "Add new supplier" or "Add new client" to add new one, where 

connective company has to be selected from the dropdown and revenue 

variation percentage inputted in its field (see Figure 3.25). 

 

Fig. 3.24: Company editing: Supplier & client block. 

 

 

Fig. 3.25: Create client. 

3.5.1.3.6 Sector weight: priority rate 

Sector weight (see Figure 3.26) shows all sector importance weight distribution 

within each simulation year. Each year total must be 100% within all sectors. 

If simulation time has been changed, settings have to be updated to see full sector 

weight table and to input data in needed cells! 
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Fig. 3.26: Simulation settings: Sector weight for 1 year. 

3.5.1.4 Configuration 

Configuration is  section  for  system  super  administration  and  must  not  be  

changed  without significant reason. It contains such system data as multiple 

simulation model settings and others (see Figure 3.27). 

Configuration can be edited or deleted by clicking on its title in list and continued 

with "Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

Incorrectly set configuration will lead to crash of simulation software! 

 

Fig. 3.27: Configuration list. 

3.5.1.4.1 Create configuration 

To create new configuration, click on "Add configuration" link on top of the 

configuration list. Each configuration contains its name and value. 

3.5.1.5 Company Icons 

Company icons section allows uploading icons that will represent companies on the 

map. In this section no assignments (icon to company) are made. 
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Company icons start page shows full list of all icons (see Figure 3.28). New icon can 

be uploaded by clicking “Add company icon” in the Company icons section. It has an 

upload button that opens default machine browsing window for image upload. After 

uploading the image, it can be added to the software by clicking “Create”. Despite of 

what size is the image, it gets shrunk down to 37x37px size. If the uploaded image 

size was smaller, it stays that size. 

 

 

Fig. 3.28: Create company icon. 

3.5.1.6 New Simulation 

New simulation can be created by clicking “New simulation” link in the start page. It 

opens simulation data input view with data from Simulation settings that can be 

edited for individual simulation, but with that the default Simulation settings are not 

affected. 

Clicking on the companies on the map opens their informational block with their 

attribute values that can be overviewed, but not edited (see Figure 3.29). 
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Fig. 3.29: New simulation: Company Yantai Zhenhua informative block. 

 

Simulation configuration (editable) includes changeable simulation time and decision 

period (using sliders; see Figure 3.30) and indicators weight changeable the same 

way (radar chart) as in simulation settings. 

 

 

Fig. 3.30: New simulation: Simulation time block. 

 

Also new simulation includes sector weight table that transforms according to 

simulation time slider (has one year for one simulation year; see Figure 3.31). Each 

year has to make total of 100%. Value in each cell can vary from 0 to 100. 
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Fig. 3.31: New Simulation: Sector weight input table. 

 

When all the data is inputted, simulation can be started by clicking “Run simulation” 

button at the bottom of the page. 

While simulation is running (about 3-5 seconds), its informative waiting view is 

shown. 

3.5.1.7 Simulation results 

When simulation is finished, page from waiting view automatically reloads to results. 

Simulation results include wide range of data about companies including their 

position on the map and supplier & client connections, each individual company's 

upgrade during simulation (i.e. electricity consumption decrease, taxes increase etc.) 

in charts and visually on the map, company rank changes by months, opened and 

closed companies, global data set for each simulation year in table and charts as well 

as overall settings for this simulation. 

3.5.1.7.1 Simulation settings view 

Settings set for this particular simulation can be viewed by clicking 'Simulation 

settings' link right above the map. It slides open block of information such as 

simulation duration, decision period, closing company count, indicators weight and 

sector weights (see Figure 3.32). 
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Fig. 3.32: Simulation results: Part of simulation settings block. 

3.5.1.7.2 Map 

Map in the results show companies in their positions with their connection with each 

other (see Figure 3.33). Red lines stands for client connections and blue ones – for 

suppliers. The lighter the line, the more significant the connection is. 
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Fig. 3.33: Simulation results: Map. 

 

Right side of the map has company attribute buttons that can be clicked to change 

circles around each company. Circles represent each of the attributes ratio against 

other companies – the bigger the circle, the higher the attribute value (i.e. bigger 

yellow circle represents more electricity consumption). “No attributes” button 

removes all representative circles from companies. 

Under attribute buttons there are also “All connections” and “No attributes” buttons 

that can show all or remove all supplier & client connection lines from the map. 

Month slider on the top of the map represents simulation months – if simulation time 

has been 5 years, slider would have 60 months. Changing slider position changes 

simulated situation – closes companies after exact months, opens new ones and 

changes attribute circle sizes according to attribute upgraded values. 

All these buttons and changes on the map have only representative function and do 

not affect any of the results. 

Each company as well as client or supplier connections is clickable, that opens 

corresponding company's information block under the map (page does not need to 

be scrolled down – it does the sliding down automatically). 
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3.5.1.7.3 Company information 

Company information block includes its basic information with name, sector, client 

and supplier lists with their importance percentage as well as attribute charts (see 

Figure 3.34).  

 

 

Fig. 3.34: Simulation results: Company Yantai Wanhua information. 

 

These charts show attribute changes during simulation time. When company is 

closed, it's values are dropped to 0. Attribute charts in the list can be changed by 

clicking on their representative titles. These charts also include company's rank 

changes during simulation time. Rank is made to identify which companies to close 

during simulation time which means that 1st in the rank is the least valuable and will 

be the first one to close. Highest rank number means highest value of the company. 

Sliding the mouse over chart lines their exact values in each month are shown. 

Company information block can be closed by clicking 'Close' link on the top right 

corner of the block. 
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3.5.1.7.4 Overall information 

Further down in results page there is more overall information. One of those is global 

data set table that represents total of each attribute values within all open companies 

at the last month of each simulation year (see Figure 3.35).  

 

 

Fig. 3.35: Simulation results: Global data set table. 

 

Also overall information includes two tables that lists opened (see Figure 3.36) and 

closed (see Figure 3.37) companies showing their names and closing month. 

 

 

Fig. 3.36: Simulation results: Opened companies. 

 

Fig. 3.37: Simulation results: Closed companies. 
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After those there is company rank by month chart showing rank changes by months 

within whole simulation time (see Figure 3.38). If company's rank value drops to 0, it 

has been closed. Company rank chart can be zoomed in and out using mouse scroll 

to see rank changes closely. Right mouse click resets chart zoom to default. 

 

 

Fig. 3.38: Simulation results: Company rank chart. 

3.5.1.7.5 Global data set charts 

Last section of the simulation results include global data set charts – one for each 

attribute, showing each attribute changes by years throughout all simulation time 

(i.e. electricity consumption; see Figure 3.39). 
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Fig. 3.39: Simulation results: Global data set electricity chart. 

 

Results also include menu bar that facilitates navigation within the result page. 

Clicking on a menu item or subitem slides the page to needed location. 

 

3.5.2 Vodno mountain recreational activities simulator manual 

Mount Vodno is a mountain located to the southwest of the capital city of Skopje. It 

is one of the main points used for recreational activities. Project is created to offer 

the City of Skopje a possibility to realize a better schedule of resources and plan of 

activities on Vodno Mountain. To its citizens it offers the opportunity to simulate the 

occupancy of the recreational resources on Vodno Mountain and suggest new 

schedule, new ideas to the administration of City of Skopje. The system helps the 

Administration of City of Skopje to improve the scheduling and resource planning, 

initiation and creating new projects involving the recreational area at Vodno 

Mountain. Citizens of Skopje can also get involved in desicion making process by 

communication and opinion expression to the authorities throughout the system, 

making the whole process more transparent and efficient. 

Administration of City of Skopje can have three user types, who can register into 

system - Administrator, Manager and Master. 

Citizens of Skopje are using the system incognito - with no authorization. Simulation 

is available at http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/ 

User login for Administration of Skopje is available at 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/city 

3.5.2.1 Preliminary information 

Skopje simulation system mainly includes Vodno Mountain attendance simulation (of 

1 week period) and communication between citizens and Administration of Skopje 

using ticket system. Public simulation is performed for 7 days in chosen month in 

chosen weather conditions using predefined initial data configuration. Weather 

options are Bright, Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy, Snowy and Storm. Master can also run 1 

http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/
http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/login/auth
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year simulation with chosen configuration. Regular users of system are performing 

simulation using default initial configuration, that is set, can be managed and 

changed by Master. Only configuration, that unauthorized users can change, is 

visitor’s information - visitor count in each user group. Citizens of Skopje can send 

tickets to Administration after finishing their simulations. Ticket can involve 

suggestions, complaints etc. Simulation results and configuration is automatically 

attached to the ticket. 

3.5.2.2 Languages 

Skopje Vodno mountain simulation software provides three language choices as 

software language - English (default), Macedonian and Albanian. Languages can be 

changed by clicking on representing flag on top right corner of any page. Active 

language flag is highlighted. 

3.5.2.3 Configuration 

Configuration is divided in four csv (comma separated value; spreadsheet type) files 

- userData.csv, resourcesListFile.csv, activitiesListFile.csv and 

weatherConditionsFile.csv. Unauthorized users have default configuration where they 

can only change visitor group sizes. Master can change all the files. 

3.5.2.3.1 User data 

Data about users by default is stored in usersDataFile.csv file.  

In the file there are multiple columns representing data of each user group. 

Significant one are: 

A - user group ID; 

B - total amount ofthose users; 

C - Type/description; 

E - min amount of visitors in one group; 

F - max amount of visitors in one group; 

G - min age of visitors in current group; 

H - max age of visitors in current group; 
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U-AF - Parameter from 0 to 1 that describes how ofter user will go to the mountain 

in each month (12 columns. One for each month) 

AG-AL - Parameter from 0 to 1 that describes how ofter user will go to mountain in 

each weather condition. AG: Bright, AH: Sunny, AI: Cloudy, AJ: Rainy, AK: Snowy, 

AL: Storm. 

All the rest columns show sequence of activities for corresponding user. Each activity 

requires 4 columns (Activity ID (one or more - choices for user), Activity start time, 

Activity duration, Resource ID (one or more) where activity can be performed).  

3.5.2.3.2 Resources list 

Data about resources by default is stored in resourcesListFile.csv file.  

In the file there are multiple columns representing data of each resource: 

A column is resource ID;  

B - facility type (Location, Transport or Service);  

C - short Description/Title;  

D - for parking lots: regular car capacity,  

E - for parking lots: how many cars can fit there in weekends,  

F - desired occupancy in this resource,  

G - visitor capacity.  

After that there is incompatibility with all the activities (if "1", then that activity 

cannot be performed in corresponding resource. Activities are listed by columns in 

the same order as in activities file. Last column is geographic coordinates of 

resource. 

3.5.2.3.3 Activities list 

Data about activities by default is stored in usersData.csv file.  

There are 36 default activities list that can be appended by new rows. First column in 

csv file shows IDs of activities, second - Activity titles. After that there is 

incompatibility table - each row of table fits to a column. I.e. 7th row and 7th column 

(of a table) represents 7th activity. If there is "1" between two activities, than there 

is incompatibility and those activities cannot be performed in one place at one time.  
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3.5.2.3.4 Weather conditions 

Data about weather conditions by default is stored in weatherConditionsFile.csv file.  

3.5.2.4 Users and roles 

Administration of the City of Skopje can register to the system for different 

permissions and responibilities. Login page is at http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/. 

Each registered user can have one or more of three user roles (each role 

describes different permissions). 

User roles are - Administrator, Manager and Master. System for unauthorized or 

regular user is available at http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopje/. Their basic 

functionalities are shown in Figure 3.40. 

 

Fig. 3.40: Core functionalities. 

3.5.2.4.1 Administrator 

Administrator is the only user who has no access to simulation and/or tickets. This 

role is only responsible for user management. Administrator's permissions and 

responsibilities are new user creation (username, password, role, enabled - active), 

editing or deleting existing users. 

3.5.2.4.2 Manager 
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Manager is responsible for all the simulation tickets and replying to them. If manager 

thinks that simulation with configuration and complaint/suggestion is useful, he can 

change its status to "Suggested". All the suggested tickets are shown in one of 

master's page sections. 

3.5.2.4.3 Master 

Master is the most active registered user type with the most permission of all: 

 He can see all the simulations with its' status, ID, title, description, used 

configuration settings and date created; 

 Start new simulation and additionally choose any of the simulation settings. If 

unselected "Fixed simulation" checkbox, simulation is run for a whole year and 

predefined weather settings (from file configuration) are used; 

 Change simulation settings: 

o Add new simulation configuration (and upload new/edited files) 

o Edit/delete existing configuration (upload/edit files and information) 

o Change which simulation is default (used in simulations by 

unauthorized users) 

 See all the tickets (additionally - open simulation results and see/download 

configuration files and reject or approve simulation configuration), reply to 

them, delete or change status and suggestion status; 

 Manage ticket topics (create, change, delete); 

 In different secion see all the suggested simulations' tickets. 

3.5.2.5 Tickets 

After finishing simulation, user can send a ticket to Administration to the City of 

Skopje with suggestions of configuration or complaints. Administration (master or 

manager) can suggest this simulation further and then (master) can approve or 
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reject the suggestion. After these changes, ticket status can be changed from Open 

to Answered or Closed for ticket sender to see. Also Master and Manager can reply to 

the ticket and communicate with ticket sender. Sender can reply back until the ticket 

is Closed (Master).  

Master user also has access to ticket statistics page. 

3.5.2.6 Public access 

3.5.2.6.1 New simulation 

Unauthorized user (citizen of Skopje) can start only at start page (see Figure 3.41). 

Opening the Skopje Vodno Mountain simulation software start page - there are two 

options: start new simulation or view existing simulation with it's layout, results, 

configuration and ticket information. Existing one can be found by entering 

simulation ID and clicking "search". 

In the search field also ticket IDs can be inputted - if found search will open up that 

ticket in grid view. 

 

Fig. 3.41: Unauthorized user start page. 

 

To start the new simulation click on "New simulation" (see Figure 3.41). It opens 

simulation view with map of Vodno Mountain and all the resources on that. User can 

change weather conditions and month in which 1 week will be simulated (see Figure 

3.42). Additionally user can edit visitor group sizes in which they come to park by 

clicking on "edit visitors" button and opening all the visitors’ data. After changing the 
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data "Save & close" must be clicked to save these changes. When initial data is set, 

simulation can be started by clicking "Start simulation" button. Simulation is running 

for about 5 seconds until results are shown. 

 

Fig. 3.42: Initial data input for unauthorized. 

3.5.2.6.2 Time control 

After simulation all the data on map are displayed by 1 hour period, that is shown in 

top left corner of the map where time control box (see Figure 3.43; Figure 3.44 - "1" 

block) is also placed.  

 

Fig. 3.43: Time control box. 

There are two options how to go through all 24 hours in each day - manually or 

automatically. For manual use there are green arrows which can be clicked to show 

occupancy in different hour. To go back or forth 1 day, use blue double-arrows at 

the both ends in the second row. To view results in automatic mode use blue play 

and pause buttons. To increase speed of automatic mode, click play button multiple 

times. Click on the questionmark will open up help info block. 

3.5.2.6.3 Results on map  

Occupancy results are shown on map in each time period for each resource. 

Information about locations is displayed in pie charts on each location (see Figure 

3.44 - "5" block). Red color represents used space, blue - unused. If the entire chart 

is blue, it means the location is empty. 

Hiking trails are displayed in brown color. Each visitor group on each trail is shown as 

yellow circle (see Figure 3.44 - "6" block). 
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Fig. 3.44: Results on map for unauthorized. 

3.5.2.6.4 Detailed information 

To see detailed information about locations or hiking trails, click on desired resource 

to open up it's information window (see Figure 3.45). 

On top there is basic information - resource name, day and time in time control, 

current occupancy, desired occupancy and max capacity of the resource. 

c"Object occupancy per week" shows occupancy data in each of the 7 days of week. 

Data is calculated as total of any minute of occupancy. Exact occupancy number can 

be seen by hovering over bars of histogram. 

"Visitors NOW" pie chart shows user group percentage distribution in park at the 

moment that is set in time control. Each group is highlighted if hovered on it's name 

in legend, exact distribution number and percentage can be seen by hovering over 

the very chart. 

"Visitors today" pie chart shows user group percentage distribution in percents in all 

the day. Each group number is calculated as total of user count in this resource in 

each minute of that day. 

Detailed information window can be closed with "close" button on the top right 

corner of it. 
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Fig. 3.45: Detailed information for resource. 

3.5.2.7 Tickets 

After simulation has finished, user can send a ticket to Administration of the City of 

Skopje. Button for sending ticket is positioned at the right side of the map (see 

Figure 3.44 - "4" block).  

After opening ticket popup (see Figure 3.46) user's e-mail, resource, ticket title, 

message and topic (from list) must be inputted.  Resource for the ticket is optional. 

If no resource is chosen, ticket will concern the whole simulation. If ticket's 
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question/problem/recommendation is for specific resource, it can be chosen from 

dropdown. Ticket for a specific resource is also set if ticket form is open from 

resource's information block – 4 (see Figure 3.45). It will open up the same ticket 

sending form (see Figure 3.46), but with resource already chosen. 

 

 

Fig. 3.46: Create ticket for one resource. 

 

When sent, simulation results will add one more block - ticket list (see Figure 3.47). 

Each of the tickets can be opened by clicking on it's title in the table. All tickets in the 

grid view can be opened by clicking "Al tickets" link at the bottom of the table. 

 

 

Fig. 3.47: Ticket list in simulation results. 
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Figure 3.48 shows ticket view that is opened if one ticket is opened either from all 

ticket list in simulation results or searching from start page by ticket ID.  

 

Fig. 3.48: Ticket in grid view for public user. 

3.5.2.8 Overall simulation data 

General simulation data can be opened by clicking the data button (see Figure 3.44 - 

"3 block"). It opens the data block on top of the results map (see Figure 3.49). 

There are four tables - simulation basic information; visitor configuration, that could 

have been changed by user before the simulation. Changed group sizes are coloured 

red; total mountain occupancy by days of simulation. Exact occupancy number can 

be seen by hovering over bars of histogram. If ticket is submitted, there is also ticket 

information table with simulation ID (code), sent ticket information, all the replies 

from Administration of City of Skopje, status (Open, Answered, Closed), but cannot 

see if ticket is suggested and then approved or rejected. 
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Fig. 3.49: General information for simulation. 

3.5.2.9 Advanced visualization 

Advanced visualization offers integrated Semavis visualization in the results of Skopje 

Vodno simulation software. Semavis includes visualization for occupancy data of the 

resources. Visualization can be viewed in simulation results clicking on the global 

results button on the right side of the screen opening global results. There right 

under “CLOSE” button is a link to the Advanced visualization. Clicking that will open 

SemaVis visualization in the same page (see Figure 3.50). 

 

 

Fig. 3.50: SemaVis first view. 

 

Clicking the “Occupancy” block and then “By day” block on the left side opens up the 
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day choice for statistic visualization (see Figure 3.51). 

Then clicking on the desired day finishes the choice for the data. 

 

 

Fig. 3.51: Occupancy choice by day. 

 

Clicking on data visualization blocks from the right side column allows showing them 

on the screen.  Multiple visualization types can be added to the screen (see Figure 

3.52). 

Fig. 3.52: Semavis visualization blocks. 

 

Blocks can be dragged around, resized and removed from the screen. 

Semavis visualization can be closed clicking on the same “Advanced visualization” 

link. 
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3.5.2.10 Administration 

All the registered users start their work at the login page where username and 

password must be inputted (see Figure 3.53). 

 

 

Fig. 3.53: Login for Administration. 

3.5.2.10.1 Administrator 

After login administrator can see his start page that includes list of all the registered 

users in the system (see Figure 3.54). They can be sorted by username (ascending 

or descending) or "Enabled" status and it can be done by clicking on those column 

names in table. 

 

Fig. 3.54: User list. 

3.5.2.10.2 Add new user 
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To add new user, click on "New User" in the menu on the top. It opens up 

registration form with username and password fields, "enabled" checkbox and user 

role list (see Figure 3.55). Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and select the 

roles to add more than one role to the user. Necessary fields are marked with *. 

 

Fig. 3.55: New user form. 

3.5.2.10.3 Manage existing user 

Although all the information about registered user is displayed in the table, it can 

also be seen by clicking on username in the list. It opens up all table with 

information and option buttons - "Edit" and "Delete". 

Click on "edit" to edit existing user. After clicking on the button, it opens up form as 

when creating new user, only in editing all the fields are filled with user's existing 

information (except the password field). Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and 

select the roles to add more than one role to the user. Changes can be saved by 

clicking "Update" button. 

3.5.2.10.4 Manager 

Manager is responsible for communication with citizens of Skopje (unauthorized 

system users). He can do that be replying to the tickets. 

On the start page Manager can see all the tickets list (see Figure 3.56) and sort them 

by any of the parameters - Status, ID, Title, Topic, Date the ticket was created, 
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sender's e-mail, sender's IP, Resource, Close status, administration close status or 

suggestion status. It can be done by clicking on those column names in table. 

 

Fig. 3.56: Simulation ticket list. 

 

Tickets can also be filtered setting time boundaries - time period in which tickets 

were created. Clicking on the input fields opens up calendar from which to choose 

start and end date. 

Tickets can also be filtered by any of the four statuses, ticket topics or resources (for 

which the ticket was created) choosing them from dropdowns and clicking the Select 

button. It will select only those tickets that fit those filtering options - statuses and 

dates can be combined to filter more specific tickets. 

To open one of the tickets and see more detailed information click on ticket ID. It 

opens up individual ticket's view (see Figure 3.57). At the bottom of the information 

table there is input field where reply message can be sent to original ticket sender. 

Click "Submit reply" button to send. 

If manager wants to suggest this simulation, he can click the "Suggest" button at the 

bottom right corner of the page. 
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Fig. 3.57: Simulation ticket for Manager. 

3.5.2.10.5 Master 

On the start page after login master sees "Suggested simulations" list (see Figure 

3.58).  

 

Fig. 3.58: Suggested simulations. 

 

Only option is clicking on its' name to open simulation results with map and tables. 

Only difference from what unauthorized user sees in simulation results is "Simulation 

configuration suggestion" box (see Figure 3.59). By clicking on configuration files 

master can download them to his local machine. All the files are the configuration 

that was set as a default when that particular simulation was run, except users table 

with their group sizes that user could change before simulation. Master can also reply 
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to this configuration suggestion and reject or approve the suggestion by clicking 

"Approve" or "Reject" buttons in the "Simulation configuration suggestion" box. 

 

Fig. 3.59: Simulation configuration suggestion box. 

3.5.2.11 Simulation 

To open simulation section, click on "Simulation" in the menu at the top of the 

administration panel after login. It opens the list of all the simulations already 

finished (see Figure 3.60). Column "Fixed" shows if that has been 1 week simulation 

(true) or 1 year simulation (false). By clicking on the simulation ID Master can open 

that simulation's results with map. In this view he sees everything that unauthorized 

user sees. If ticket from this simulation hasn’t been suggested, there is no 

"Simulation configuration suggestion" box, but there is "Ticket" box (the same as for 

unauthorized user) with possibility to reply. 
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Fig. 3.60: Simulation list. 

 

Dark red arrow at the very top left corner can be clicked to go back to simulation list. 

Master can create new simulation by clicking "New Simulation" in the menu. 

3.5.2.11.1 New Simulation 

"New Simulation" button from the menu opens up initial data input form (see Figure 

3.61) - input fields for title and description and selection lists for simulation settings, 

month and weather conditions for 1 week simulation. If there is a need for 1 year 

simulation, then checkbox at "Fixed schedule" must be unchecked. Simulation can be 

started by clicking "create" button. 

Neseccary fields are marked with *. 

 

Fig. 3.61: Create new simulation. 

 

While simulation hasn't finished the message "Simulation is still in progress. Please 

wait... " is shown on the map. Master's simulations are the same as unauthorized 

user's, except master doesn't have option for sending tickets. One year simulation 

runs about 2 times longer. Results are shown for month the same way as in 1 week 

simulation was shown per day. If chart shows "No data", it means that there are no 

visitors for current resource at that time. 
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3.5.2.11.2 Simulation settings  

To open simulation settings choose this section in the menu of administration panel. 

It opens up the list of all configurations (see Figure 3.62). "Main configuration" 

checkbox is at simulation that is default for unauthorized users. Those files, that 

have been uploaded, are shown black. In configuration doesn't have files uploaded, 

its' icon is red. Hovering over "Files" icons shows label that informs which file is 

needed. 

 

 

Fig. 3.62: Simulation settings list. 

 

To create new simulation configuration click on "New simulation configuration" in the 

menu. It opens up a form (see Figure 3.63) with title and description text fields, 

checkbox for main configuration (if it is checked, current configuration will be set for 

usage for unauthorized users) and buttons to upload each of the configuration csv 

files. Configuration can be created and saved by clicking "create" button. 
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Fig. 3.63: Create Simulation settings. 

 

To change existing configuration, click on configuration's title to open its information 

view. Configuration can be edited or deleted by clicking "Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

Edit opens the same form as new configuration, only here all the fields are filled and 

files already there (can be reuploaded if needed). 

3.5.2.11.3 Simulation tickets 

Simulation ticket list can be opened by clicking on "Simulation tickets" in the menu in 

administration panel. List and individual ticket views are the same as for manager; 

only here Master can edit or delete each ticket and open simulation results (by 

clicking on simulation title in ticket info view). Edit ticket (see Figure 3.64) provides 

options to change all the data and change status (Open, Answered, Closed) or 

suggestion status (Suggested, Rejected, Approved). 
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Fig. 3.64: Edit simulation ticket. 

3.5.2.11.3.1 Simulation ticket topics 

By clicking on "Simulation ticket topics" in the menu in administration panel the list of 

all the topics opens up (see Figure 3.65).  

New one can be created by clicking on "New Ticket Topic" and inputting the topic. 

Existing can be edited or deleted by clicking on the name in topic list and clicking 

"Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

 

Fig. 3.65: Ticket topic list. 

3.5.2.11.3.2 Ticket statistics 

Ticket statistics (see Figure 3.66) provide ticket count for each of the ticket fields in 

multiple tables: 

 First table shows all tickets and distribution by status. 

 Second table shows all suggested ticket Suggest status distribution. 
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 Third table shows close statuses.  

o Left side shows how ticket senders have closed tickets.  

o Right side shows Administration close statuses. 

 Fourth table shows how many tickets have been created for each resource in 

the simulation 

 Last table shows ticket count at each ticket topic 

Statistics can be filtered for chosen time period. Clicking the text fields will open up 

calendar from which to choose dates. 

 

Fig. 3.66: Ticket statistics view. 
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3.5.3 Skopje bicycles inter-modality simulator manual 

Skopje Bicycle Routes Simulator Software is created to find optimal solution for 

bicycle station and track building location in the City of Skopje. To encourage the 

intermodal transport, the citizens are also integrated in the collection of ideas on how 

bicycle intermodality can be fostered. The citizen participation is supported including 

the use of a simulation tool. 

Administration is accessible at http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/city. 

Public simulation is accessible at http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle. 

3.5.3.1 Languages 

Skopje Bicycle Routes simulation software provides three language choices as 

software language - English (default), Macedonian and Albanian. Languages can be 

changed by clicking on representing flag on top right corner of any page. Active 

language flag is highlighted. 

3.5.3.2 Simulation settings files 

Each of simulation settings has multiple files that contain data about users, stations, 

tracks and weather. Each file has its own structure and data needs to be inputted in 

exact cells of exact columns. 

3.5.3.2.1 Profiles file 

File contains data about user profiles, which use bikes in the city. Each row 

corresponds to one profile. Columns represent: 

 A: Profile name 

 B: Profile description 

 C, D: Profile persons min and max ages 

 E: Person count in one group 

 F-L: Possibility to go to park in each day of the week. Values [0, 1]. 

3.5.3.2.2 Stations File 

In this file is data about bike stations in the City of Skopje. 

http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle/city
http://dev.fupol.lv:8080/skopjebicycle
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Each row corresponds to each bike station. Columns represent: 

 A: Station ID 

 B: Station name in English 

 C: Station name in Macedonian 

 D: Station name in Albanian 

 E: Station code 

 F, G: Station's X and Y geographical coordinates  

 H - M: Point representatives. Value 1 if it is and 0 if it is not.  

 H: Located in the city 

 I: In the city center 

 J: Has bike path 

 K: Includes bus station 

 L: Includes train station 

 M: Includes point of interest 

 N: Renting station. Integer values [0; 3]. 0 - No possibility; 1 - Possible;  

2 - Planned; 3 - Existing 

 O: Renting station capacity. 

 P: Parking station. Integer values [0; 3]. 0 - No possibility; 1 - Possible;  

2 - Planned; 3 - Existing 

 R: Parking station capacity.  

If not set, than simulation settings default capacity is used for station 

 R: Passenger movements per day 

 S: People living nearby station 

 T: Municipality (code) 

 U, V: min and max percentage of bike owners of people living nearby 

3.5.3.2.3 Tracks file 

In this file there is data about bike tracks and its' conditions as connections between 

bike stations. 

Each row corresponds to each track. Columns represent: 

 A, B: Track starting and ending station names 
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 C: Track length in meters 

 D: Track quality rate [0; 1] 

 E: Bike track status. Integer values [0; 3]. 0 - No possibility; 1 - Possible;  

2 - Planned; 3 - Existing 

 F: Geographical coordinates 

3.5.3.2.4 User data file 

File contains data about users that use bikes in Skopje. 

Each row corresponds to one user group. Columns represent: 

 A: User group ID 

 B: Persons in user group 

 C: Group's profile 

 D: Description 

 E, F: Group participants min and max ages 

 G: How often using bikes in weekdays. Values [0; 1] 

 H: How often using bikes in weekends. Values [0; 1]. 

 I: Destination (Municipality) 

 J: Municipality ID 

 K: Location ID 

 L: Arrival time 

 M: Return time 

3.5.3.2.5 User data 2 file 

File contains data about users that use bikes in Skopje. 

File contains data about bike users possibility to use bikes in different conditions. 

Each possibility's value is [0, 1]. Columns represent: 

 A-L: Months in year. As they are grouped by seasons, first one is spring and 

first month is March setting February as the last month 

 M-R: Weather conditionsM: Bright 

 N: Sunny 

 O: Cloudy 
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 P: Rainy 

 Q: Snowy 

 R: Storm 

3.5.3.2.6 Weather conditions file 

This file contains data about all the weather conditions in each month. Each column 

represents one month in a year from January to December. 

Each row represents weather condition - bright, sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, storm. 

I.e. A1 cell shows how many bright days are in January. 

3.5.3.3 Administration 

Administration is secured only for registered users and requires login with username 

and password to continue. 

3.5.3.3.1 Login  

Administration of the City of Skopje can register to the system for different 

permissions and responsibilities.  Each registered user can have one or more of three 

user roles (each role describes different permissions). 

User roles are - Administrator, Manager and Master. Their basic functionalities are 

shown in Figure 3.67. 

 

Fig. 3.67: Core functionalities. 

3.5.3.3.2 Administrator 
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Administrator is the only user who has no access to simulation and/or tickets. This 

role is only responsible for user management. Administrator's permissions and 

responsibilities are new user creation (username, password, role, enabled - active), 

editing or deleting existing users or editing simulation software configuration. 

3.5.3.3.3 Manager 

Manager is responsible for all the simulation tickets and replying to them. If manager 

thinks that simulation with configuration and complaint/suggestion is useful, he can 

change it's status to "Suggested". All the suggested tickets are shown in one of 

master's page sections. 

Manager can also view ticket statistics for chosen time period that shows ticket count 

in each provided section. 

3.5.3.3.4 Master 

Master is the most active registered user type with the most permissions of all: 

 He can see all the simulation 2 with its' status, ID, title, progress percentage, 

description, simulation settings, bike user percentage and date created. 

 Start new simulation 2 for chosen simulation settings, month and weather 

conditions. 

 Start new Simulation 1 with multiple configurations 

 See all the results for Simulation 1 and 2 

 Change simulation settings: 

o Add new simulation configuration (and upload new/edited files) 

o Edit/delete existing configuration (upload/edit files and information) 

o Change which simulation is default (used in simulations by 

unauthorized users) 

 See all the tickets (additionally - open simulation results and see/download 

configuration files and reject or approve simulation configuration), reply to 

them, delete or change status, suggestion status and Administration close 

status 

 Manage ticket topics (create, change, delete) 
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 Overview ticket statistics as count of tickets for each provided section 

 In different secion see all the suggested simulations' tickets 

 Add external links to public start page. 

3.5.3.4 User section 

User section is intended for user management - new users can be added and existing 

can be changed or deleted. 

3.5.3.4.1 Add new user 

To add new user, click on "New User" in the menu on the top. It opens up 

registration form with username and passord fields, "enabled" checkbox and user 

role list (see Figure 3.68). Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and select the 

roles to add more than one role to the user. 

Necessary fields are marked with *. 

 

Fig. 3.68: New user form. 

3.5.3.4.2 Manage existing user 

Although all the information about registered user is displayed in the table, it can 

also be seen by clicking on username in the list. It opens up all tables with 

information and option buttons - "Edit" and "Delete". 
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Click on "edit" to edit existing user. After clicking on the button, it opens up form as 

like creating new user, only in editing view all the fields are filled with user's existing 

information (except the password field). Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and 

select the roles to add more than one role to the user. Changes can be saved by 

clicking "Update" button. 

3.5.3.5 Configuration 

Configuration is section for system super administration and must not be changed 

without significant reason. It contains such system data as e-mail link for ticket 

senders, and multiple simulation model settings. 

Configuration can be edited or deleted by clicking on it's title in list and continued 

with "Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

New can be added by clicking "New Configuration" link in the menu. 

Incorrectly set configuration will lead to crash of simulation software! 

3.5.3.6 Simulation settings 

To open simulation settings choose this section in the menu of administration panel. 

It opens up the list of all configurations with default configurations as example at the 

bottom (see Figure 3.69). "Main configuration" checkbox is at simulation that is 

default for unauthorized users. Those files, that have been uploaded, are shown 

black. If configuration doesn't have files uploaded, its' icon is red. 
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Fig. 3.69: Simulation settings list. 

3.5.3.6.1 New settings 

To create new simulation configuration click on "New simulation configuration" in the 

menu. It opens up a form with title and description text fields, checkbox for main 

configuration (if it is checked, current configuration will be set for usage for 

unauthorized users), default capacity (if uploaded setting files have empty fields for 

some stations, simulation will assume that it has the default capacity), bike owner 

percentage (portion of bike owners against all bike users - total bike owners and 

renters) and buttons to upload each of the configuration csv files. Configuration can 

be created and saved by clicking "create" button. 

3.5.3.6.2 Edit settings 
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To change existing configuration, click on configuration's title to open it's information 

view (see Figure 3.70). Configuration can be edited or deleted by clicking "Edit" or 

"Delete" buttons. Edit opens the same form as new configuration, only here all the 

fields are filled and files already there (can be reuploaded if needed). Each simulation 

settings also include project adding and project managing by clicking accordingly 

"Manage projects and tracks" or "Show projects". Old settings files that will be 

overwritten won't be accessible later. 

 

Fig. 3.70: Simulation settings show view. 

3.5.3.7 Manage projects and tracks 

Simulation settings also have list of projects that are created by master user by 

making Simulation 1 or additionally right in the simulation settings without creating 

simulation. Project is one change for one object on the map (track or station) that 

represents its new track quality or station type. Each project has the name for the 

representative purposes. 

To start adding projects to simulation settings the "Add projects" button in particular 

simulation setting view should be clicked. It opens the same looking map view as for 

public simulation or simulation1. To create or edit project, click on any object on the 

map to open project creation/editing pop-up (see Figure 3.71), set the project name 

and change quality (if it is track) or type (for station).  
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Fig. 3.71: Project creation pop-up at simulation settings. 

 

In the same view under the map there is a table of all the projects (see Figure 3.72). 

Table rows include "delete" button for each project. Clicking on the description cells 

can open project editing view. 

Projects added, edited or deleted in this view are automatically saved to the 

database and does not require additional saving later on. 

In this section user can create new tracks that will be automatically added to 

simulation settings. All the process steps are the same as in new simulation track 

drawing. 

 

Fig. 3.72: Project table in the simulation settings. 

3.5.3.8 Manage projects 

All the projects can be managed also in the grid view in the table by clicking "Show 

projects" button in simulation setting view. Project management view includes table 

with all the project detailed data with possibility to change status for each project by 

changing the dropdown values (see Figure 3.73). Project statuses are saved 
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automatically and do not require any additional saving. Information about project 

status change or project deletion is shown next to the table. 

 

Fig. 3.73: Project management view for simulation settings. 

3.5.3.9 Save map bounds 

Simulation settings include option to set map bounds to each of the map views of the 

simulation software as well as setting the center of the map.  

Saving map bounds view (see Figure 3.74) can be opened by clicking "Create map 

bounds" in the Simulation settings show view. It opens new map view with green 

rectangle on it. Rectangle can be resized and moved to set needed map bounds. 

After resing the bounds' rectangle, click on "Set new bounds" button to save new 

bounds. Map center will be automatically calculated as the center of the map bounds 

rectangle. 
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Fig. 3.74: Setting map bounds view. 

3.5.3.10 Simulation tickets 

Each simulation ticket has multiple informative fields - Status (Sent, when ticket is 

sent; Open - when ticket is first time opened by Administration; Answered - when 

ticket has received a reply from Administration; Closed - when sender has closed 

ticket), Close status (Like - if sender has approved his ticket; Dislike - if sender has 

dissapproved his ticket) and Suggest status (Suggested - if manager has suggested 

ticket; Rejected - if master has rejected the simulation settings for representing 

ticket in suggested simulation's visual results block; Approved - if master has 

approved the settings). 

3.5.3.10.1 Ticket managing 

Simulation ticket list can be opened by clicking on "Simulation tickets" in the menu in 

administration panel. On the ticket list page there is full ticket list (Figure 9) that can 

be sorted by any of the parameters - Status, ID, Title, Topic, Date the ticket was 

created, sender's e-mail, sender's IP, Close status or suggestion status. It can be 
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done by clicking on those column names in table. Ticket list also provides ticket 

filtering by dates (from-to) (see Figure 3.75). 

 

 

Fig. 3.75: Simulation ticket list. 

Chosen date represents the beginning of the day, so if tickets will be filtered from 

10th to 15th of May then tickets in May 15th won't be in the list because the very 

day is after the beggining (00:00) of that day. 

To open one of the tickets and see more detailed information click on ticket ID. It 

opens up individual ticket's view (see Figure 3.76). At the bottom of the information 

table there is input field where reply message can be sent to original ticket sender. 

Click "Submit reply" button to send. If manager wants to suggest this simulation, he 

can click the "Suggest" button at the bottom right corner of the page. Master user 

role can also view simulation by clicking on its link. 
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Fig. 3.76: Single simulation ticket view. 

 

Suggest status from Suggested to Rejected or Approved can be changed by clicking 

on ticket's representing simulation and on buttons in simulation results ticket block 

(see Figure 3.77). Also in suggested simulations ticket block master can download 

user customized simulation configuration. 
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Fig. 3.77: Simulation configuration suggestion block. 

3.5.3.10.2 Ticket statistics 

Ticket statistics (see Figure 3.78) provide ticket count for each of the ticket fields. 

First table shows all tickets and distribution by status. Second table shows all 

suggested ticket Suggest status distribution. Third table shows close statuses. Left 

side shows how ticket senders have closed tickets. Right side shows Administration 

close statuses. Statistics can be filtered for chosen time period. 

 

Fig. 3.78: Ticket statistics view. 

3.5.3.10.3 Simulation ticket topics 
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By clicking on "Simulation ticket topics" in the menu in administration panel the list of 

all the topics opens up (see Figure 3.79). New one can be created by clicking on 

"New Ticket Topic" and inputting the topic. Existing can be edited or deleted by 

clicking on the name in topic list and clicking "Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

 

Fig. 3.79: Ticket topic list. 

3.5.3.11 Simulation 1 

Simulation 1 is a way of combining multiple object changes to see which changes 

affect the bike usage the best. Simulation 1 includes multiple project definition, 

affordable project set, combination generation and best result displaying. Each 

combination is a mix of one or more projects added to existing simulation settings. 

For example, if Project A is a project where 23rd station is set to Renting and Project 

B is a project where track from 54th to 55th station has changed a quality to 

excellent, then combination of Project A & Project B would be a simulation with 

default (existing) simulation settings that has two changes (mentioned projects). 

Each Simulation 1 consists of one or more one year simulations with conditions set 

by projects. 

3.5.3.11.1 New Simulation 1 

New Simulation 1 can be created by clicking on "New Simulation1" in the menu. 

New simulation form (see Figure 3.80) requires title, description, and simulation 

settings that can be chosen from the dropdown. When parameters have been 

chosen, user can move on by clicking "Next step". 
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Fig. 3.80: New Simulation 1 creation form. 

3.5.3.11.2 Manage projects and start simulation 

After inputting basic data for simulation the next step is to add projects for 

simulation. That can be done by clicking on tracks or stations on the map to open 

their informative windows and changing station type or track quality. Each change is 

considered new project and it has a name that can also be inputed in informative 

window (the same way as in simulation settings). 

Adding/editing or deleting projects populates the table under the map (see Figure 

3.81). When simulation project view is opened, table also loads already existing 

projects for these simulation settings (that have been previously created). These 

loaded ones can be used or deleted if not necessary.  

While creating simulation, deleted projects won't be deleted from simulation setting 

projects' list. New ones will be added to simulation setting projects after all 

combinations are generated. 

To start creating simulation combinations user needs to input amount of projects he 

can afford and click "Start simulation" button.  

After that all the possible combinations are generated and simulations for each 

combination run. 
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Fig. 3.81: Simulation 1 projects' list under the map. 

3.5.3.11.3 Running simulation and results 

When simulation 1 is started (see Figure 3.82), all the combinations are generated 

and populated in the table in grid view. While simulations for one year period are run 

one by one, table automatically updates active simulation running progress. When all 

simulations are finished, all combinations can be viewed more detailed to see what 

projects each includes. 

Figure 16 shows simulation 1 result view how it includes basic simulation information 

as well as simulation list included in simulation 1.  

First simulation in the list is default - the one with no added projects - default 

simulation settings previously uploaded by master user. 

All the others are combinations of projects. Each combination name is concatenated 

project names with "&" symbol. All combinations are sorted by the biggest bicycle 

usage percentage difference from default simulation settings.  
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Fig. 3.82: Simulation 1 result table. 

3.5.3.12 Simulation 2 

Users with Master role can access Simulation 2 section by clicking on section title in 

the menu. 

3.5.3.12.1 Simulation 2 list 

Simulation list (see Figure 3.83) shows all Simulation 2 run for one week by Master 

user and regular user from public side. Each simulation has status, ID that links to 

simulation visual results, progress percentage, description, chosen simulation 

settings, bike user percentage and date created. 
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Fig. 3.83: Simulation 2 list. 

3.5.3.12.2 New Simulation 2 

To create new Simulation 2, Master can click on "New Simulation2" link in the menu. 

New simulation requires title, description, fully loaded (with all files uploaded) 

simulation settings, chosen month and weather conditions. When parameters have 

been chosen, simulation can be started by clicking "Create & start". 

3.5.3.12.3 Delete simulation 2 

In the simulation list there are "Delete" buttons for each simulation that opens 

deletion view (see Figure 3.84). This view shows everything that is connected to 

corresponding simulation. If simulation is deleted its ticket, ticket replies and 

simulation results will be permanently deleted. To confirm the deletion click in the 

checkbox and click "Delete". 

 

Fig. 3.84: Simulation 2 deletion view. 

3.5.3.13 Start page info and links 

Simulation start page has menu with dynamic list of links to internal or external 

resources such as simulation Administration page of external questionnaires etc. 

Manu list can be populated in Links section in Administration. Each link includes the 

text that will appear in the menu in each of the three supported languages as well as 

the link itself (see Figure 3.85). 
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Fig. 3.85: Simulation settings link show view. 

 

Note: link has to include full address, starting with "http://" to properly link it to 

external resource! Link list can be edited. Each link can be managed, changed and 

deleted. Start page also includes intro text about simulation software that can be 

managed in the administration. Start page intro text includes three text fields to fill in 

- each is for start text in each of the supported simulation software languages (see 

Figure 3.86). 

 

Fig. 3.86: Start page intro view example (from Skopje Vodno software). 

3.5.3.14 Public access 

3.5.3.14.1 Start page 
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Start page includes links as menu on the top of the page added by Administration. 

Links may include inner routes as to Administration panel as well as outer routes - to 

external information such as questionnaires etc. 

3.5.3.14.2 New simulation 

New simulation can be accessed by clicking "New simulation" in the middle of start 

page (see Figure 3.87). 

3.5.3.14.3 Search 

Start page also provides search, where simulation results can be opened by 

searching their ID. If simulation with inputted ID does not exist or is still running, 

corresponding message is shown. 

 

Fig. 3.87: Skopje Bicycle simulation software public start page. 

3.5.3.14.4 Start simulation 

Public simulation is the way for citizens of Skopje city to forecast (in their opinion) 

best possible situation in the city with bike track and station placement, type and 

quality changes so the bike usage in the city would increase the most. 

Simulation start view provides the map of Skopje city with existing and possible bike 

tracks and stations with their total lists, map legends and options at the right side of 

the map (see Figure 3.88). 
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Fig. 3.88: New simulation start page with object lists open. 

3.5.3.15 Station editing 

Clicking on any station on the map opens up its information window (see Figure 

3.89) where under station name and its code the three icons are placed (Bus station, 

Train station, Point of interest) - if the icon is black, its corresponding element is 

included in the station. If icon is transparent/grey the element is not included. Lower 

there is shown station position on the map is shown as well as input field to suggest 

the capacity, change station status (NO_POSSIBILITY, POSSIBLE, PLANNED, 

EXISTING) or its type (PARKING, RENTING, NO_PARKING) in corresponding 

dropdowns. As statuses are represented by different coloured markers on the map, 

status change in the dropdown also changes marker color on the map. Changes 

made are saved automatically. Informative window can be closed by clicking close 

button (X) on the right top corner. 
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Fig. 3.89: Station information window before simulation. 

3.5.3.16 Track editing 

Tracks can be edited in similar way as stations. Their informative windows (see 

Figure 3.90) can be opened by clicking on the track on map. User can view track 

start and end point names and codes, change track quality (No possibility, Very bad, 

Bad, Good, Excellent) and status (NO_POSSIBILITY, POSSIBLE, PLANNED, 

EXISTING). Its position on the map is also shown as well as the button for track 

route editing.  

 

Fig. 3.90: Track information window before simulation. 

 

After clicking "edit track route", the route editing view is opened with only this track 

shown on the map. To edit the route, drag points of the track to create new turns or 
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to move existing ones (see Figure 3.91). Track start and end points have to stay at 

their existing positions, because these are station positions that are connected by 

this track. 

 

 

Fig. 3.91: Track route editing before simulation. 

 

Click on the map to finish editing or click on "Cancel track editing" to cancel.  

3.5.3.16.1 Draw new track 

In the Skopje city there are also a lot of stations that are not directly connected to 

each other or the connection is not the best possible. User can also draw new tracks 

to connect stations so simulation bicycle users could use better route. To start track 

drawing process, click on the track drawing icon on the left side of the map in with 

"Map legends" block opened (see Figure 3.92). 
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Fig. 3.92: Red highlighted track drawing button. 

 

First step is to choose two stations to connect (by clicking on them). Throughout the 

entire track drawing process, the informative messages and input field will be shown 

in the top center of the screen (see Figure 3.93). 

 

 

Fig. 3.93: Track drawing step 1 information. 
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Chosen stations will bounce. If both chosen station have track connecting them, the 

corresponding information will be displayed and user would be asked to choose 

different stations. After choosing start and end points, track route should be created 

the same way as editing the track. 

Next step is to set basic information about the track as it's quality and status (see 

Figure 3.94). According to quality set, the new track will be placed on the map in 

corresponding color (i.e. if excellent then color would be green see Figure 3.95). 

 

 

Fig. 3.94: Drawing track data input. 

 

 

Fig. 3.95: Created new track. 
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3.5.3.17 Start simulation 

Simulation also requires basic data input before starting simulation - weather 

conditions (bright, sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, storm) and month of year when one 

week period will be simulated. While simulation is running, it's progress and spent 

time is shown on screen (see Figure 3.96). 

 

 

Fig. 3.96: Running public simulation view. 

3.5.3.18 Simulation results 

All the basics of simulation results are explained in this section. There are minor 

differences between Master user result view and public access results (see Figure 

3.97). 
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Fig. 3.97: Public simulation results with map legends open. 

 

Results include map objects (tracks and stations) with their information, result 

blocks, timeline and ticket sending feature (see Figure 3.97). 

3.5.3.19 Map objects 

Map results have different parts and sections which each provides significant 

functionality for result representation. 

There are five different station types represented by different icons on map. Table 

3.9 shows explanation according to icons. 

 

Table 3.9: Station icon explanation. 

Icon Explanation 

 Not possible 

 
Planned station 

 
Possible station 
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Existing station 

 Point of interest 

 

Point of interest star is added to other markers if the station has it. 

Tracks are shown as colorful lines on roads. Each color represents different track 

quality. Green is excellent; Pink - good; Brown - bad, red road is in very bad 

condition and grey road is not possible. 

Days in which to show simulation object results can be chosen by clicking on its 

names in top left corner of result view. Under day block there is a list of tracks. 

Clicking on track in list opens it's data window. To switch from track list to station 

list, click on representative title at the top of the list block. 

3.5.3.20 Data for each 

Clicking on each station and track opens it's data window (see Figure 3.98), where it 

shows station's data starting with title (in corresponding language) and code. 

Under title there are three icons representing station - is there bus station, train 

station and is it point of interest. If station does not include those - representative 

icons are shown pale. These icons are not shown for tracks. 

Under introductive data there is shown territory where object is located on map.  

After that for both tracks and stations there is a list of main numeric and non-

numeric attributes. Stations include parking station status, capacity, average 

utilization per hour throughout all the simulation time, suggested capacity for this 

station as well as station type.  

Suggested capacity is calculated from average occupancy of all hours in simulated 

week and multiplied by the bike owner percentage (or bike renter percentage if it is 

renting suggestion). Tracks have track quality and track status in the list. Bar chart 

represents occupancy per hour in corresponding day (set using timeline). Chart 

includes capacity line (red), suggested capacity (orange) and green capacity 

(average utilization). Tracks have only average utilization line (green). 
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Fig. 3.98: Data window for station. 

3.5.3.21 Ticket sending 

Regular system user after finishing his simulation can send ticket to Administration of 

Skopje to suggest, complain etc. about simulation tracks, stations, occupancy etc. 

New ticket creation can be started by clicking on ticket creation icon on the right side 

of screen in the result page. It opens up data input form (see Figure 3.99) for e-mail 

(optional), ticket title, topic and ticket message that explains ticket sending reason 

and changes to be made in simulation settings. Ticket can be sent by clicking "Send". 

If e-mail was inputted in the form, user will receive messages to that e-mail for all 

the changes of ticket - creation, opened by Administration, received an answered, 

changed status or suggested. 

After sending the ticket all that information will be shown also in simulation result 

block ticket sub-block. 
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Fig. 3.99: Ticket form. 

3.5.3.22 Results block 

Results block (see Figure 3.100) can be opened by clicking on results representative 

icon on the right side of results page. Result block includes multiple sub-blocks: 

 Simulation basic information with trivial explanation, chosen parameters and 

finish time;  

 Bicycle usage percentage at the end of this particular simulation;  

 Ticket block (if ticket has been sent) with sent ticket's basic information, 

simulation ID, conversation with Administration and buttons to reply (if ticket 

is still open) and approve/disapprove buttons (if ticket is answered); 

 Simulation configuration suggestion - if Master is viewing simulation results 

and it has been suggested. It includes simulation settings file links used for 

this simulation and Approve/Reject buttons to set suggestion status (if it has 

not been done already); 
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 Average station occupancy table - Table with data about all the stations that 

are being occupied during the day. Average occupancy for each day is 

calculated as total visitors in all the day divided by 24 hours. Above the table 

there are buttons for switching between days of the week to see occupancy in 

other days.  

Clicking on the table headers sort table (by station name or occupancy 

number either ascending or descending); 

 New created track list (only for Master user). Table includes list of all the 

tracks that have been created prior the simulation with their options to view 

the data that should be added to simulation setting track file (to include it in 

the default setting) and to add it to the simulation settings automatically (see 

Figure 3.101). Adding track to the simulation setting with this option adds it to 

the track list, but doesn't affect the track input file. 

 

 

Fig. 3.100: Full simulation results view. 

 

  

Fig. 3.101: New track block before and after adding track to simulation settings. 
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3.5.3.23 Timeline 

Simulation is run for one week period. Timeline is used to interactively show situation 

in the bicycle path over that time iteration by one hour. Timeline for simulation 

results (both Master user's and public) is placed on the top left corner of the map. 

Timeline includes six option buttons and two informative fields (see Figure 3.102). 

 

 

Fig. 3.102: Simulation results timeline. 

 

Top row is for days - arrow on the left switches one day back. Arrow on the right 

means day forward. Text in the middle represents the day that is selected. 

Bottom row is for hours - (from left to right) play button animates through the time 

hour by hour, changing situation on the map accordingly. Pause button stops 

animation. Arrow left and arrow right can change timeline time by one hour back and 

forth. Bottom middle information field shows hour chosen.  

Changing time in the timeline changes situation on the map. If station style (in the 

"map legends") is chosen as 'charts' not 'icons', occupancy charts for each station will 

be shown at its position on the map (see Figure 3.103). Tracks have occupancy 

nodes - circles on the map show how occupanced is the track assuming that one bike 

takes 2m2 of the track. If nodes are closer to red, track is more occupied. Closer to 

red - less occupied. Each node on the track represents twenty bike riders (if there is 

only one node on the track, there can be 1 - 20 riders). 
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Fig. 3.103: Simulation results charts and track nodes. 

3.5.3.24 Advanced visualization 

Advanced visualization offers integrated SemaVis visualization in the results of Skopje 

Bicycle routes simulation software. SemaVis includes visualization for occupancy data 

of the resources. 

Visualization can be viewed in simulation results clicking on the global results button 

on the right side of the screen opening global results. There right under “CLOSE” 

button is a link to the Advanced visualization. Clicking that will open Semavis 

visualization in the same page (see Figure 3.104). 
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Fig. 3.104: SemaVis first view. 

 

Clicking the “Occupancy” block and then “By day” block on the left side opens up the 

day choice for statistic visualization (see Figure 3.105). 

Then clicking on the desired day finishes the choice for the data. 

 

 

Fig. 3.105: Occupancy choice by day. 

 

Clicking on data visualization blocks from the right side column allows to show them 

on the screen.  Multiple visualization types can be added to the screen (see Figure 

3.106). 
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Fig. 3.106: Semavis visualization blocks. 

 

Blocks can be dragged around, resized and removed from the screen. SemaVis 

visualization can be closed clicking on the same “Advanced visualization” link. 

 

3.5.4 Zagreb green-park activities occupancy analysis simulator manual 

3.5.4.1 Authorization 

Working with Zagreb-Open Green park simulation software requires authorization. 

Authorization includes username and password (see Figure 3.107). 

 

Fig. 3.107: Simulation software authorization. 

 

Software provides two user roles with different access rights: User and Admin. 
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3.5.4.2 User roles 

“User” user role can access both simulations, their attribute management, create 

new simulations etc.  

“Admin” user role can do everything with simulation and additionally create new 

users, manage existing ones as well as manage configuration for simulation 

software. Admin can access mentioned sections by clicking or their titles in the menu 

(see Figure 3.108). 

 

Fig. 3.108: Start page view for admin. 

3.5.4.3 Manage users 

User section is intended for user management - new users can be added and existing 

can be changed or deleted. 

3.5.4.3.1 Add new user 

To add new user, click on "New User" in the menu on the top. It opens up 

registration form with username and password fields, "enabled" checkbox and user 

role list. Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and select the roles to add more 

than one role to the user. 

Mandatory input fields are marked with *. 

3.5.4.3.2 Manage existing user 
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Although all the information about registered user is displayed in the table, it can 

also be seen by clicking on username in the list. It opens up all table with 

information and option buttons - "Edit" and "Delete". 

Click on "edit" to edit existing user. After clicking on the button, it opens up form as 

like creating new user, only in editing view all the fields are filled with user's existing 

information (except the password field). Click and hold CTRL button on keyboard and 

select the roles to add more than onerole to the user. Changes can be saved by 

clicking "Update" button. 

3.5.4.4 Configuration 

Configuration is section for system administration and must not be changed without 

significant reason! 

It contains simulation model settings data. Configuration can be edited or deleted by 

clicking on it's title in list and continued with "Edit" or "Delete" buttons. 

New can be added by clicking "New Configuration" link in the menu. 

Incorrectly set configuration will lead to crash of simulation software! 

3.5.4.5 General description 

Zagreb Green Park is agent-based simulation model designed in RePast 

environment (see Figure 3.109). The simulator is aimed to general square planning 

through potential occupancy analysis and park layout design and exploitation.  

 

Fig. 3.109: Zagreb Open Green Park Simulator architecture. 
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The Occupancy Analysis simulator and the Layout Design and Exploitation 

simulator can be used together or separately. The Occupancy Analysis Simulation is 

based on statistical data (typical visitor and accompanying person / animal 

characteristics, time of arrival, list of desirable activities and probability of their 

choice), profile distribution on weekdays and weekends, as well as the minimal 

determined visitors’ service area allows creating a rough and hypothetical distribution 

of park zones. It is possible to ascertain the number of visitors in each zone in the 

simulated time slot, as well as determine the number of rejected visitors if the 

particular zone was totally occupied. 

This simulator takes into account the size of each activity and allows specifying 

the size of zones by summing up activity areas, as well as allows modification and 

creation the new visitor profiles during green park exploitation ensuring replacing 

theoretical assumptions about visitor distribution with real data and taking also into 

account meteorological information.  

Distances and possible conflicts between intermediary activities are being 

controlled. Activity/equipment inspection and/or maintenance deadlines are 

determined to permit planning the work of support services and predict servicing 

costs.  

Spatial data is stored using GeoServer. Statistical data is saved in a Postgre SQL 

database.  

Simulation days include weekdays and the weekend i.e. one full week. 

Depending on the date entered, the weekday is determined and simulation is 

performed for the selected amount of days. Simulation length determines result 

credibility because it anticipates the distribution of simulation results to conform to 

the normal distribution of probabilities. Result levelling can be observed visually but 

in keeping with classic methods it can be assumed that a 95% credible result can be 

achieved if the number of simulation cycles (days) are 30 or more. All activities are 

distributed over 16 zones in the park. The designer of the park has specified these. 

The same name activities can be located in different zones. 

The potential maximum number of visitors determines the required minimum 

area of a zone. If the initially determined zone area is too small, the disappointed 
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visitor goes to another priority activity or leaves the park. If within one activity the 

presence of people with autism as well as other visitors is detected, the possibility of 

conflict is predicted.   

The use of the Zagreb Green Park Occupancy Analysis simulator allows the 

possibility to answer the following questions: 

• What is the minimal square of the park zones? 

• How many people had limited access to their favourite activity? 

• Are some potential conflicts predicted? 

However, the above-mentioned simulation provides information on the potential 

size of the zone area based on the potential number of visitors but it does not take 

into account the locations and square of activities/facilities and reasonable distances 

between intermediary activities. The Zagreb Open Green Park Layout Design uses 

the operational data from the Zagreb Green Park Occupancy Analysis but allows for 

interactive layout design using spatial graphical information. 

The simulator takes into account: 

• Activities / equipment square size and inspection deadlines; 

• The meteorological conditions; 

• The opportunity to make changes to existing profiles and create new profiles 

by entering real data after commencing park operations; 

• Interactive layout design options; 

• The opportunity to report an occupancy and conflicts prediction for potential 

visitors through the Internet on the Zagreb Municipality website; 

• Conflict predictions for intermediary activities; 

• Park maintenance service job scheduling events. 

The Zagreb Open Green Park Layout Design simulator provides an opportunity to 

create a more accurate zoning distribution because it is not based on the individual 

comfort area determined for each visitor but on the defined square size of the 

activity and the maximum number of simultaneous visitors for this activity. 

Simulation system is available at http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/  

Recommended web browser is Google Chrome. 

http://prod.fupol.lv:8080/FupolSimulatorGui/
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3.5.4.6 User profiles 

Users profiles depend on the attributes: 

 Age: Age of the citizens  

 Domain: 0 - 120 defining ranges of age  

 Gender: Gender of the citizens  

 Domain: M (Male) or F (Female)  

 ChildrenFamU: Number of children (under 18) in the family unit  

 Domain: 0 - 10  

 AutisticDisorder: Shows if user profile has autistic disorder 

 Domain: 1 (has disorder) or 0 (not autistic) 

 HouseType: Type of house. It is different to live in an apartment than in a house. 

 Domain:  1 - Apartment  

2 - Town house without too much garden  

3 - House with garden  

 Dog: Existence of dog in family 

 Domain: 1 (has dog) or 0 (no dog) 

Tables have 4 columns in this order: the name of the attribute, exact value if the 

attribute must have one, and minimum and maximum values if the attribute must be 

greater or equal than the minimum and less or equal than the maximum. When 

some attribute just has a minimum value, it means that the value must be greater or 

equal than that value; and when they just have a maximum value, it must be less or 

equal than that value. 

 P1: 
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3.5.4.7 Zones and activities 

All activities are distributed over 16 zones in the park. The designer of the park 

has specified these. The same name activities can be located in different park zones. 

 

List of zones:  

 Z1: Playground with games 1, for little children   

 Z2: Playground with games 2, for younger school age  

 Z3: Playground with games 3, for adolescents   

 Z4: Sandbox  

 Z5: Grass zone (with some trees to have some shade)  

 Z6: Picnic zone (with tables and benches)  

 Z7: Bike training ground (with basic traffic signs and rules)  

 Z8: Sensory Park: Labyrinth  

 Z9: Sensory Park: Music bells corner  

 Z10: Sensory Park: aromatic herbs garden  

 Z11: Sensory Park: building in the nature zone  

 Z12: Sensory Park: amphitheatre  

 Z13: Sensory Park: paths with different colours, textures and training ground for 

motoric tasks (jump, skip over, scrape through, reach and pull, etc.)  

 Z14: Sensory Park: Fountain  

 Z15: Pathways  

 Z16: Bocce ball fields  
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The list of possible activities, including activities for autistics, is:  

 A1: Walking through the park pathway  

 A2: Sitting on a bench  

 A3: Sitting around a table  

 A4: Feeding children  

 A5: Playing in the Sandbox  

 A6: Sitting on the grass  

 A7: Sitting and playing on the grass  

 A8: Swinging  

 A9: Sliding down the toboggan (slide)  

 A10: Spinning on roundabouts  

 A11: Climbing on monkey bars  

 A12: Roller skating  

 A13: Playing ball on the grass  

 A14: Playing rackets on the grass  

 A15: Riding a bicycle  

 A16: Playing football  

 A17: Playing basketball  

 A18: Skateboarding  

 A19: Playing social games sitting around a table  

 A21: Walking with a dog  

 A22: Touching objects and surfaces  

 A23: Playing frisbee  

 A24: Playing with a dog  

 A25: Playing bocce ball  

 A26: Resting  

 A27: Playing in the labyrinth  

 A28: Standing  

 A29: Standing with a parm  

 A30: Watching water movement and/or listening the sound of the water  

 A31: Following the paths with motoric tasks  
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 A32: Walking through the labyrinth  

 A33: Sitting in the aromatic herbs garden  

 A34: walking through the aromatic herbs garden  

 A35: Listening bells sounds  

 A36: Playing passing obstacles (climbing, crawling, going in and out, etc.)  

 A37: Having a party in the amphitheatre  

 A38: Playing theatre games  

 A39: Playing in the Sensory Park  

 

The same name activities can be located in different zones. Following table in 

Figure 3.110 indicates all the possible activities for each zone.  

 

Fig. 3.110: Zone and activity compatibility table. 

3.5.4.8 Simulation 

3.5.4.8.1 New simulation creation 
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 „Zagreb-Open Green Park Occupancy Analysis” link has to be clicked to create 

new Zagreb Green park simulation (see Figure 3.111). 

 

 

Fig. 3.111: Start page simulation list. 

 

After clicking on link mentioned above system opens basic information form to fill 

(see Figure 3.112) – „Title” and „Description” (of simulation) fields needs to be filled.  

Also simulation titles must be unique (Occupancy analysis and Layout Designs cannot 

have the same title as well). When filling those fields click „Next step” button to 

move further. 

 

 

Fig. 3.112: Basic information form. 
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3.5.4.8.1.1 Simulation copy 

To start new simulation, saving all the input data from another simulation and, for 

example, changing one or two parameters, the simulation copy can be created. To 

do so, click on the 'Start similar simulation' link in simulation results. It takes user 

through the same simulation creation steps as for new simulation, but saving data 

from previous simulation in all the input fields. Adjust initial data for the new 

simulation and run it the same way as all the other simulations. 

3.5.4.8.2 Simulation configuration 

This step requires all the input parameters for the simulation (see Figure 3.113). 

Numbers in brackets shows range for each input field: 

 Simulation date - click on that empty text field for calendar to pop up. 

Choose modeling date or fill it in format shown (mm/dd/yyyy i.e. 

01.10.2013); 

 Simulation period - shows an amount of days to be simulated; 

 Park visitors per day - will be possible average number of people (per day) 

visiting the park; 

 Persons with autisms - amount of autists in park; 

 Accompanying persons - amount of accompaniers to all the autists. 

 

Fig. 3.113: Simulation parameters. 
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In „Configure park zones” section are defined all the park zones (16). Each zone 

requires its surface area/size (m2) and activities to perform in the zone. Only 

compatible activities for each zone are offered to choose from. Click the checkbox in 

front of each activity to add activities one by one or click „Select all”/”Select none” 

links to select/deselect all activities proposed for specific zone. 

3.5.4.8.3 Park zones 

3.5.4.8.3.1 Park zone - Playground with games 1, for little children 

First zone in the list is „Playground with games 1, for little children”, that is most 

suitable for little childer in pre-school age. In this are can be performed following 

activities (see Figure 3.114): 

 Swinging; 

 Riding a bicycle; 

 Feeding children; 

 Standing; 

 Spinning on roundabouts; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Sliding down the toboggan (slide); 

 Climbing on monkey bars; 

 Roller skating; 

 Standing; 

 Standing with a pram. 

 

 

Fig. 3.114: Playground with games 1, for little children. 
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3.5.4.8.3.2 Park zone - Playground with games 2, for younger school age 

„Playground with games 2, for younger school age” zone is most suitable for first 

year primary school children. Activities to plan in this area are as follows (see Figure 

3.115): 

 Swinging; 

 Sliding down the toboggan (slide); 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Standing; 

 Spinning on roundabouts; 

 Riding a bicycle; 

 Climbing on monkey bars; 

 Roller skating. 

 

Fig. 3.115: Playground with games 2, for younger school age. 

3.5.4.8.3.3 Park zone - Playground with games 3, for adolescents 

„Playground with games 3, for adolescents” zone is created for adolescents. 

Following activities can be performed (see Figure 3.116): 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Swinging; 

 Standing; 

 Spinning on roundabouts; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Sliding down the toboggan (slide). 
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Fig. 3.116: Playground with games 3, for adolescents. 

3.5.4.8.3.4 Park zone - Sandbox 

„Sandbox” zone is area for little children to play or their parents to watch them. 

Activities allowed (see Figure 3.117): 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Playing in the Sandbox; 

 Standing. 

 

Fig. 3.117: Sandbox. 

3.5.4.8.3.5 Park zone - Grass zone (with some trees to have some shade) 

„Grass zone” is recreational for people in any age. There are some trees for the 

shade. There can be performed these activities (see Figure 3.118): 

 Playing rackets on the grass; 

 Playing football; 

 Feeding children; 

 Standing; 

 Playing ball on the grass; 

 Sitting on the grass; 

 Playing with a dog; 

 Resting; 

 Playing frisbee; 

 Sitting and playing on the grass; 

 Sitting on a bench. 
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Fig. 3.118: Grass Zone. 

3.5.4.8.3.6 Park zone – Picnic zone (with tables and benches) 

Picknic zone with tables and benches offers activities as follows (see Figure 

3.119): 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Feeding children; 

 Standing; 

 Resting; 

 Playing social games sitting around a tabele; 

 Sitting around a tabele. 

 

Fig. 3.119: Picnic zone. 

3.5.4.8.3.7 Park zone - Bike training ground (with basic traffic signs and rules) 

 „Bike training ground (with basic traffic signs and rules)” is made for bike, 

skateboard, and roller riding begginners to learn basics of traffic. Possible activities 

(see Figure 3.120):  

 Skateboarding; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Standing; 

 Riding a bicycle; 

 Roller skating. 
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Fig. 3.120: Bike training ground. 

3.5.4.8.3.8 Park zone – Sensory Park: Labyrinth 

„Sensory Park: Labyrinth” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.121): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Walking throught the labyrinth; 

 Playing in the labyrinth ; 

 Standing. 

 

Fig. 3.121: Sensory Park: Labyrinth. 

3.5.4.8.3.9 Park zone – Sensory Park: Music bells corner 

„Sensory Park: Music bells corner” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.122): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Standing; 

 Listening bells sounds. 

 

Figure 3.122: Sensory Park: Music bells corner. 

3.5.4.8.3.10 Park zone – Sensory Park: Aromatic herbs garden 
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„Sensory Park: Aromatic herbs garden” offers activities as follows (see Figure 

3.123): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Walking through the aromatic herbs garden; 

 Sitting in the aromatic herbs garden; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Standing. 

 

Fig. 3.123: Sensory park: aromatic herbs garden. 

3.5.4.8.3.11 Park zone – Sensory Park: Building in the nature zone 

„Sensory Park: Building in the nature zone” offers activities as follows (see Figure 

3.124): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Playing passing obstacles (climbing, crawling, going in and out, etc.); 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Standing. 

 

Fig. 3.124: Sensory Park: Building in the nature zone. 

3.5.4.8.3.12 Park zone – Sensory Park: Amphitheatre 

„Sensory Park: Amphitheatre” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.125): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 
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 Resting; 

 Playing theatre gaumes; 

 Standing; 

 Having a party in the amphitheatre. 

 

Fig. 3.125: Sensory Park: Amphitheatre. 

3.5.4.8.3.13 Park zone – Sensory Park: Paths 

„Sensory Park: Paths” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.126): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Following the paths with motoric tasks; 

 Standing. 

 

Fig. 3.126: Sensory Park: Paths. 

3.5.4.8.3.14 Park zone – Sensory Park: Fountain 

„Sensory Park: Fountain” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.127): 

 Touching objects and surfaces; 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Feeding children; 

 Sitting on a bench; 

 Resting; 

 Standing; 

 Watching water movement and/or listening the sound of the water. 
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Fig. 3.127: Sensory Park: Fountain. 

3.5.4.8.3.15 Park zone – Sensory Park: Pathways 

„Sensory Park: Pathways” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.128): 

 Standing with a pram; 

 Walking through the park pathway; 

 Roller skating; 

 Walking with a dog; 

 Standing; 

 Riding a bicycle; 

 Skateboarding. 

 

Fig. 3.128: Pathways. 

3.5.4.8.3.16 Park zone – Sensory Park: Bocce ball fields 

„Sensory Park: Bocce ball” offers activities as follows (see Figure 3.129): 

 Sitting in a bench; 

 Standing; 

 Playing bocce ball. 

 

Fig. 3.129: Bocce ball fields. 
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Zone block (see Figure 3.130) can be opened by clicking on its name. „Start 

simulation” button can be pressed after filling all the zone size fields and choosing 

activities for zones. Those zones blocks, which not needed for the simulation, can be 

left closed.  

 

Fig. 3.130: Closed zone blocks. 

 

Simulation time can vary and it depends on the input data complexity. When 

simulation is finished all the results are shown with no interaction or help by user. 

3.5.4.9 Simulation rules 

3.5.4.9.1 Simulation algorithm 

For better result understanding, document includes explanation (see Figure 3.131) of 

how the simulator works and calculates zone surfaces and conflicts. Also information 

is given about simulation's stochastic factors. Essence is following: 

 Initial zone size - set before simulation by user; 

 Max zone surface - highest surface size that could have been assigned to the 

zone at any point of simulation (not necessarily at one point for all the zones); 
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 Min zone surface w/ rejected - surface size that is needed for the zone so no 

visitors would be rejected at any moment of the simulation time. 4m2 for each 

visitor; 

 Surface for one visitor is 4m2. Except in pathway where it is 1m2 per person; 

 Changes of zone size (according to the occupancy and capacity of previous day) 

are made at 2 a.m. every day of simulation; 

 Available surface is total of all the available unused surface of the zones; 

 Zone size after simulation is calculated by distributing available surface 

throughout all the overoccupanced zones. 

3.5.4.9.2 Detailed information 

3.5.4.9.2.1 Timing 

Data about users is gathered every minute (which users come to the zone and which 

go away) and ranges of 15 minute sum is displayed in charts and tables. 

The same situation is with occupancy conflicts. Simulation checks users every minute 

and total amount of conflicts of each 15 minute time period is shown in charts. 

Zone sizes (according to its' previous day changes, available surface (at the end of 

the day)) and occupancy conflicts (total during last 15 minute time period) are 

changed every day at 2 a.m. 

3.5.4.9.2.2 Initial input information 

Autists' accompanies are not counted in park as visitors. 

Persons with autism occupy the same amount of surface as regular park visitors. 

Initial zone size 

Those are m2 given to each zone before the simulation. The parameter is given by 

user. 

Max zone surface 

Max zone surface is calculated with formula: (visitor count * area needed for one 

visitor). 

Minimum surface size needed for each visitor is 4m2. For 10 visitors needed surface 

is 10 * 4 = 40m2 
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Different situation is with pathways. Visitor on pathway needs only 1m2 free space 

for himself at any time, so visitor count on pathway equals surface size (in m2). 

If there are 10 visitors, needed surface for pathway is 10m2. 

Rejected zone size is calculated as 1m2 (for pathways) or 4m2 (for any other zone) 

needed for each rejected visitor. Rejected zone size counts maximum number of 

visitors who want to come to the zone at one 15 min time period (including allowed 

and rejected visitors) and multiplies it with size needed for each visitor. 

Max zone size is changed 

In the zone surface size table max zone surface (for each zone) is shown at each 

zone's top (most visitors) visiting moment, not all (necessarily) at the same time. 

Park zone max surface diagram shows zone changes during the simulation, when the 

entire initially assigned surface is distributed between all the zones. Zone size 

changes are performed each day @ 2am. 

Zone size after simulation pie chart shows final data distribution. At first, it distributes 

available surface (that is taken from the zones, that have part of its' surface unused) 

between all the overused areas. Plus it involves left-over (after assigning needed 

surface to overoccupanced zones) available park surface equal distribution between 

all the zones that had been overoccupanced current day. 

Zones are changing surface sizes gradually, leaving itself significant amount of 

unused size for extra visitors. 

Rejected visitors in zone diagram shows how many visitors are rejected in each 15 

minute time period (total number of current time period). 

Min zone surface with rejected visitors shows what would be the minimum zone size 

needed so no visitors would be rejected from current zone at any moment for each 

visitor.  

Explanation of max zone size 

If one zone has sudden (in one or two 15 minute time periods) huge amount of 

occupancy conflicts, only part of needed surface is added. Even if there are so many 

surfaces available, it will give more, only if this huge amount of conflicts will remain 

as high further on. There is no need to add huge surface size to the zone, if high 

number of visitors is anly at one point of the day. 
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That's why sometimes some zones can have a lot of unused surface, but others still 

have rejected visitors at some point (it's because zone is overoccupanced for short 

amount of time). 

3.5.4.9.3 Zone surface size changing algorithm 

Figure 3.131 shows visual explanation: 

 Algorithm is run based on occupancy conflicts and previous day zone changes; 

 First the entire available surface is gathered: 

o Zone can give away part of it's surface if it has some unused area; 

o If zone hasn't decreased previous day or 75% of previous day growth is 

less than 50% of unused surface size --> zone gives away 50% of it's 

unused area; 

o If zone has increased previous day and 50% of unused surface is more 

than 75% of previous day's growth --> zone gives away 75% of area that 

was increased previous day; 

o Surface from each zone is added to "Available surface"; 

 After collecting available surface, it is distributed between the zones: 

o Extra surface is given to those zones that have had occupancy conflicts on 

current day; 

o For each overoccupanced zone its occupancy ratio is calculated (this zone's 

occup. conflicts / all occup. conflicts); 

o Possible given surface is calculated by available surface * occupancy ratio; 

o If zone has increased previous day or 75% of previous day decrease is 

more than possible given surface --> zone is increased by possible given 

surface; 

o If zone has decreased previous day and possible given surface is more 

than 75% of previous day decrease --> zone is increased by 75% of area 

that was decreased previous day; 

 If some part of available surface is left over after assigning it to overused zones, 

is equally distributed between all previously overused areas. 
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Fig. 3.131: Simulation algorithm. 

3.5.4.10 Decision making 

In the Zagreb Occupancy Analysis simulation there are decisions for the users to 

make - at some points they have multiple options, which zone to go to, basing on 

their day plan (for example, where to eat lunch). Such decisions have incalculable 

impacts from everyday situations, so these decisions are calculated randomly. 

So basing on these stochastic decisions, simulation results with absolutely identical 

input data might turn out different - once a zone will be overloaded with people, 

sometimes it might be half-empty. 

3.5.4.11 Simulation description and parameters 

After clicking „Start simulation” the result page is shown. As multiple days and 

situations are simulated, there is a high probability that user needs to wait multiple 

seconds until seeing end results.  

While simulation is still running, page shows details and configuration of 

simulation as well as it’s progress with percentage rate (see Figure 3.132).  
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Selected zone information (their sizes and selected activities) are also available 

while waiting for simulation to finish. Click „show” link by the „Selected zone 

activities” title to see the list. 

 

 

Fig. 3.132: Simulation still running. 

 

List with selected zone activities are shown as follows (see Figure 3.133). 

 

Fig. 3.133: Selected zone activities. 

 

Click „hide” link to hide the list again. 

When simulation is completed, result tables and charts appear on screen. 

3.5.4.11.1 Zone surface size 

„Zone surface size” table (see Figure 3.134) shows values for all the 16 zones. 

Columns describe: 

 Initial size shows initial (user’s input) size;  
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 Max zone surface shows highest amount of zone size that could be given 

to this zone at any point of simulation;  

 Min needed zone with rejected shows minimal size of the zone that is 

needed to fit all the people at one most occupanced moment (including 

rejected visitors), which means that it is maximal ever needed zone size. 

 

Fig. 3.134: Zone surface size. 
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3.5.4.11.2 Zone size at the beginning and end of the simulation 

First pie chart shows initial zone sizes (see Figure 3.135)  and final values at the 

end of simulation (see Figure 3.136).  Total park size is shown at the bottom of each 

chart. 

 

Fig. 3.135: Initial zone size. 

 

Fig. 3.136: Results – zone size after simulation. 
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However the mouse over preferred slice, to see each pie chart slice’s details 

(zone name, size in number and percent). 

3.5.4.11.3 Potential conflicts in zone 

Conflicts table shows problematic spots. One row corresponds to one conflict type 

– in certain zone happens conflict between two certain profiles each doing their own 

certain activity (see Figure 3.137). Last column shows possible conflict number. 

Regular visitors’ conflicts between different activities and different profiles are shown 

in first table.  

Table that shows autistic user doing the same activity in the same place is shown 

under the first one (see Figure 3.138).  

In this table each row indicates how many conflicts occurred during simulation 

(see Figure 3.138). Zone - zone where occurred conflict. Activity1 - activity to be 

performed, Activity2 - conflicting activity, Profile1 - visitors profile who wanted to 

perform Activity1, Profile2 - visitors profile who performed Activity2, Conflicts - 

number of conflicts between these activities and profiles. In autistic user’s table all 

the conflicts occur in between the same activity. Autistic visitor profiles range [101, 

110]. These tables are interactive and table headers are clickable to sort/group table 

rows. 

 

 

Fig. 3.137: Potential conflicts in grass zone. 
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Fig. 3.138: Potential conflicts with autistic visitors. 

3.5.4.11.4 Park maximum capacity for each zone 

This chart shows zone area size changes dynamically in time. Park zone max 

surface indicates the maximum capacity for each zone in particular time. During the 

simulation park max surface may increase or decrease dependence on occupancy. 

Zones max surface decreases incremental till there is no unused space left. Max 

surface increases incremental, each step increasing max surface based on occupancy 

(see Figure 3.139).  

 

 

Fig. 3.139: Results – park zone max surface. 
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Moving mouse over max surface chart changes the data in the list at the right 

side of chart according to time axis point the mouse is hovering over in that moment. 

For example, when mouse is at 2013/09/17 15:45 surface for zone 1 (playground for 

little children) is 74.19 m2, but for younger shool age children - 103.19 m2. To show 

the chart for shorter period of time in more detailed grid, move the end points of 

Date/Time axis towards each other (see Figure 3.140). 

 

 

Fig. 3.140: Results – park zone max surface. 

3.5.4.11.5 Park zone occupancy 

This chart shows occupancy of each zone in certain time (each hour). To highlight 

specific hour in simulation move mouse over the chart in required Date/Time (see 

Figure 3.141). 
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Fig. 3.141: Results – park zone occupancy. 

 

Chart can be seen in shorter period of time showing it more detailed by moving 

Date/Time axis end points closer to each other (see Figure 3.142). 

 

 

Fig. 3.142: Results – park zone occupancy detailed. 

3.5.4.11.6 Rejected visitors in zone 
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Rejected visitors chart shows amount of people who were unable to go to certain 

zone because of insufficient zone size (see Figure 3.143). As in previous charts - to 

highlight specific hour in simulation move mouse over the chart in required 

Date/Time. Chart can be seen in shorter period of time showing it more detailed by 

moving Date/Time axis end points closer to each other. 

 

Fig. 3.143: Results – park zone occupancy conflicts. 

 

If there are lots of visitors rejected regularly, corresponding zone size should be 

considered for expansion. If rejection happens only at one specific time period, no 

further actions are certainly necessary. 

3.5.4.11.7 Returning to start page 

At any point of simulation (preparation, simulating, reviewing results) it is 

possible to return to the start page by clicking „Home” link at the left top corner of 

page (i.e. visible in Figure 3.144) From homepage you can start new simulation by 

clicking on links as explained previously in the document. Under new simulation 

section there is a list of previous simulations (last ten are shown). If simulation is still 

in draft (simulation hasn’t finished yet) there are options to edit it or delete (options 
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available for each simulation at the end of its row). If simulation is finished, the 

options are „view results” and „delete” (see Figure 3.144). 

 

 

Fig. 3.144: Start page. 

3.5.4.11.8 Deleting simulation 

Occupancy Analysis simulations are linked with connected Layout Designs. It is 

impossible to delete Occupancy simulation if there are connected Layout simulations 

– at the deletion error message (see Figure 3.145) shows the list of all Layout 

designs that are connected to particular Occupancy simulation. To delete Occupancy 

Analysis, all the connected Layouts must be removed beforehand. 

 

Fig. 3.145: Deletion error message. 

3.5.4.12 Layout Design 

The simulation objective for the green park design in Zagreb is to provide the best 

solution for the facilities that would be included in the 2000m2 of green area situated 

near the Autism Centre. The design must satisfy most of the potential users’ 
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demands and must encourage interactions between autistic and non-autistic users, 

while avoiding possible conflicts between them. At the same time, possible conflicts 

between all kinds of users must be avoided. For example, nobody likes to have dogs 

around children while they are playing in a playground. 

The green park consists of different zones and different activities to be performed 

inside these zones. Each activity is related to one or more zones, depending if the 

activity is performable inside them.  

Citizens of the neighbourhood, people with autistic disorder, their monitors and 

their familiars, are considered. Depending on different attributes (age, gender, 

children, among other), they are classified by profiles. Each profile, being used to go 

to the park, is related with several activities to be performed in the park at a specific 

time frame, which can differ during the week and during the weekend. These 

relations are called "rules", and the time frame indicates the interval of time that the 

person uses to go to the park; however, each person decides how long time (inside 

the time frame) it stays in the park. Each person has a predefined behaviour 

depending on the profile; however, its behaviour can be modified depending on its 

interactions (affinity, proximity, etc.) with other persons. 

Person in the park will be taken in count to control the amount of people 

performing each activity inside each zone. And each person will occupy a certain 

amount of surface depending on the activity it performs and the zone where it is in. 

If zone or activity is full, others won't be able to participate there until free space is 

available. 

The Zagreb Open Green Park Layout Design simulator provides an opportunity to 

create a more accurate zoning distribution because it is not based on the individual 

comfort area determined for each visitor but on the defined square size of the 

activity and the maximum number of simultaneous visitors for this activity.  

3.5.4.12.1 Preliminary information 

Main information that accents results of Zagreb green park simulation is statistical 

data about people - their user profiles and any relevant information about autistics 

and their behaviours in the park. City of Zagreb has described specific information 
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about profile differences and their characteristics. Greatest differences involve 

autistic and non-autistic people. That’s why it is important to describe their profile 

details. 

3.5.4.12.1.1 Non-autistic people 

The different scenarios considered are: 

 Mother with children in pram age from 0-1 year: walking through the park 

pathway (40%), sitting on a bench (40%), sitting around the table and feeding 

children (20%); 

 Children between 1-2 years of age: playing in the sand box (50%), sitting on the 

grass and playing (30%), swinging and sliding down the toboggan (20%); 

 Children between 3-6 years of age – swinging, sliding down the toboggan, 

spinning on roundabouts and climbing on monkey bars (60%), playing ball on 

the grass (20%), riding a bicycle and roller skating (20%); 

 Male children between 6-9 years of age – riding a bicycle (40%), playing football 

on the playground (40%), sliding down the toboggan, spinning on roundabouts 

and climbing on monkey bars (20%); 

 Female children between 6-9 years of age – roller skating (40%), playing ball 

and rackets on the grass (40%), swinging, sliding down the toboggan, spinning 

on roundabouts and climbing on monkey bars (20%); 

 Male children between 9-13 years of age – riding a bicycle (40%), playing 

football on the playground (40%), sitting on benches (20%); 

 Female children between 9-13 years of age – roller skating (40%), walking 

through the park pathway (30%), sitting on a bench (30%); 

 Male children between 13-17 years of age – sitting on benches (40%), playing 

basketball and football (40%), skateboarding (20%); 

 Female children between 13-17 years of age – sitting on benches (40%), walking 

through the park pathway (40%), roller skating (20%); 

 Young men between 17-24 years of age – sitting on benches (50%), playing 

basketball and football (50%); 
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 Young women between 17-24 years of age – sitting on benches (50%), walking 

through the park pathway (50%); 

 Families with small children, parents and/or grandparents from 24-34 years, 

living in apartments – walking through the park pathway (40%), sitting on the 

grass and hanging out (30%), children use playground toys (30%); 

 Families with small children, parents and/or grandparents from 24-34 years, 

living in family houses – adults sitting on the bench while the children use the 

playground toys (100%); 

  Adults from 35-55 years of age – sitting on benches (50%), walking through the 

park pathway (50%); 

 Adults from 65+; sitting on benches (40%), walking through the park pathway 

(30%), sitting around the table and playing social games (30%); 

 People with dogs – walking through the park pathway (100%). 

3.5.4.12.1.2 Autistic people 

Besides the scenarios, there is other information related to autistics that is 

considered and is included in this section. 

Activities for children/persons with autism disorder, regardless of chronological 

age and gender, but depending on individual abilities and interests (some part of the 

devices are in accordance with the weight and height of adolescents and adults): 

 Walking and running through the park pathway; 

 Sitting on benches; 

 Climbing and jumping from different areas; 

 Touching different objects and surfaces; 

 Playing ball, Frisbee or racket on the grass; 

 Dragon kiting;  

 Playing in the sandbox; 
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 Swinging, sliding down the toboggan, spinning on roundabouts, climbing on 

monkey bars; 

 Less often roller skating or skateboarding or riding a bike, shooting basket or 

ball, bowling or playing bocce ball. 

Potential autistic users of the park for this special case are from 7 to 21 years, and 

they can be classified as follows: 

 Male from 7-21 years; 

 Female from 7-21 years; 

 Professional companions and personal assistants: monitor, assist and 

encourage the people by using the devices themselves in order to motivate 

them on action; 

 Parents of children with autism disorder (occasionally when visiting the 

children in accommodation or regularly when leaving school): small number 

of users. 

3.5.4.12.2 Rules 

The information presented previously in the document is used as a base to define 

the rules. These rules depend on the people attributes (non-autistics and autistics), 

and they will define the activities to be performed, the time frame and the 

companion when performing the activity. For example, if the age of the person is 3 

years, it cannot go alone to the park; it must have some companion (babysitter, 

father, mother or some other familiar).  

3.5.4.12.3 Zones 

These are all the zones that can be modelled. 

List of zones: 

 Z1: Playground with games 1, for little children 

 Z2: Playground with games 2, for younger school age 

 Z3: Playground with games 3, for adolescents 
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 Z4: Sandbox  

 Z5: Grass zone (with some trees to have some shade) 

 Z6: Picnic zone (with tables and benches) 

 Z7: Bike training ground (with basic traffic signs and rules)  

 Z8: Sensory Park: Labyrinth 

 Z9: Sensory Park: Music bells corner 

 Z10: Sensory Park: aromatic herbs garden 

 Z11: Sensory Park: building in the nature zone 

 Z12: Sensory Park: amphitheatre 

 Z13: Sensory Park: paths with different colours, textures and training ground 

for motor tasks (jump, skip over, scrape through, reach and pull, etc.) 

 Z14: Sensory Park: Fountain 

 Z15: Pathways  

 Z16: Bocce ball fields 

3.5.4.12.4 Activities 

The complete list of activities is listed below: 

2. A1: Walking through the park pathway 

3. A2: Sitting on a bench 

4. A3: Sitting around a table 

5. A4: Feeding children 

6. A5: Playing in the Sandbox 

7. A6:Sitting on the grass 
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8. A7:Sitting and playing on the grass 

9. A8: Swinging 

10. A9: Sliding down the toboggan (slide) 

11. A10: Spinning on roundabouts 

12. A11: Climbing on monkey bars 

13. A12: Roller skating 

14. A13: Playing ball on the grass 

15. A14: Playing rackets on the grass 

16. A15: Riding a bicycle 

17. A16: Playing football 

18. A17: Playing basketball 

19. A18: Skateboarding 

20. A19: Playing social games sitting around a table 

21. A21: Walking with a dog 

22. A22: Touching objects and surfaces 

23. A23: Playing Frisbee 

24. A24: Playing with a dog 

25. A25: Playing bocce ball 

26. A26: Resting 

27. A27: Playing in the labyrinth 

28. A28: Standing  
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29. A29: Standing with a parm  

30. A30: Watching water movement and/or listening the sound of the water  

31. A31: Following the paths with motoric tasks  

32. A32: Walking through the labyrinth  

33. A33: Sitting in the aromatic herbs garden  

34. A34: walking through the aromatic herbs garden  

35. A35: Listening bells sounds  

36. A36: Playing passing obstacles (climbing, crawling, going in and out, etc.)  

37. A37: Having a party in the amphitheatre  

38. A38: Playing theatre games  

39. A39: Playing in the Sensory Park  

3.5.4.12.5 Relationships between Zones and Activities 

Each activity can be related to different zones, and some of them can depend on 

the user profile. Following table shows available activities in each zone (see Figure 

3.146). 
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Fig. 3.146: Activity and zone incompatibility table. 

3.5.4.12.6 Attributes 

3.5.4.12.6.1 New visitor 

To edit Green Park visitors list, click on "Zagreb Green Park visitors" link on the 

very top of the page (see Figure 3.147). 

Note: The attribute menu is available in all the pages except starting/home page. 

 

 

Fig. 3.147: Start page simulation list. 

 

It opens up visitors page with it’s' list and options.  
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To create new visitor, click on the "New Zagreb Green Park visitor" button on the 

top of the list (see Figure 3.148). It opens up all the possible parameters' input field 

list. Fields are: 

 Profile - which user profile this visitor corresponds. choose from the list; 

 Number of visitors - how many visitors will be in this group; 

 Week day type - choose from the list; 

 Weather type - choose from the list; 

 Hours (00H - 23H) - percentage of all the time spent in park in this 

particular hour; 

 Activities - percentage of all the time spent in park doing this particular 

activity. 

When filling all the needed fields, click "Create" button at the bottom to create 

new visitor and open it's details page.  

Note: You have to fill out only those fields that you are about to use. 

 

 

Fig. 3.148: Zagreb Green park visitor list. 

3.5.4.12.6.2 Read, update & delete visitor 

To show particular visitor details, click on its profile link (first column in the table). 

After opening up one particular visitor, there are his details table and two possible 

options (positioned at the bottom of the page) - Edit and Delete (see Figure 3.149).  
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After clicking "Edit" button, the same input form (as creating new visitor) 

appears. Follow the rules mentioned in previous point to fill the form. 

After clicking "Delete", accept the popup box to complete deletion. 

 

 

Fig. 3.149: Zagreb Green park visitor details. 

3.5.4.12.7 Zagreb Green park Visitor profiles 

To edit Green Park visitors’ profiles list, click on "Zagreb Green Park visitor 

profiles" link on the very top of the page (see Figure 3.149). It opens up visitors 

profiles page with it’s' list and options.  

Note: Working with visitor profiles is similar to visitors. See the section above for 

more details. 

3.5.4.12.7.1 New visitor profile 

To create new visitor, click on the "New Zagreb Green Park Visitor Profile" button 

on the top of the list. It opens up all the parameters' input fields. Fields are: 

 Title - name of the visitor profile; 

 Description - textual description about its features. 

When filling all the needed fields, click "Create" button at the bottom to create 

new visitor and open its details page.  
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3.5.4.12.7.2 Read, update & delete visitor profile 

To show one particular profile details, click on its title link (first column in the 

visitors table). 

Note: If system is at different section, click "Zagreb Green Park visitor list" button 

to go to the list. 

After opening up one particular visitor profile, there are two possible options 

(positioned at the bottom of the page) - Edit and Delete.  

After clicking "Edit" button, the same input form (as creating new profile) 

appears. Follow the rules mentioned above to fill the form. 

After clicking "Delete", accept the popup box to complete deletion. 

3.5.4.12.8 Zagreb Green park zones 

To start working with Green Park zones, click on "Zagreb Green Park zones" link 

on the very top of the page. It opens up zones page with it’s' list and options.  

3.5.4.12.8.1 Create new park zone 

Click on "New zone" in the top menu bar to create new Zagreb Green Park zone. 

Choose all the parameters for new zone: 

 Code - Identifier for each zone. Must be unique; 

 Title - Zone title that will appear in all the zone lists. Must not be empty; 

 Color - Hexadecimal html color code (six symbols). Inputted using visual 

color box; 

 Activities - choose from the list. Hold CTRL button on keyboard while 

clicking to choose multiple activities. 

3.5.4.12.8.2 Read, update & delete zones 

To show one particular zone details, click on its code link (first column in the 

visitors table). 

After opening up one particular zone, there are two possible options (positioned 

at the bottom of the page) - Edit and Delete.  
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After clicking "Edit" button, the same input form (as creating new zone) appears. 

Follow the rules mentioned above to fill the form. 

After clicking "Delete", accept the popup box to complete deletion. 

3.5.4.12.9 Zagreb Green park activities 

To start working with Green Park activities, click on "Zagreb Green Park activities" 

link on the very top of the page (see Figure 3.150). It opens up activities page with 

it’s' list and options.  

3.5.4.12.9.1 Create new activity 

Click on "New activity" in the top menu bar to create new Zagreb Green Park 

activity. Choose all the parameters for new activity: 

 Code - Identifier for each zone. Must be unique; 

 Title - Zone title that will appear in all the zone lists. Must not be empty; 

 Type - choose from the list; 

 Icon - image file that will represent the object on the map. 

3.5.4.12.9.2 Read, update & delete activity 

To show one particular activity details, click on its code link (first column in the 

visitors table). 

 

Fig. 3.150: Show one activity. 

 

After opening up one particular activity, there are two possible options 

(positioned at the bottom of the page) - Edit and Delete.  
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After clicking "Edit" button, the same input form (as creating new activity) 

appears. Follow the rules mentioned above to fill the form. 

After clicking "Delete", accept the popup box to complete deletion. 

3.5.4.12.9.3 Zagreb Green park Activity Minimal Distances 

In this section minimal allowed distances between two activities are set.  

To start working with Green Park minimal distances, click on "Zagreb Green Park 

Min Distances" link on the very top of the page. It opens up activities page with it’s' 

list and options.  

3.5.4.12.9.3.1 Create new distance 

Click on "New Zagreb Green Park Min Distance" in the top menu bar to create 

new Zagreb Green Park minimal distance. Choose all the parameters for new 

distance: 

 Activity 1 - Choose from the list; 

 Activity 2 - Choose from the list; 

 Min distance - Set minimal distance (meters) between chosen activities;  

Both chosen activities are the ones between which the minimal distance will 

be set. That means - if activity1 and activity 2 will be placed closer than set in 

new "min distance", conflict will occur in simulation. 

3.5.4.12.9.3.2 Read, update & delete minimal distance 

To show one particular distance details, click on its 'Activity 1' link (first column in 

the visitors table). 

After opening up one particular distance, there are two possible options 

(positioned at the bottom of the page) - Edit and Delete.  

After clicking "Edit" button, the same input form (as creating new distance) 

appears. Follow the rules mentioned above to fill the form. 

After clicking "Delete", accept the popup box to complete deletion. 

All those actions are the same as in previous options - activities, visitors etc. 

3.5.4.12.10 Connection with Occupancy simulation 
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Layout analysis (when created) can be connected with any of finished Occupancy 

analysis simulations. If simulations are connected, Layout can be designed only from 

those zones, which were chosen and had activities checked for Occupancy 

simulation. Also each zone's block shows min. zone size and user can follow that 

during the designing process. Additionally, each zone can have only those activities 

that were selected during the initialization of the Occupancy analysis. No data about 

amount of visitors distributed in zones or overall is inherited to Layout Design. 

If Layout is not connected with 1st simulation, any zone can be used and user 

can show (optional) preferred zone size to follow during the designing. Also all the 

activities and facilities are allowed for all zones. 

3.5.4.12.11 Creating new simulation 

To create new simulation, choose "Zagreb Green Park Layout Analysis" from 

possible simulation list under "New Simulation" title by clicking on that link (see 

Figure 3.151). 

Then system opens basic information form to fill (see Figure 3.151) – „Title”, 

„Description” fields need to be filled. Connection with occupancy analysis (optional) 

can be established where one of finished 1st simulations must be chosen. If there is 

no need to make a connection, check the checkbox to hide the Occupancy simulation 

list. When filling those fields click „Next step” button to move further. 

 

 

Fig. 3.151: Basic information form. 

3.5.4.12.12 Accessing Layout design 
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Layout designs can be used only by one user at a time. If one user is working with 

one, another cannot open, edit, save or delete this Layout design. Start page list has 

an indicator for those Layout designs that are being used by someone else. Trying to 

manage occupied Layout design will redirect user to the start page showing warning 

message with full information about the situation (see Figure 3.152). 

For as long as the first user is working with the Layout design and is still logged in, 

nobody can access the Layout. Others can access simulation 30 seconds after 

previous designer has logged out or closed the designing view.  

Note: These access restrictions apply to different usernames. If two people are 

logged in with the same username, they both will have access to the same Layout 

Design. 

 

Fig. 3.152: Layout design access warning. 

If Layout design was not connected with Occupancy analysis, at least one new 

zone has to be added, to start working with chosen simulation. This action can be 

performed by clicking „Add zone” in the middle of the page. 

After that popup box will appear with the list of all the possible zones. Choose 

one of those and click on that. To add it to the design – press „Add” button at the 

bottom of the list (see Figure 3.153). 

If simulations are connected, all the zone blocks are already loaded into the view 

and no addition zones can be added. 
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Fig. 3.153: Zone list. 

 

To create more zones, click „Add zone” and perform activities mentioned above.  

After creating at least one zone construction the menu with multiple sections 

becomes available. At the top there are „Weather” and „Day of week” sections (see 

Figure 3.154). Further down is design toolbox that is divided into separate 

minimizable information windows - one for each park zone that is created and 

„Conflicts” section. Design toolbar can be hidden (widening the map full size) by 

clicking on the arrow next to it. 
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Fig. 3.154: Layout design view. 

3.5.4.12.13 Layout design guidelines 

There are yellow question marks next to multiple sections' titles (Weather, Day of 

week, Park zone, Min. distance conflicts) in the construction menu. Clicking on them 

widens/opens up information window that doesn't interrupt started simulation. 

3.5.4.12.13.1 Map resources 

Base layer of the construction is a map that can be changed. Layout design provides 

Google Road map, Sattellite map, OSM map and Zagreb Geoportal API (that is a 

default choice). Map also shows top-left and bottom-right corner coordinates next to 

the map at corresponding corners. 

3.5.4.12.13.2 Zones and areas 

To start construcing a zone, click on its name in the construction menu to open 

its window. 

At the top there is preferred size (if set; see Figure 3.155), progress and 

sugestion (what should be added or removed) for regular Layout design zones. Min. 

size for connected for connected ones and designed zone size for all the simulations. 
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Fig. 3.155: Preffered size for new zone. 

 

Lower in the information window there are three performable options under the 

„Zone tool box” title – Navigate, Draw areas, Edit area (see Figure 3.156). 

 

Fig. 3.156: Zone information window. 

 

To create first area, click on „Draw areas”. Then click on the map to create first 

corner of new area. After that you can drag mouse to other coordinates and click to 

create more peaks of the shape. To create last peak and finish drawing, double click 

on chosen position. While drawing a polygon, label with the size follows the mouse 

(see Figure 3.157). After finishing the shape popup box will appear. Write new area's 

name in the text field and click „Ok” to save it. Saved area will fix on the map with its 

name in the center (see Figure 3.158). 
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Fig. 3.157: Creating a polygon. 

 

 

Fig. 3.158: New zone drawn. 

 

To draw more areas in the same zone, perform those same actions again.  

To draw areas in other zones, click on other zone’s name in the construction 

menu to maximize its information window. Then click „Draw areas” and continue 

with the same actions. 

All the areas created in the zone are shown in the information window as a list 

under „This zone’s areas in the park” title. Each item has name, size and its own 
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options (rename, delete and auto-size). Click on chosen option to perform actions. 

Confirm the action in popup box that will appear on the screen. 

Auto-size an area is made to fit the area in exact size (for example, if there are 

problems to fit exactly 200m2, but closest the user can draw manually, is 204m2). 

Auto sizing requires new desired size. By clicking "Resize", area changes to new size. 

Auto sizing works also on increasing zone's size (see Figure 3.159). 

 

 

Fig. 3.159: Zone resizing pop-up. 

 

Note: Automatic zone sizing will make the most adequate area resize with 

percentually small changes. Resizing zone by more than 30% may completely 

lose its initial form. 

If an area is needed to be changed, click "Edit area" under "Zone tool box" to 

activize this option. When it is activized, click on the area needed to be changed. 

Circles at the peaks, edges and center will appear. Click and hold on center circle to 

move area; Click and drag other circles to change edges and peaks.  

Note: Clicking "Edit area" in one zone's window will not allow editing other zone's 

areas. 

3.5.4.12.13.3  Activities and facilities 

To add new activity to the map, click on "Add object" option on the top left 

corner of the map. After that click on the place on chosen area where activity needs 

to be placed to open activity choice box (see Figure 3.160). For connected 

simulations box shows only allowed activities and facilities. After selecting an activity 

popup window will appear (see Figure 3.161).  
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Fig. 3.161: Object parameters popup. Fig. 3.160: Activity adding box. 

 

Note: Facilities and activities can be placed only in previously drawn area.  

Note: Drag mouse on image to see label with activity/facility description. 

Note: Object parameters popup has only two mandatory fields - 'Name' and 

'Capacity per hour'. Maintenance numbers can be left empty - that is only for object 

report. 

If in the same zone the same facility type is added, object parameters popup 

shows value of the previous facility, thus saving time repeating input of all the same 

numbers again. 

After placing objects on the map four options can be performed. All the options 

links are placed on the top of the map (Add object, Move object, Edit object, Objects 

report).  

Choose „Edit objects” to activate chosen option. Then click on the map on the 

object of interest to see its parameters window (see Figure 3.160). Change 

parameters if needed. Click „Save” to save new parameters or „Delete object” to 

delete chosen object. 
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Choose „Objects report” to activate chosen option. Then click on the map on the 

object of interest to see it’s report window. Report window shows previously input 

details in text as well as occupancy and rejected visitor’s charts in hour periods. 

Under the charts is „more info...” link. Clicking on that shows maintenance 

information and user profile distribution number and percentage (see Figure 3.162). 

Object's report information is based on data about visitors and their profiles that 

is inputted in attributes section of the simulator software. If system lacks data for 

chosen object in the attributes section in chosen weather and day conditions, 

informational pop-up is shown (see Figure 3.163). 

 

 

Fig. 3.162: Full object report. 
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Fig. 3.163: Object report info pop-up. 

3.5.4.12.13.4 Weather and day options 

On the top of the menu there are weather and day options under these titles 

according to each one of them. Click on the sun or cloud's image to choose, 

respectively, sunny or rainy weather for the simulation. Chosen weather condition’s 

image will be framed with light border.  

To choose weekday (Monday to Friday) for simulation, click on „Weekday”; for 

weekend (Saturday and Sunday) click „Weekend”. Chosen day type will be framed 

with light border. 

3.5.4.12.13.5 Minimal distance conflicts 

At the bottom of the menu there is „Minimal distance conflicts” section (see 

Figure 3.164). Under the title list of all the conflicts is located. Each item in the list 

shows both objects conflicting, their existing distance and minimal distance for them 

to have no conflict. Map will zoom in objects exact position after clicking on its 

underlined name. 

 

Fig. 3.164: Conflicts' section. 

3.5.4.12.13.6 Save layout 

Click "Save layout" at the bottom of the page to save the layout (zones, areas, 

activities etc.) created to continue working with it later. After clicking popup, 

information box will appear to confirm the action. 

3.5.4.12.13.7 Get information 
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Click „Get information” button at the bottom of configuration menu to show the 

chart and table area under it.  

Profile distribution 

Profile distribution pie chart shows all selected user profile distribution percentage 

in the entire park. Moving mouse on certain slice of pie chart shows information label 

with user profiles' ID, distribution real number and percentage (see Figure 3.165). 

  

 

Fig. 3.165: Profile distribution chart. 

 

Profile time distribution 

This bar chart shows user profile time distribution by hours. Profiles visiting time 

is split into percentage by each hour (see Figure 3.166). 

 

Fig. 3.166: Profile time distribution chart. 
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Park overview 

In this subsection the total park overview is shown - which zones are added to 

Layout design, which areas are in which zone (and their sizes), as well as all the 

facilities and activities in each area. Clicking on object titles zooms the map to that 

particular object's position. At the end there is total park area (see Figure 3.167). 

 

Contacts between autistic and non-autistic visitors 

This section shows table of potential contacts between autistic and non-autistic 

park visitors (see Figure 3.168). First column shows zone where the area (second 

column) is located in and the contacting activity (third column). Fourth column shows 

activitie's object name created by user. Next columns represent profiles involved in 

possible contact. Fifth and sixth columns show autistic profile and visitor number. 

Next ones - non-autistic profiles with it’s' visitor number. Last column represents 

hour of the day when contact could happen. 

 

 

Note: After making some changes in the layout, click on the "Get information" button 

again to update all the charts and tables. 
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Fig. 3.167: Park overview table. 
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Fig. 3.168: Potential contacts with autistic visitors table. 

3.5.4.12.13.8 Profile and activity list 

Layout Design view also provides user with full list of user profiles and their complete 

description (see Figure 3.169) as well as activity list with their codes and full 

descriptions (see Figure 3.170). 

These informative windows can be shown by clicking the "Profiles info" or "Activities 

info" on the top of the screen. 

 

 

Fig. 3.169: Profiles info window. 
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Fig. 3.170: Activities info window. 

 

4 FUPOL Simulators versions integration and 

interoperability 

4.1 Simulation models internal governance mechanisms 

Usually to simulate sociotechnical problems there are several models involved to 

solve particular problem and not all of them may be designed with the same 

simulation type. It is common to design Multi-agent system (MAS) as a distributed 

simulation (Silins et al. 2010). Previously for distributed simulation communication 

Easy communication environment (ECE) was designed to provide communication 

among simulation models (Aizstrauts et al. 2011), but it cannot be used in this case 

as it is. ECE is more focused on direct data exchange between simulation models, 

but Skopje Bicycle Inter-modality simulator requires wider functionalities within the 

communication environment. 

The simulator is part of FP7 FUPOL project and the requirements are obtained partly 

from project technical guidelines. Each simulator can be viewed as one of FUPOL 

functionalities, i.e. end-user can use either one simulator or several. Simulator within 

the context of this paper is model and GUI that helps to control the model and view 

simulation results. The project proposes that simulation GUI is a web application, and 

the model based on ABM/MAS technologies. At the same time the models have to be 
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executable also by third party software that is developed within other work packages 

of FP7 FUPOL. That means the architecture has to be able to run all models together, 

and each model might have different GUI. Based on previous research is it known 

that there must be a central element for such an architecture that is responsible for 

the data exchange between architecture components, such as Simulator GUI and 

model (Aizstrauts et al. 2012; Ginters, Silins and Andrusaitis 2007). 

 Simulation GUI and Model can be considered as plugins within the architecture. The 

architecture has to ensure that these components can be changed dynamically 

(plugged or unplugged) without interrupting the operation and without interfering 

with other components. At the same time it has to be scalable and ensure that its 

components can be distributed and operate within a cloud. A component (for 

example, a model) can also exist in several instances, to maximize the amount of 

simulation sessions within one unit of time. Another important issue to be considered 

is the fact that simulators can be publicly available. That means that the architecture 

has to be able to process large amount of requests generated by large amount of 

users. In this case the amount of users exceeds the number of models (model 

instances) and it is technically impossible to run all the requested simulation instantly 

with existing model instances. The architecture has to be able to handle this issue by 

introducing some waiting queue for requested simulation. From the viewpoint of 

system integrity the architecture has to ensure mechanisms to be able to operate 

also in the situations when one of elements is not working properly due to different 

problems. For example when the connection with the database is interrupted and 

models have nowhere to store the data. The architecture has to embody 

mechanisms to ensure that these data are not lost. 

Taking into account everything mentioned previously, it was decided to construct the 

architecture according to Figure 4.1. The architecture can be divided into logical 

elements that communicate with each other and some of the parts can be distributed 

over the cloud technologies. The further sections describe the elements and 

operations of the architecture shown in Figure 4.1. 

Simulation GUI is a tool or platform that ensures user interaction with model, lets 

them define configuration of the simulation, execute it and view the results. The 
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architecture is designed so that the simulation GUI could operate as an independent 

element that has to be able to communicate with the architecture using Advanced 

Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 2014). 

From the viewpoint of architecture, there is no difference, how the simulation GUI is 

organized, what programming language is used, what additional functionalities it has 

etc. However it is important that GUI is able to communicate with Message 

broker/Message queue.  

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Distributed simulation architecture. 

 

This architecture is built to ensure only the infrastructure for designing of simulator 

(simulation GUI + simulation model). In other words, the developers of simulator 

have to define the communication themselves. The architecture has to ensure only 

two main functions - the delivery of message from simulation GUI to simulation 

model and also the storage (and retrieval) of messages in database (see Figure 4.1). 

The content of the message that is sent from simulation GUI to run the simulation 

will be explained further. 
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Message broker/Message queue (MQ) ensures all communication within the 

architecture. It also ensures that simulation GUI is able to deliver message to Model 

launcher agent to start respective model. And the Model launcher forwards the 

simulation parameters to the model. MQ may be used also for any custom 

communication among the architecture components if needed. The message broker 

is a message-oriented middleware (MOM) - software or hardware infrastructure 

supporting sending and receiving messages between distributed systems. MOM 

allows application modules to be distributed over heterogeneous platforms and 

reduces the complexity of developing applications that span multiple operating 

systems and network protocols (Message-oriented middleware 2014). In fact it would 

also be possible to use any other task/job queuing tools, but the Message Broker was 

chosen because it is able to ensure equivalent functionality as task/job queuing tools 

and is more orientated to message delivery, that is important in this case, because 

simulation results are sent to database also using MQ. Based on performance test 

results it was decided to use RabbitMQ as message broker for simulation 

environment architecture designing under the framework of FUPOL project. 

Model launcher is custom made software that launches Repast Symphony models. 

The command to launch the model is received from MQ. To launch the simulation 

Simulation GUI has to send a message to MQ with a reference that this message has 

to be included in queue and named “new simulation”. Respectively every Model 

launcher one by one receives messages from this queue and each simulation is 

designated to different Model launcher. This kind of architecture design allows to 

dynamically increasing the number of Model launchers, if it is necessary (in case 

queue "new-simulation" is starting to get crowded). Figure 4.2 shows the elements 

that are involved in launching a simulation and storing the data/results of it in the 

database. As previously mentioned MQ contains a queue that is named “new-

simulations” and “stores” simulation launch requests. To store the data in database 

Model Launcher sends data to queue named „save-simulation-data".  
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Fig.4.2: Start simulation message flowchart. 

 

Simulation GUI inserts message in MQ queue "new-simulation". The message is in 

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) (JSON homepage 2014) format. 

The Model launcher determines which model has to be launched according to 

message attribute “simulation”. The data that can be found in the message attribute 

“params” are delivered (by Model launcher) to the model before the launch of it. 

Within this architecture the developers of Simulation GUI and the developers of the 

model have to decide what data the attribute “params” will contain. It is a closed 

agreement as the architecture does not provide any mechanism for third parties to 

find out what parameters are needed for each model. Such mechanisms are provided 

similarly by HLA with Federation Object Model (Silins et al. 2010).  

Architecture allows data storing in the database. The main function of database is to 

accumulate simulation results created by model. Datastorage agent’s task is to read 

these data from MQ queue “save-simulation-data” and store them in database. The 

architecture anticipates that database vendor has no crucial role – with datastorage 

agent there are many possibilities to create different database adapters, thus 

widening the scope of architecture realizations. For now, adapters that support 

PostgreSQL and MongoDB have been created. Message broker has two queues that 

are checked by Datastorage agent on a regular basis: 

"Save-simulation-data" – in this queue those JSON format messages are inserted, 

that consist of data that has to be stored in the database; 
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"Get-simulation-data" – in this queue those JSON format messages that include 

inquiry for simulation data. Datastorage agent understands inquiries with AND and 

OR comparisons. 

Figure 4.3 shows all steps, how data is retrieved from database. In this case it shows 

that Simulation GUI creates data request in QM queue "get-simulation-data” that is 

then read by Datastorage agent. The message is being parsed and then processed 

within database. When Datastorage agent has obtained all necessary data, the 

results are formatted in JSON and returned to Simulation GUI, using MQ queue 

"reply queue". 

 

 

Fig. 4.3: Fetch data from database. 

 

The architecture provides also the possibility to run many Datastorage agent nodes, 

thus improving performance. 

4.2 Authentication mechanisms 

4.2.1 Accessing the Core platform authentication services 

The FUPOL Simulator API services will be accessed using a REST call on the FUPOL 

server. In order to access the authentication services the caller must authenticate 

with the proxy/firewall that protects the FUPOL servers from the “outside world” 

(servers outside Cellent network). This protection mechanism prevents outside users 

from accessing the FUPOL servers that are currently hosted by Cellent.  

The proxy uses http basic authentication, so the caller must provide a valid access 

token in the http header (Authorization header) in order to access the service. This 

access token must be generated from the user credentials of a valid Active Directory 

user (valid means: someone who's granted access to that URL). 

The Authorization header is constructed as follows:   
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 Generate a string literal by concatenating username, ':' and password, 

resulting in "username:password"; 

 Encode the string literal using Base64; 

 Generate the http header by placing "Basic" in front of the encoded string 

literal. 

As an example consider the following user (username = 'Aladdin', password = 

'sesame': Authorization: Basic QWxhZGRpbjpvcGVuIHNlc2FtZQ== 

4.2.2 Authenticate simulator user 

To Authenticates the simulator user with the FUPOL Core platform authentication 

service will perform such actions: 

 Verify if the username and password are valid; 

 Verify if the user is active and not locked; 

 Verify if the user has the role "Simulation Expert". 

The call itself is done using REST technologies. 

 

Table 4.1: Fupol Core platform authentication API. 

API Call Authenticate user / get user 

Request https://{server}/mule/esb/simulation/user?username={username}&passw

ord={password} 

 username – the user's username 

 password – the user's password 

Response The user in the form of an XML structure: 

 username – the username (same as in the request) 

 client/id – the id of the client (pilot city) that the user belongs to 

 activated – flag that indicates if the user's account is active 

 locked – flag that indicates if the user's account is locked 

If the username/password doesn’t match a valid simulation expert then the 

structure is empty (except for the username). 
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In all other cases the structure will be filled with the user's data. 

Error 

Handling 

In case the username/password is invalid the client shall render "Unknown 

simulator user or wrong password". 

In case the user is valid, but inactive the client shall render "Inactive user 

account". 

In case the user is valid, but locked the client shall render "Locked user 

account". 

Example  Valid request, user exists: 

https://fupol-

6.cellent.at/mule/esb/simulation/user?username=nrumm&password=nrum

m1 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?> 

<user xmlns:wicket="http://wp3.fupol.eu/"> 

 <username>nrumm</username> 

 <client> 

  <id>2496</id> 

 </client> 

 <activated>true</activated> 

 <locked>false</locked> 

</user> 

 Valid request, unknown user or wrong password or no simulation expert: 

https://fupol-

6.cellent.at/mule/esb/simulation/user?username=nrumm&password=nrum

m1 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?> 

<user xmlns:wicket="http://wp3.fupol.eu/"> 

 <username>nrumm</username> 

        <client> 
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  <id></id> 

 </client> 

 <activated></activated> 

 <locked></locked> 

</user> 

 Valid request, valid user, but the account is locked: 

https://fupol-

6.cellent.at/mule/esb/simulation/user?username=nrumm&password=nrum

m1 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?> 

<user xmlns:wicket="http://wp3.fupol.eu/"> 

 <username>nrumm</username> 

        <client> 

  <id>2496</id> 

 </client> 

 <activated>true</activated> 

 <locked>true</locked> 

</user> 
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Figure 4.4 describes user’s authentication process as UML use 

communication/sequence diagram. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Authenticating a simulator user. 

Figure 4.5 shows integrated authentication architecture. This architecture describes 

each entities (simulator and Core platform) responsibility and also how the user 

verification process is done.  

Simulator user authentication has such steps in relation to Figure 4.5: 

 The user logs into the simulator; 

 The simulator own session management handles the login form's data and set up 

a REST call to the FUPOL Core platform; 

 The REST call is transmitted over SSL. The call includes authentication 

information in the http-header; 
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Fig. 4.5: User authentication architecture (WP3). 

 Apache server acts as a proxy between the FUPOL Core platform and the “outside 

world”. This proxy is backed by an LDAP directory for user authentication; 

 The LDAP server authenticates the user as stated in the http header. The user 

has no connection to the FUPOL Core platform's user and is simply an artifact of 

the development environment, but not of FUPOL; 

 The request is handed over to the MULE server which will - as declared in the 

ESB's flow (see Figure 4.5) definition - propagate the call to the appropriate 

receiver (in this case to the FUPOL Core platform, hosted on Tomcat); 

 The FUPOL Core platform is hosted on a Tomcat server. It'll handle the request; 

validate the user's credentials etc.; 

 The PostgreSQL database stores the user data that will be compared to the data 

that was provided by the simulator/simulation expert; 

 Finally the response is handled by the simulator's session management which will 

- upon successful authentication - create a session for the current user or - in 

case of an error - display an error message. 
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4.3 Interoperability with other work packages 

A specific challenge is the visualization of simulation data. To achieve this aim WP4 

must cooperate with WP5. On the one hand it is comparable to Open Government 

Data (OGD) visualization, because internally specific kinds of indicators are calculated 

as a future prediction. However, it is also different. OGD bases consist only about a 

time-based data-table. In simulation context also aggregated statistics are available 

in form of concepts. In fact, the visualization and the internal data-model have to 

consider a timely data provision (in an historical manner) or in abstracted form by 

category, which has a significant impact on the visualization, because some layout 

algorithms are not designed to illustrate data on categorical level.  

In a first inclusion of simulation data for visualization, we defined a similar API as 

many OGD portals do provide. A hierarchy for all available simulated data aspect was 

defined and is provided for the visualization. Even more, to each category all 

available simulation indicators are linked and can be chosen for the visualization. 

These simulation indicators are also similar to OGD bases. They hold the concrete 

data about the simulated aspect by time or category. If the user is selects a concrete 

indicator, the statistical data is loaded from the server and represented in the 

statistical visualizations. A major advantage of the visualization is the form of an 

interactive dashboard (Nazemi et al. 2010; Burkhardt et al. 2013) that allows 

orchestration of the visualization in a personal preferred manner. Under this concept, 

the user can select and arrange visualizations about the indicator hierarchy, the 

meta-information about a selected indicator, the indicator data from an OGD portal 

(if available) and the simulation indicators at the same time and in depend of the 

user’s preferences. 

To realize interoperability between WP4 and WP5 two collaboration mechanisms 

exist: through FUPOL Core platform and direct simplified access. 

4.3.1 Collaboration through FUPOL Core platform 

To request the data the web-API of the Simulator and SemaVis are used (see Figure 

4.6). 
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The APIs of the simulator and SemaVis can be used directly or through the proxy at 

the FUPOL Core platform. Overall, the SemaVis API offers the control and access to 

internal information and states by external applications. Here the action script API is 

used which allows to trigger changes or to ask for state information at runtime. It 

distinguishes between internal events and actions propagated to the external system, 

internal state information propagated to external applications; external events and 

actions propagated to the SemaVis visualizations as well as external state information 

(which should be handled like an action within SemaVis) propagated to SemaVis 

visualizations. 

External or third party systems can be connected to SemaVis and adapt the 

framework for application specific purpose. SemaVis offers the control of and access 

to internal information and states by external applications. SemaVis is a visualization 

framework executed on client side as Adobe Flex application within the browser. The 

communication between SemaVis and the simulators is realized by the use of CSV 

files and Simulator API providing two ways of integration to ensure reliability through 

the reservation of visualization channels (see Figure 4.7). 

Figure 4.7 shows action and data flow to load and present simulation results with 

SemaVis framework. SemaVis is embedded as Adobe Flash application in Skopje 

Vodno Mountain Recreational Activities simulator which is web based application. 

After the simulation user is able to see the advanced visualization (SemaVis 

application) for particular simulation. BPMN2 flowchart (see Figure 4.7) has three 

level activities – SemaVis, FUPOL Core platform (WP3) and Simulator. 

SemaVis level represents all activities related to SemaVis application, Simulator level 

shows all activities related to simulation data gathering. WP3 level works as data 

distribution, it manages all connections among all components. There are no direct 

connections between external component (e.g. SemaVis application) and internal 

system (e.g. simulator). When the SemaVis application is loaded, simulation ID is 

passed to it, so that SemaVis can load data for this particular simulation. With given 

simulation ID SemaVis application makes HTTP request for data dictionary which 

explains data structure. 
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Fig. 4.6: Visualization of heterogeneous data. 

 

This data dictionary is formatted as XML document. Below see an example of such 

data dictionary document: 

<xml> 

<geolocation>Skopje</geolocation> 

<category name="Occupancy"> 

category name="By day"> 

<indicator name="Monday" 

url="/data/day1.csv?sim=1234" /> 

... 

<indicator name="Sunday" 

url="/data/day7.csv?sim=1234" /> 

</category > 

</category > 

</xml> 
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Fig. 4.7: Simulators and SemaVis interaction diagram. 

 

This request for data dictionary is handled by FUPOL Core platform proxy who is 

used as performance booster (caching responses) and security by filtering who is 

allowed to use simulator. Core Platform requests simulator API for data dictionary by 

passing simulation ID to it. Simulator generates data dictionary (index.xml in Figure 

4.7) for particular simulation. Data dictionary contains data structure and URLs for 

indicators. Data structure only describes what data is going to be visualized, what 

structure it has, but does not have any raw data within, the last entity in data 

structure is an indicator – link to raw data. Raw data are in CSV format. 

When the simulator has built the data dictionary it returns dictionary to the SemaVis 

through FUPOL Core platform and SemaVis receives data dictionary as HTTP 

response. SemaVis application parses data dictionary and builds structured data 

entities. For each indicator entity SemaVis makes a HTTP request for particular raw 

data. This request also goes through the FUPOL Core platform and ends up to 
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specific simulator API that generates raw data for each particular indicator. When the 

raw data are ready then the simulator returns them to the SemaVis application 

(through FUPOL Core platform) and they are ready to be visualized. 

4.3.2 Direct simplified access to advanced visualization subsystem 

Figure 4.8 shows alternative Simulator and SemaVis interaction which avoids FUPOL 

Core platform (WP3). This communication algorithm also can easy be merged with 

FUPOL Core platform.  

Direct interaction algorithm works the same as described in Figure 4.7, the only 

difference is communication provider, meaning, in direct approach Simulator talks 

directly to SemaVis and vice versa. This interaction algorithm is already implemented 

in Vodno Mountain Recreation Activities Simulator (D4.5 2014) and Skopje Bicycle 

Inter-modality Simulator (D4.6 2014). 

 

 

Fig. 4.8: Direct Simulators and SemaVis interaction diagram. 
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5 FUPOL simulators sustainability assessment 

This section evaluates FUPOL products from sociotechnical perspective according to 

Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability evaluation approach developed by 

Sociotechnical Systems Engineering Institute (Valmiera, Latvia). This evaluation will 

give a thorough understanding of the sustainability of FUPOL products.  

5.1 Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability Assessment 

Model (IASAM2) 

The concept of technology sustainability is proposed for evaluation of the set of 

factors that let the technology to be developed, implemented, maintained properly 

(i.e. according to the needs of all stakeholders) and attract long-term users and 

create positive output and/or outcome according to the purpose of the technology 

and initial intentions of its developers (financial, social, etc) (Aizstrauta and Ginters 

2013) 

Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability evaluation approach is based on a 

viewpoint that technology acceptance research should not be divided apart from the 

technological, economical and social evaluation. The methodology has been verified 

(Aizstrauta et al 2013) and improved over time and the current model that is used 

for evaluation is shortly called IASAM2 (Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability 

Assessment Model) (see Annex 6). 

Although the term “socio-technical systems” is loosely used to describe many 

complex systems, five key aspects determine a socio-technical system: 

 The system has interdependent parts; 

 The system adapts to and pursues goals in external environments; 

 The system has an internal environment comprising separate but 

interdependent technical and social subsystems; 

 There is a choice in the system, e.g. system goals are achievable by more 

than one means; 

 System performance depends on jointly optimizing the technical and social 

aspects of the system (Badham et al 2000). 
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This evaluation will first shortly introduce the IASAM2 methodology and its 

underlying principles and then explain the evaluation of FUPOL products both 

separately and in a comparative way. 

According to the methodology there are four main groups of factors that influence 

technology acceptance and sustainability and thus comprise the backbone of 

integrated technology acceptance and sustainability model for evaluation of 

information and communication technologies (ICT) are: 

 Management – successful management of every asset; 

 Quality of Technology – quality of the product; 

 Technology acceptance – acceptance of the new product by customers/users;  

 Domain development and societal processes – the development of society 

demands more different technologies, that in turn after the development, 

change the society and also influences the demand for new technologies. 

Thus IASAM2 consists of four flows that all together constitute what we call 

technology sustainability.  

It can be described as follows: 

            , where 

S – Sustainability; 

M – Management; 

Q – Quality of technology; 

A – Acceptance; 

D – Domain development.  

The graphical picture of IASAM2 can be seen in Figure 5.1.  
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Fig. 5.1: IASAM model in SD notation (Insight Maker). 

Two internal flows are – Management of ICTs development and exploitation and 

Quality of technology. And two external flows are – Technology acceptance and 

Domain development. Each of them includes several socio-technical factors that all 

together constitute the Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability Assessment Model. 

It is a system dynamics model. System dynamics modelling approach provides the 

opportunity to simulate a time-varying system with multiple feedback links and 

analyze quantitative and qualitative factors (Ginters, Barkane and Vincent 2010). 

Initially Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model was 

used to evaluate user acceptance. The UTAUT combines other models and includes 

four key determinants for acceptance analysis: performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions; and four moderators: gender, 

age, experience, voluntariness of use (Venkatesh et al 2003). The UTAUT survey was 

carried out separately and the results were used in two ways. First, separate analysis 

of UTAUT survey results gave comprehensive understanding of potential user 

acceptance. And second, the integration of certain answers into IASAM results added 

the acceptance perspective to the model.  

The use of UTAUT involved potential user survey and that was the greatest difficulty 

connected with the IASAM evaluation. IASAM is planned to be a model that is 
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applicable at any stage of technology development and potential user surveys might 

be very challenging for example: 

 During early stages of technology development where no prototype is 

available; 

 In cases were potential users are hard to reach, they are geographically 

widespread, distant from technology developers, etc.; 

 In situations when there is no time for organizing a survey. 

Therefore it was decided to change the methodology for user acceptance evaluation 

and to replace UTAUT and potential user survey with another approach. After a 

thought-out research it is concluded that the user acceptance evaluation can be 

expanded based on diffusion of innovations by Rogers (Rogers 2003). It examines 

innovations from many perspectives. The extensive research includes innovation-

development process, innovation-decision process, attributes of innovations and their 

rate of adoption, different adopter categories, as well as topics on leadership and 

change agents and innovation in organizations. 

The main amendments of IASAM2 are concerned with the inclusion of theory of 

diffusion within the evaluation. 

Practically, the part of IASAM where UTAUT criteria were used has been replaced in 

IASAM2 by these five attributes of innovations. 

 

The five attributes of innovations are: 

 Relative advantage – the innovation is technically superior (in terms of cost, 

functionality, “image”, etc.) than the technology it supersedes; 

 Compatibility – the innovation is compatible with existing values, skills, and 

work practices of potential adopters; 

 Complexity – the innovation is relatively difficult to understand and use; 

 Trialability – the innovation can be experimented with on a trial basis without 

undue effort and expense; it can be implemented incrementally and still 

provide a net positive benefit; 

 Observability – the results and benefits of the innovation`s use can be easily 

observed and communicated to others (Rogers 2003). 
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The substantial difference between IASAM and IASAM2 concerns the acceptance 

evaluation and corresponding activities. An overview of the basic differences can be 

seen in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: IASAM and IASAM2 differences. 

 IASAM IASAM2 

Acceptance 

evaluation 

Potential user survey based on 

Unified Theory of Acceptance 

and  Use of Technology 

(UTAUT) methodology (38 

questions) 

Five criteria (12 additional 

questions) based on attributes 

of innovations according to 

Innovation Diffusion theory 

Sustainability 

evaluation 

49 questions 49 questions 

Data gathering 

methods 

Self-assessment questionnaire 

+ potential user survey 

Self-assessment questionnaire 

Data processing 

and analysis 

2 phases – UTAUT survey 

analysis and then conjoint 

IASAM analysis 

Integrated IASAM2 analysis 

Result 

interpretation 

UTAUT results are presented 

separately and within IASAM 

IASAM2 results are presented 

in an integrated way 

 

The newest IASAM2 version has several significant benefits: 

 The assessment can be carried out by the interested party oneself; 

 There is no need for time and resources-consuming potential user survey; 

 The model itself becomes more comprehensible, as the calculus, analysis and 

reporting can be done within one methodological framework; 

 IASAM2 meets the initial goals of this tool – to be easy to use and universal in 

its applications (Aizstrauta, Ginters and Piera 2015). 
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IASAM2 is meant not only for already existing technologies and systems, but also to 

assess technologies in development process. Therefore it is not possible to use data 

from technology usage, but only to evaluate the process of technology development, 

the involved personnel, available resources, and planned activities, proposed project 

or strategy. Because of that, IASAM2 includes criteria and their descriptions that help 

to evaluate the criteria and respective set of factors. In short, this approach is based 

on questionnaire, where each statement has to be evaluated using a certain scale. 

For step by step explanation of evaluation methodology, see the next section. 

 

The IASAM2 approach can be viewed as the following sequence of processes that 

may be repeated over time according to the needs of evaluator (see Figure 5.2). 

 

Fig. 5.2: Assessment in conformity with IASAM2 rules. 

 

The evaluation of criteria is undeniably subjective, but it relies on assumption that 

every evaluator, whether a technology developer or potential investor, will be 

concerned to receive possibly reliable evaluation for decision-making. Each IASAM2 

flow consists of several criteria. Each criterion is evaluated with the help of specially 
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formulated criteria description/statement. The respondent evaluates each 

description. The model follows these steps: 

 The statement provided for each criterion is evaluated in 7 point Likert scale. 

The questions are all formed in a unified manner – every statement is 

formulated in a positive way so that bigger score is always “better”. If it is not 

possible to evaluate any criteria at the time of the current evaluation (for 

example, the evaluator does not know the answer because the technical 

specification is not yet ready), the criteria should be marked with “NA”; 

 The result gives a numerical value of integrated technology sustainability 

index (IASAM index) consistent with IASAM2 assessment framework. The 

integrated technology sustainability index evaluates the conformity with 

IASAM2 framework criteria. It is calculated as the sum of all values from the 

questionnaire and divided by maximum possible value of questions answered: 

 

 

 

, where F – additional IASAM2 survey response values; B – initial IASAM2 

survey response values, N – total number of questions; C – number of 

questions marked with “N/A”. The final result is then interpreted according to 

IASAM2 methodology.  

 Afterwards, the procedure calculates the consistency of the result. This value 

E  is called IASAM2 credibility and it looks at the number of questions left 

without value (those marked with N/A) and decreases the „internal credibility” 

of the value obtained in the previous step. The more questions marked with 

N/A, the less consistent is the result. This does not mean that the technology 

sustainability index is lower. The E  is calculated as NCE / . 

Thus the measurement gives two results – the sustainability index and the credibility 

for the calculated index. Besides it is worth mentioning, that model allows making 

evaluation multiple times over period of time, gathering these results and comparing 

the evolution of the technology from IASAM2 perspective. 
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5.2 FUPOL simulators overview 

5.2.1 Skopje Vodno mountain recreational activities occupancy simulator 

The main objective is to enable citizen participation in the simulation software and 

better decision making by the administration of City of Skopje, being the main FUPOL 

objectives. The bicycle simulation software allows definition of existing bike paths 

and docking stations and projects to improve the existing situation. The output is 

calculation of the number of bikers using a certain resource and enabling a selection 

of a project that will offer the highest impact (D4.5 2014). 

5.2.2 Skopje bicycles inter-modality simulator 

The main objective of this project is the development of a software solution that will 

offer the City of Skopje and its citizens the opportunity to simulate the occupancy 

and usage of bike stations and bike parking lots. The overall goal is to increase the 

number of people that use bikes as a transport means, by taking several different 

measures, such as establishing bike intermodality, initiating the development of 

parking lots, rent-a-bike facilities, new bike paths, improving existing bike paths.  

The system would help the Administration of City of Skopje in improving the 

scheduling and resource planning, initiation and creation of new projects involving 

the bike stations and bike parking lots. The citizens of City of Skopje will also be 

involved in the decision making process by constantly communicating and expressing 

their opinion to the authorities, making the whole process more transparent and 

efficient (D4.6 2014). 

5.2.3 Yantai urban economics assessment simulator 

The main objective was the development of software tools that offer the 

administration of Yantai the possibility to study the current situation of these 

industries in order to make decisions about a company’s upgrade or closure in order 

to decrease resource consumption and impact on the environment. 

The simulator helps the administration of Yantai understand the situation of the 

industry with a set of indicators and their significance, and the trend of a possible 
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evolution of the industries depending on the expected percentage of industries for 

each considered sector. The Yantai Urban Economic Development Assessment 

simulator is based on an ABM/MAS model. The simulation model specifies industry 

evolution regarding energies consumption, pollution and other indicators, in order to 

decide which companies should be closed to reduce resource consumption (D4.7 

2015). 

5.2.4 Zagreb open green park occupancy analysis simulator 

The simulation objective for the green park design in Zagreb is to provide the best 

solution for the facilities that would be included in the 2000m2 of green area situated 

near the Autism Centre. The design must satisfy most of the potential user’s 

demands and must encourage interactions between autistic and non-autistic users, 

while avoiding possible conflicts between them. At the same time, possible conflicts 

between all kinds of users must be avoided (D2.5 2013). 

5.3 Simulators sustainability evaluation results 

The sustainability evaluation was carried out together with usability assessment. At 

the beginning, let’s see the distributions of all survey evaluations by single product 

(see Figure 5.3). This information gives us understanding of the overall level of 

certainty and confidence of the developing team regarding the product they develop. 

 

Skopje Vodno Mountain 

  

 

Skopje Bicycles 
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Yantai Urban Economics 

 

Zagreb-Open Green Park 

 

 

 Fig. 5.3: The distribution of evaluation values per simulator. 

 

The evaluations are pronouncedly positive with the majority of answers ranging from 

“5” to “7“, and indicate the confidence that the majority of criteria included in 

IASAM2 model are satisfied, and there are very few unresolved issues.  

The one FUPOL product that has received also some average values is Yantai Urban 

economics.  

There are very few questions marked with “NA” for each product that means that the 

developers are certain about their results and strategies (see Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2: Distribution of answers marked with “NA” per FUPOL product. 

 
Product 

N/A  

answers 

 Skopje Vodno Mountain 5 

Skopje Bicycles 2 

Yantai Urban Economics 3 

Zagreb-Open Green Park 3 

 

There were uncertainties regarding the criteria ‘Role of technology”, “Relative 

advantage”, “Compatibility” and “Trialability”, but the amount of these answers is 

insignificant and perhaps marginal, so no further analysis is needed.  
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But this overall information gives just an insight into the evaluation of all products. 

The final value of IASAM2 index and credibility can be seen in Table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3: IASAM2 index and credibility values for FUPOL products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to IASAM2 methodology and result interpretation guidelines, these results 

indicate that criteria have received high evaluations. The variance is insignificant, so 

the evaluation is rather similar: 

 Skopje Vodno Mountain. IASAM2 index value 0.79 and credibility value 

0.91. That means that important issues regarding the management, quality of 

technology, acceptance and domain development are fully performed. 

Technology highly satisfies the defined model criteria and is expected to be 

accepted among target group members (local municipality decision makers 

and local society members willing to participate in decision design) and 

sustainable in terms of existence of technology and targets set within FUPOL 

project; 

 Skopje Bicycles received the highest IASAM2 index value – 0.88, (credibility 

0.96). Important issues regarding all four flows of IASAM2 model – the 

management, quality of technology, acceptance and domain development – 

are fully performed or deliberated. The technology is expected to be accepted 

 Product IASAM2 index IASAM2 credibility 

 

Skopje Vodno  

Mountain 

0.79 0.91 

Skopje Bicycles 
0.88 0.96 

Yantai Urban  

Economics 

0.78 0.95 

Zagreb-Open  

Green Park 

0.80 0.95 
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among target group members and sustainable in terms of existence of 

technology and targets set within FUPOL project; 

 Yantai Urban Economics received IASAM2 index 0.78 (credibility – 0.95) 

Also here all the relevant issues included within the four flows of the model 

are fully deliberated. On the whole the technology highly satisfies the defined 

model criteria. The lowest rating was given to criteria connected with 

feedback, evolvability and maintenance – that are the issues that might 

require further control. Nevertheless, the technology is expected to be 

accepted among target group members and sustainable. It is also expected 

that the product will meet the targets set within FUPOL project; 

 Zagreb-Open Green Park. IASAM2 index 0.80, credibility 0.95. Also here 

the absolute majority of issues regarding the management, quality of 

technology, acceptance and domain development are fully performed or 

deliberated. Technology highly satisfies the defined model criteria. No criteria 

received evaluation less than 5. The technology is expected to be accepted 

among target group members and sustainable. 

The high values of IASAM2 credibility indicate that the majority of questions have 

been evaluated and there are no issues that have not received careful deliberation. 

The results are not surprising taking into account the FUPOL project scale and 

management procedures. Regular meetings with involved parties and stakeholders, 

online discussion platform, document management approach and profile of involved 

institutions – those are all contributing factors to reach successful results. 

The last part of this evaluation will look at the answers within each flow of IASAM2 

(see Figure 5.4).  
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Fig. 5.4: Answers of FUPOL product evaluation within each flow of IASAM2. 

 

It can be seen that the distribution among groups of questions follows the same 

trend for all FUPOL products. Namely, the quality of technology and management of 

the development process have received the highest values, and the flow that is 

connected with domain development issues – the lowest. (They are low 

comparatively to other flows.) It is not very surprising though, as domain 

development is considered to be external flow and thus it is more difficult to control 

the variables. 

At the same time it is important to note that this section is very crucial part of 

IASAM2, as it adds contextual information about technology development, 

implementation and usage period. This also distinguishes IASAM2 from other 

acceptance, technology success measurement methodologies. These criteria reflect 

other market players as well as other stakeholders outside the market.  

The figure also shows that the evaluation of Yantai urban economics simulator is 

more homogenous and shows less diversity among the flows. 

 

These results all together lead to the following conclusions: 
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 Different factors of technology creation and distribution, and also contextual 

issues regarding, for example, the market and society have been taken into 

account in the development process of FUPOL simulators; 

 According to the definition of technology sustainability these factors when 

taken into consideration let the technology be developed, implemented and 

maintained according to the needs of all stakeholders and attract long-term 

users. So FUPOL simulators will be able to fulfill the needs of all stakeholders, 

municipality officials, including potential users.  

 IASAM2 index values that are higher than 0.75 indicate that important issues 

regarding the management, quality of technology, acceptance and domain 

development are fully performed or deliberated. Technology highly satisfies 

the defined IASAM2 criteria and thus the evaluated technologies can be 

considered as valuable from the acceptance and sustainability perspective. All 

FUPOL simulation technologies prove to be sustainable if the criteria are met 

also in the future. 

 Similarity of simulators evaluation and rather homogenous evaluation pattern 

within each product, can be explained with the fact that the project 

management and development procedures were very similar with each 

product, as they were accomplished within the same institutional/co-

operational settings; 

 The high IASAM2 credibility values show that evaluation is consistent and 

relies on actual values as many questions have been answered. 

 The model itself and the survey questions can be used as a checklist for 

further improvements and development planning. 

 

6 Conclusions 

The result of the work done under D4.8 is FUPOL simulators development review 

paying attention to integration and maintenance qyestions. Document is based on 

deliverables D2.5, D2.8, D2.11, D2.12, 3.1, D4.2, D4.4, D4.5, D4.6, D4.7 and 

beneficiaries’ requirements. Software is elaborated and validated in close cooperation 

with WP2, WP5 and WP8 work packages. Simulator software is designed under IEEE 

standards. 

The conclusions are following: 
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 After the end of FUPOL project the simulation models and interoperability 

mechanisms must be simplified to achieve wider audience of dissemination; 

 To achive widespread of FUPOL results in policy simulation the policy 

simulation tasks will be customized and adapted to regional needs exluding 

the parameters typical for large tasks; 

 All the simulators will be adapted to OSS use only and will be distributed free 

of charge; 

 OSS semantic search solutions will be addede as credible data input to the 

simulators; 

 Advanced visualization SemaVis use does not decrease dissemination area 

because integration approach used allows exploiting the simulator with and 

without SemaVis, if necessary; 

 Problem oriented simulators, for example, green park occupancy analysis and 

layout design will be adapted to other orientation, for example, free economic 

zones and technological parks design, but Yantai economic development 

assessment simulator will be adapted to regional technologu zones, free 

harbours layout and technologies incubator capacity management; 

 Post FUPOL simulators will be reengineered as open systems and will be 

combined with other third part tools like environmental sustainability 

assessment software etc.; 

 FUPOL simulators designers work group (WP2, WP4 and WP5) will continue 

the products development and knowledge dissemination under H2020 

Twinning or similar activities. 
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8 Annex 1: Simulator usability assessment check-list 

Input 

 Interface is intuitive and understandable; 

 Objects layout on the screen is eligible; 

 Screen is not cluttered; 

 Statistical data input is convenient; 

 Graphical input is satisfactory. 

Simulation 

 Simulation model reflects reality; 

 Simulation aim is achieved; 

 Simulation session length is eligible; 

 Simulation periods are acceptable; 

 Upgrades are evident step by step through versions development; 

 Simulator is open and adaptable for other apps; 

 Further development is possible. 

Results 

 Visualization form is clear and understandable; 

 Results meet the simulation aim; 

 Results are correct enough and credible; 

 Results can be accessible for actual time stretches. 

 Data dimension is satisfactory for conclusions 

 

Each criterion must be evaluated in conformity with 7 point Likert scale, where 1 – 

Strongly disagree; 2 – Disagree; 3 – Somewhat disagree; 4 – Neither agree nor 

disagree; 5 – Somewhat agree; 6 – Agree; 7 – Strongly agree.  
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9 Annex 2: Yantai urban economic development 

assessment simulator software prototype performance 

testing settings and results  
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10 Annex 3: Skopje Bicycle intermodality simulator 

software prototype performance testing and simulation 

results  
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11 Annex 4: Skopje Vodno Mountain recreational 

resources occupancy analysis simulator performance 

testing and simulation results  
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12 Annex 5: Zagreb Open-green park occupancy 

assessment and layout planning simulator performance 

testing and simulation results  
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13 Annex 6: Detailed IASAM2 criteria description 

This section summarizes all criteria used for evaluation. Each criterion is described in 

a form of a statement. This statement is evaluated in 7 point Likert scale, where 1 – 

Strongly disagree; 2 – Disagree; 3 – Somewhat disagree; 4 – Neither agree or 

disagree; 5 – Somewhat agree; 6 – Agree; 7 – Strongly agree. If it is not possible to 

evaluate any criteria at the time of the current evaluation (for example, the evaluator 

does not know the answer because the technical specification is not yet ready), the 

criteria should be marked with “NA”. 

13.1 Management of development and implementation of 

technology 

Resources include available funds (or clear perspectives on this matter), time 

resources, equipment and knowledge in organization (the technology development 

team). IASAM2 criteria help to evaluate the methods used to manage these 

resources. The detailed level of this and other Management flow factors and criteria 

used for evaluation can be seen in Table 13.1. 

Table 13.1: Description of criteria “Resources”. 

 Criteria Criteria description/statement 

R
e
so

u
rc

e
s 

Available funds 

(existing or credit 

options) 

Project management has sound finance attracting and 

management strategy 

Time resources Sufficient and reasonable time resources are planned 

for technology development and implementation 

processes 

Equipment There is a sufficient amount of equipment or a sound 

plan for equipment procurement 

Knowledge in 

organization 

Project management possesses knowledge creation, 

description, sharing, and other important knowledge 

management mechanisms 

 
Each situation is of course different and no one can name one single project 

management approach that would fit all cases, but it is important that certain unified 
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principles are applied in project management. The IASAM2 model being universal, 

evaluates only the core criteria. 

The next factor is called Human resources. Human resources have been separated 

from other resources on purpose as this is very important resource on itself. 

Although people involved in the project can depend on other types of resources, it 

can play crucial role in ensuring technology acceptance and sustainability. The 

evaluation criteria for this factor include knowledge and skills in technology 

elaboration and requirements engineering, knowledge and skills in technology 

distribution into the market, and motivation (see Table 13.2). 

Table 13.2: Description of criteria “Human resources”. 

H
u
m

a
n
 r

e
so

u
rc

e
s 

Criteria Criteria description 

Knowledge and 

experience in technology 

elaboration and 

implementation 

Involved staff has the necessary 

knowledge and skills or the project 

management has defined a clear 

recruitment strategy 

Knowledge and 

experience in project 

management 

Involved staff has the necessary 

knowledge and experience in project 

management or the project management 

has defined a clear recruitment strategy 

Motivation Project management has a sound and 

grounded motivational system for the 

staff 

 
Strategic management principles include target setting, ex-ante analysis, risk 

assessment, market research, requirements engineering, etc. (see Table 13.3). 

Therefore the evaluation criteria are the following – ex-ante market research, ex-

ante competitor’s research, ex-ante target audience research, risk management, 

business plan, resource management, and project management. IASAM does not 

promote any specific project management approach, but it is important that the 

technology development team has the necessary skills and is familiar with project 

management tools and strategies.  
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Table 13.3: Description of criteria “Strategic management”. 

 

Criteria Criteria description 

S
tr

a
te

g
ic

 m
a
n
a
g
e
m

e
n
t 

Ex-ante market 

research 

Project management has comprehensive knowledge about 
the market situation in the established field 

Ex-ante 

competitors 

research 

Project management has a clear notion and information 

about the activities of competitors as well as about 

competing technologies  

Ex-ante target 

group research 

Project management has a clear notion of the target 

audience and its needs  

Risk assessment Project management is aware of potential risks and 

possible activities to prevent them 

Resource 

planning 

Project management uses adequate resource planning 

methods to ensure that the necessary resources are 

available in the right amount and at the right moment 

Project 

management 

An adequate project management approach is chosen 

Business plan There is a business plan (in the broadest sense) 

 
To respect the influence from governmental level, the model also adds the factor 

called Political/Legislative support. This factor characterizes the public policy 

context for the given technology. It is important because development of ICTE very 

often means eclipse in traditional realms or demands serious re-orientation, so the 

developers of technology might need to face contra arguments by lobbyists. Also 

legislature can have great effect on new technology. To mention the most extreme 

examples – the use of a technology can be prohibited or defined compulsory. And 

this undeniably impacts the acceptance and usage of a technology. The evaluation 

criteria for this factor are – political support, lack of political constraints, ideology 

(technology conforms to dominant ideology, social norms, etc.) and legislature. The 

criteria and their description can be seen in Table 13.4. 
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Table 13.4: Description of criteria “Politico-legal support”. 

 Criteria Criteria description 

P
o
lit

ic
o
-l
e
g
a
l 
su

p
p
o
rt

 

 

Political level 

support 

Technology development/implementation has political 

support  

Absence of 

political 

obstruction 

The technology development/implementation process does 

not have any obstructions on the political level/lobbying 

against it. 

Ideology The technology is not inconsistent with dominant 

ideology/social norms and processes  

Legislation Technology use is compulsory 

 
Another factor left is Evolution that is also connected with the flow Domain 

development and ensures feedback to project management about the necessary 

amendments to ensure sustainability. This concept is rather close to maintainability 

concept. Maintainability can be defined as the ability of an item to be retained in or 

restored to a specified state. Maintainability has to be built into systems during 

design and development by realizing a maintenance concept. This built-in 

maintainability also means the ability to ensure changes in provided technology 

requested by situation changes on domain environment. The evaluation criteria of 

this factor are – maintenance resources, evolvability of technology, feedback and 

maintenance processes (see the descriptions on Table 13.5).  

Table 13.5: Description of criteria “Evolution”. 

 Criteria Criteria description 

M
a
in

ta
in

a
b
ili

ty
 

Maintenance 

resources 

Resources for maintenance are available 

Evolvability The technology is able to evolve, its operation is not time-

restricted 

Feedback  There are mechanisms to research feedback and make the 

necessary changes to the technology 

Maintenance 

processes 

There are mechanisms to prevent/repair errors and flaws 
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13.2 Quality of technology 

Product quality covers characteristics of technology outputs, the need for 

additional gadgets to use the output or compatibility with different platforms. The 

criteria for evaluation are the following: output accuracy, output timing, output 

perceptibility, additional gadgets (needed or not), possibilities for technical 

integration. By output we mean here anything that reaches the client/user and is 

used by him – information, service, sound, video etc. (see Table 13.6). 

 

Table 13.6: Description of criteria “Product quality”. 

P
ro

d
u
ct

 q
u
a
lit

y
 

Output accuracy The output is consistent with the determined 

client needs 

Output perceptibility The output is comprehensible and ready to use, no 

additional processing is needed 

Output timing The output is ready when it is most convenient for 

the client 

Technical integration The technology is compatible (or is customizable) 

with different platforms, formats. 

Additional 

gadgets/software 

No additional gadgets/software are needed to use 

technology output 

 

Production quality concerns the issues of creation process – system design, coding 

practices and documentation management. Therefore the evaluation criteria include 

ICT architecture, Component and pattern re-use, complexity of algorithms, coding 

practices, error and exception handling, system documentation as well as 

development process documentation ( see Table 13.7). 

 

Table 13.7: Description of criteria “Production quality”. 

P
ro

d
u
ct

io
n
 

q
u
a
lit

y
 

ICT architecture The architecture of the technology is sound 

and valid 

Complexity of algorithms Algorithms are not unnecessarily complex 
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Component and pattern re-

use 

The development of the technology involves 

component and pattern re-use 

Coding practices Adequate coding methodology is chosen 

(waterfall, prototyping, spiral, etc) 

Error and exception 

handling 

An error and exception handling strategy is 

defined 

System documentation The system (technology) is adequately 

documented 

Development process 

documentation 

The system (technology) development process is 

adequately documented 

 

But another crucial element for technology sustainability is support services 

connected with the use of technology. Service quality looks at accessibility of 

support system and the personnel working with support issues. This factor is 

measured using four criteria – support timing, support staff, support system (clients 

understand and accept it), the availability support channels demanded by clients (see 

Table 13.8). 

Table 13.8: Description of criteria “Service quality”. 

S
e
rv

ic
e
 q

u
a
lit

y
 

Support 

channels 

Support availability conforms to the clients' needs 

Support system The support system is comprehensible and convenient for 

clients 

Support timing Support is available when necessary 

Support staff Support personnel is qualified or project management has 

defined a clear recruitment strategy 

 

Besides the characteristics of quality, there is an additional factor – accessibility. 

With the help of this factor the model evaluates overall technological accessibility in 

the society (physical accessibility as well as accessibility of necessary knowledge and 

skills). For example, to use Internet services and for them to become successful, the 

Internet should be easily accessible in the society. There are three evaluation criteria 

– infrastructure accessibility, ICT usage costs and ICT skills (see Table 13.9). 
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Table 13.9: Description of criteria “Accessibility”. 

A
cc

e
ss

ib
ili

ty
 

Infrastructure 

accessibility 

The whole infrastructure necessary for 

technology usage is accessible to society (the 

target group) 

ICT skills Society (the target group) possesses sufficient ICT 

skills 

ICT usage costs  ICT is available to society in terms of financial 

capabilities 

13.3 Technology acceptance 

The third IASAM flow turns to potential Technology acceptance by its users. 

Sustainability of technology cannot be explained without acceptance.  

Rogers1 defines these attributes as follows: 

 Relative advantage - The innovation is technically superior (in terms of cost, 

functionality, “image”, etc.) than the technology it supersedes 

 Compatibility - The innovation is compatible with existing values, skills, and 

work practices of potential adopters 

 Complexity- The innovation is relatively difficult to understand and use 

 Trialability - The innovation can be experimented with on a trial basis without 

undue effort and expense; it can be implemented incrementally and still 

provide a net positive benefit 

 Observability - The results and benefits of the innovation`s use can be easily 

observed and communicated to others. 

Based on the work carried out by Rogers, we define the criteria and sub-criteria in 

the following manner (see Table 13.10). 

Table 13.10: Description of criteria “Accessibility”. 

R
e
la

ti
v
e
 

a
d
v
a
n
ta

g
e
 Economic 

profitability 

Economic profitability is an advantage of using 

this technology 
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Low initial cost Low initial cost is an advantage of using this 

technology 

Decrease in 

discomfort 

Decrease in some kind of discomfort is an advantage 

of using this technology 

Social prestige  Use of this technology advances the social prestige of 

the user 

Savings of 

time/effort 

Saving of time and/or effort is an advantage of using 

this technology 

Immediacy of the 

reward 

The benefits of using technology are immediate a and 

that is an advantage of using this technology 

C
o
m

p
a
ti
b
ili

ty
 

Social/cultural values 

and beliefs 

The use of technology is positioned as compatible with 

social/cultural values and beliefs 

Previously introduced 

ideas 

The use of technology is positioned as compatible with 

previously introduced ideas 

Client needs The use of technology is positioned as compatible with 

client needs 

C
o
m

p
le

x
it
y
 

Complexity of 

technology 

The technology is positioned and should be perceived 

by potential users as easy 

T
ri
a
la

b
ili

ty
 Trial availability There are mechanisms (free downloads, trial versions, 

prototypes), that enable the users to easily try the 

technology 

O
b
se

rv
a
b
ili

ty
 

Observability of 

technology 

The results and benefits of technology is easily visible 

by potential users 

 

One additional factor included evaluation is Economical situation. It affects the 

development of new technologies as well as the existing ones, depending on their 

type and aims. For example, during economic hardship, people may seek for ways to 
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economize and choose cheaper technologies instead of more expensive ones. This 

factor is described as the lack of outer economic constraints for technology use and 

distribution. One criterion is evaluated here and the description can be seen in Table 

13.11. 

 

 

Table 13.11: Description of criteria “Economic situation”. 

 Criteria Criteria description 

E
co

n
o
m

ic
 

si
tu

a
ti
o
n
 Economic 

situation 

There are no external economic obstacles for technology 

usage and acceptance 

13.4 Domain development 

The model also includes Domain development as a set of factors that impacts 

technology sustainability. Despite the positive impact of technology development on 

the society overall, looking from the perspective of technology creators, every 

innovation endangers its current position within the technology market. 

This section is very important part of IASAM, as it adds contextual information about 

technology development, implementation and usage period. This also distinguishes 

IASAM from other acceptance, technology success measurement methodologies. 

These criteria reflect other market players as well as other stakeholders outside the 

market.  

The evaluation criteria and their descriptions for the Domain development flow can 

be seen in Table 13.12. 

 

Table 13.12: Description of criteria “Market situation”, “NGOs/informal groups” and 
“Role of technology”. 

 Criteria Criteria description 
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M
a
rk

e
t 

si
tu

a
ti
o
n
 Similar 

products 

There are similar technologies, this only adds new 

details. 

Uniqueness The technology is unique 

Brand 

recognition 

The technology uses (or is itself) a popular brand 

N
G

O
s/

in
fo

rm
a
l 
g
ro

u
p
s 

Support There are significant NGOs/informal groups or 

“opinion leaders” that (might) promote technology  

implementation, use and acceptance 

 

 

 

Lack of 

opposition 

There are no significant  NGOs/informal groups or 

“opinion leaders” that (might) hamper technology  

implementation, use and acceptance 

R
o
le

 o
f 

te
ch

n
o
lo

g
y
 

Social role The technology enables the transfer of some kind of 

popular idea into the electronic world  

Technical 

role 

The technology enables the use of other 

technologies 

 

Technologies among other competitors (Market situation) describe concurrent 

technologies as well as concurrent companies. It characterizes advantages among 

other technologies. There are three criteria to be evaluated – similar technologies, 

uniqueness and brand recognition (when technology uses familiar brand). 

Factor describing Nongovernmental organizations and activists or informal 

groups seek to represent different opinion-based groups that may influence the use 

of technology, by opposing it, or actively promoting its use. It is measured with two 

criteria – support and lack of opposition from such groups. 

The Role of technology looks at the social (does it enable new ideas/paradigm 

shift?) and technological role (does it enable the users of other technologies?) of a 

technology. These criteria help to evaluate the necessity for the technology within 

the society at the certain point of its development. For example, social role helps to 

determine, whether and how the technology eases or promotes the implementation 
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of new ideas, new social movements etc. To mention specific examples, massive 

open online course platform Coursera.org reflects and promotes the paradigm shift in 

education or stakeholders that empowers and enables a new level of public 

participation and local governance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


